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In Newark, Paterson
Holy Week Rites Scheduled
NEWARK The ancient ceremonies of
Holy Week will begin Sunday. April 7. in North
Jersey with the blessing of the palms at Sacred
Heart Cathedral here and St. John's Cathedral.
Paterson.
ARCHBISHOP BOLAND ••!] bless the palms
at Sacred Heart Cathedral at to a.m Bishop
McNulty will bless the palms and offer a
Solemn Pontifical Mass at 10 30 a m in St
John's Cathedral. Throughout the area, the
ceremony trill be repeated in over 300 churches.
On April 11, Archbishop Boland will offer
a Solemn Pontifical Mass at 10 a.m. ui the
cathedral, at which the oils for Confirmation.
Holy Orders and Extreme Unction will be bless-
ed. The Archbishop will offer another Solemn
Pontifical Mass at 8 p.m
Archbishop Roland will preside at the Good
Friday Liturgy it 1 pm in the cathedral and
will offer hit Solemn Poatifica! Mass for Easter
following the Easter Vigil, which begins at 10:90
D m on April 11.
IN PATERSON, the schedule will vary
slightly. Bishop McNulty will bleu the oils and
offer his first Holy Thursday Mau at 10 a m .
with a Solemn Pontifical Mass scheduled lor
8:30 p m. He will preside at the Three Hours
devotion from noon to 3 p m on April 12 and
then will offer the Good Friday liturgy at 4
p m The Bishop will celebrate his Solemn
Pontifical Mass at St. John's on April 14 at
10 30 a m.
'LOVE AND FRATERNAL UNITY' - After the Gospel on Holy Thursday the ritual of the
washing of the feet of 12 men may be carried out by the priest in imitation of Christ's
washing of the feet of the Apostle* at the last Supper. Above, Rev. Peter S. Rush, pastor
of St. Joseph's, Jersey City, performs this act of humility while the hymn of love for
neighbor is chanted: "Where there is love and fraternal unity. God is present, Let us...
with pure hearts be joined to one another..."
Council Group Discusses
Improved Press Services
VATICAN CITY <NC>-Plans
for improving public informa-
tion services at the next ses-
sion of the Secood Vatican
Council were presented to the
Council's Coordinating Com-
mission at the last of its sec-
ond series of meetings here.
PLANS FOR A better infor-
mation service sere presented
to the commission by Arch-
bishop Pericle Feiici. Secre-
tary General of the council.
Informed sources said that
the proposals were inspired by
a need for less restriction on
news to satisfy better the
needs of newsmen covering
the coming council session.
At its first meeting the Co-
ordinating Ccm mission studied
projects dealing with Catho-
lic schools, the training of
priests and the priestly life.
The next meeting examined
projects on what the council
press bulletin called the "spe-
cially important" lay aposto-
late and on Bishops.
THE LAY AFOSTtILATE
project hat two parts, the bul-
letin said The first studies
general principles of the lay
apoatointr. such as its purpose,
ita relation to Bishops, coop-
eration among ita various
forms, and the training of lay
apostles. The secood examines
three basic aspects Catholic
action, charitable actsoo and
aocial action
Two projects submitted by
the council's Commission for
Bishops and the Ruling of Dio-
ceses cover the relations be-
tween Bishops and the Ro-
man curia (the Vatican ad-
ministrative staff), the status
of Coadjutor and Auxiliary
Bishops, episcopal confer-
ences, the boundaries of dio-
ceses and parishes, and the
care of souls.
THE NEXT MEETING stud
ied project* dealing with the
pastoral duties of Bishops, re-
ligious life, the Eastern
Church, and the revised proj-
ect on Revelation
The coordinating commmioa
does not judge the contests of
projects in detail It Just
makes sure that the guidelines
it gave in January have been
followed Thus, the eoorduut
mg group goes through
proposed drafts quickly .
The redrafted revelation
project, which U shorter than
the original, has a preface and
five chapters: Revelation of
the Word of God, Application
and Interpretation. The Old
Testament. The New Testa-
ment and lloly Scripture m
the Church.
THE FOURTH meeting, pre
sided over by Amleto Car-
dinal Ctcogaani. papal Seer*
tary of Slate and Coordinating
commission chairman, began
with a study of the first two
chapters of the project on th*
nature of the Church.
The first chapter treala of
the Church in its institution
and mission The second deals
w th the Church in ita forma-
tion of a hierarchy, particular
ly of a body of Bishops
The commission also con
sidered a project dealing with
Christian unity. This project
was drawn up by Cardinal Ot-
taviani's commission in colla-
borate with the Commission
for the Oriental Churches and
the Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity.
This meeting also studied a
project prepared by a mixed
commixsion drawn from the
Faith and Morals Commission
and the Commission for the
Lay Aposiolate. This project-
deals with the presence of the
Church in the modern world.
Mission Completed,
Family Adopted
NEWARK A deserted family of "not quite a dozen young*
•ters" was legally adopted here thia week, with Associated Cath-
olic Charities and The Advocate as "godparents" of a sort.
On Nov. 23, 1881 The Advocate published an appeal for
adoptive parents for the children, whose number and ages had
to be (and still must be) left uncertain for their security.
..
h,ve ■ ri*ht 10 I* together," was the quote from
Msgr. Patrick J. Trainor, acting executive director of Catholic
Charities. But the agency had been searching for months for
adoptive parents who could accommodate such a large family
After they read The Advocate’* story the parents of an oni*
child contacted the agency, however, and negotiations for place-
ment of the deserted children with them were initiated quickly
It was the beginning of this week's happy ending
Pope Appoints Council
To Revise Canon Law
VATICAN CITY <NC)-Pop*
John XXIII has set up a com-
mission of 30 Cardinals—in-
cluding Francis Cardinal
Spellman of New York to re-
vise the Church's Code of
Canon Law.
The commission will carry
oul the third of three major
projects announced by the
Pope in the early months of
his pontificate. On Jan. 25
)968. Pope John revealed his
plans to hold a synod for the
Rome Diocese, to convene an
ecumenical council, and to
update canon law. The Rome
synod was held In January.
1960, and the Second Vatican
Ecumenical Council, which
opened last October, is stiU in
progress.
THE POPE announced th*
establishment of the new com-
mission at a meeting of the
council a Coordinating Com
mission. Its president is Pi-
etro Cardinal Ciriaei. prefect
of the Sacred Congregation of
the Council. Msgr. Giacomo
Violardo. undersecretary of
the Sacred Apostolic Sign*
ture. high Church court, is
secretary
The commission's usk will
he to gather and prepare ma-
terial for a revision of canoa
law according to the direc-
tives of the ecumenical coun-
ctl.
The revision will apply
only to the code now In force
to the Latin Rite Eastern
Rite Catholics arc governed
by a separate code
The commission's work wiU
be I be first major revitimi of
canon taw since the present
code went Into effect in 191*.
CANON LAW IS the body of.
lew* and regulations formula-
ted by the Church for the dis-
riplinc of ila members. Its
principal source* are decrees
issued by the Popes, ecumeni-
cal councils ami Vatican con-
gi eg* lions. and decisions of
Church tribunals.
Its beginnings go back to
the very early days of the
Church. In the first century
the Bishops of Rome governed
tbc Church mainly through
correspondence Many of these
decisions acquired the force
of law either at once or in the
course of time.
Other Bishops enacted regu-
lations for their own Sees.
These regulation* were not
general, but sometimes they
spread from diocese to dio-
cese and ended by gaining uni
versa) recognition and thus be-
coming part of the general
canon law The early ecu men
teal councils not only defined
points of doctrine with the
approval of the Popes, but
also enacted numerous dis
rtpltnary laws for the whole
Church.
DESPITE MANY efforts to
collect and chdify these laws,
by the Middle Age* there was
considerable confusion about
them It wa* difficult to know
which laws were genuine,
which had been repealed and
which were still in force.
About 1140 an Italian monk,
Grattan. compiled a moau
mental work He collected and
tried to put in order all
Church legislation which had
accumulated up to his time.
Although unofficial and rest-
ing entirely on his own au-
thority. ''Grattan's Decree,”
as hi* book was called, was
so useful that it soon super
sedrd at! earlier coOrctions.
The loaned of Trent (IMS
ISO! was a major landmark
in ranon law history The dis
ctpbnary legislation It passed
In Br. Guiana
See Danger
To Schools
GEORGETOWN. British
Guiana tNCt-Bntish Guiana's
leftist government has issued
a memorandum calling lor an
education policy which. Church
authorities have warned, will
force the closing of all deno-
minatMoal schools her*.
In spite of the warnings of
Bishop Richard Guilty, S J.. of
Georgetown, the White Paper
sasd a. sulifißsl rather than a
.w,m;n*nooai *> boot system
should be lieeMopnl to this
sell governing British Carib-
bean territory
The memorandum also
called foe th* establishment of
a Teachers' Service Commis
sion which will have the right
to appoint and promole teach-
ers ta all public and state-
aided schools
THE GEORGETOWN week
lv Catholic Standard said that
"it It clear the government is
not prepared to consider reli-
gious qualifications in the
making of appointments "
Cardinal Cushing:
‘Truth Without Fear'
Goal of Ideal College
BOSTON (RN’S) - Richard
Cardinal Cushing of Boston
said here that the "exalted
purpose" of a Catholic college
or university is to seek "with
out fear or reserve all truth
which the mind of man can
know and his diligence dis-
cover
"
He spoke ala Solemn Pon-
tifical Maas to lloly Cross Ca-
thedral marking the centen-
nial observance of Boston Col-
lege. a Jesuit university in
nearby Newton (Mass.). Au
xillary Bishop Thomas J.
Riley celebrated the Mass with
Cardinal Cushing and Augustin
Cardinal Be*, president of the
Vatican Secretariat for Pro-
moting Christian Unity, presid-
ing.
A 35 PIECE orchestra in the
sanctuary played specially
composed music for the Cen-
tennial Mass.
CARDINAL CUSHING
stressed that a Catholic uni
versity should operate in an
academic climate wherein
scholars feci free to add new
intellectual dimensions to their
scholarship with the conviction
thal "faith and freedom are
twin gifts of God."
Hading wisdom ai the "high-
est of virtues" and the work
of scholars ss "one of the
noblest of callings," the prel-
ate added, "so too, one of the
proudest of man's monuments
must be the university where
men gather for this exalted
purpose."
But, he warned, "the cor-
ruption of the best is the worst
and those who pervert to les-
ser
purposes the greatness of
this calling are the ultimate
subversives who make truth
Itself their victim." He also
criticised those who lay the
Church ts anti-intellectual.
Paterson to Note Anniversary
PATERSON The 25th anniver-
sary of the Diocese of Paterson will
be marked with a Solemn Pontifical
Mass offered by Bishop McNulty April
22 at 5 p.m. in St. Philip the Apostle
Church, Clifton.
PREBENT AT the Mass wiU be all
of the Bishops of New Jersey, headed
by Archbishop Boland of Newark, sec-
ond Bishop of Paterson and metropoli-
tan of the New Jersey Province, and
the state's two Benedictine Abbots.
All priests of the diocese wiU be
invited to the Mass, as will two lay
people from each pariah and repre-
sentatives of religious orders. Tho Mass
will be followed by a dinner in St. Phil-
ip's parish hall.
THE DIOCEBE of Paterson was
formed Dec. 9, 1937 from th* north-
western part of the Archdiocese of New
ark. Bishop Thomas H. McLaughlin was
its first Ordinary. He was installed
April 28, 1938, by Archbishop Walsh
of Newark, in his first official act aa
metropolitan of the new province.
There were at the time 128,961
Catholics ip- the Counties of Morris,
Sussex and Passaic, a number which
has about doubled in the intervening
quarter of a century. These were serv-
ed by 54 parishes and 23 missions.
TO STAFF these parishes, the new
Bishop had 92 diocesan and 25 reli-
gious priests. With the future expan-
sion of the diocese in mind, Bishop Mc-
Laughlin temporarily "borrowed"
priests from the Dioceses of Rochester*
and Pittsburgh and later instituted the
custom of adopting itudcnts in Irish
seminaries, which have produced 14
priesta for Paterson.
Bishop McLaughlin also opened the
dioceses first new high school. Pope
Plus of Passaic, in 1939. At the start of
World War U, his health declined,
and he died March 17, 1947.
The next two Bishops of Paterson
also came here after service as Aux-
iliary Bishops in Newark. Bishop
Boland was Installed as the second
Bishop Sept. 18. 1947, and Bishop Mc-
Nulty as the third Bishop May 20
1953. This pattern ended with the ap-
pointment of Bishop James J. Nsvagh
of Ogdensburg, who will be installed
May 9.
, CROWTH OF THE diocese increas-
ed rapidly after the end of World War
II and the ensuing migration to subur-
bia. What it meant to the diocese U
shown in school statistics. The 48
schools In IS3B grew to 97 in 1983 and
enrollment swelled from 10,743 to 53,-
088.
Hardly a year has gone by, either,
without the announcement of anew
mission or parish. There are now 87
parishes and 19 missions plus several
chapels in lakeland vacation areas.
Paterson's long interest in the mis-
sions, as exemplified by the mother-
houses of several orders located there,
has been heightened in recent years by
its invitation to the Association for In-
ternational Development to locate in
the See city and by the dispatch of
three diocesan priests to a ptvish in
Bolivia, ono of two to be supported by
the diocese.
Peace Encyclical Due;
Of 'Major Importance'
VATICAN CITY <NC>-Popc
John has announced he Is
preparing anew encyclical on
world peace to be entitled
"Pacem in Terris" (Peace on
Earth)
A Vatican official said the
encyclical is of greatest im-
portance and ranked it as the
equal of Mater et Magistra,
Uie Pape's pronouncement on
•octal problem* The document
wdl stress the need for peace
with justice, liberty and chari-
ty, and respect for the desire
for peaceful coexistence of in-
dividuals and nation*
The encyclical, described at
very long, will probably be is-
sued onHoly Thursday, in enn-
•section with the Mas* to be of
fered by Pope John in the
Situne Chapel for diplomat*
accredited to the Holy See
THE ENCYCLICAL was
mentioned for the first lime ui
a telegram tent on Passson
Sunday by Pope John to Cle
tneote Cardinal Mtrara. Vicar
General of Rome The Pontiff
thanked the Cardinal and the
Home Diocese (or the wsrm
welcome given him during hu
visit to the Roman parish of
San Bnstlio that afternoon.
Previously there bad been
rumor* that such an encyclical
was being planned, hut no de-
tails could be obtained.
The encyclical will be the
eighth issued by Pope John.
The fim encyclical of his
poitificate was issued on
June 29. 1959, and was en-
titled Ad. Petri Cathedram
(Near the Chair of Peter). It
was an appeal to separated
Christian* to reunite with the
Church, and also warned of
the universal devasUboo that
would result from nuclear
war.
ON AUG. I, 1959. he issued
Sacrrdotu Nostn Primordix
if rom the Beginning of Our
Priesthood) to commemorate
the erntenary of the death of
St. John Vianncy. patron of
parish priests On Sept. 26
came Grata Recordatio
(Grateful Memory), an appeal
for
prayers for the Pope's
guidance, for missionaries, for
peace, and for the success of
the Rome diocesan synod and
the ecumenical council.
Pnnceps Pastorum (Tho
Prince of Shepherds) was is-
sued on Nov. 28 to mark tha
40»h anniversary of Pope Bene-
dict XV's apostolic letter on
the missions, Maximum
lUud.
On July 14, 1961, he re-
leased Mater et Magistra,
stressing the need to apply
Catholic social teaching to
modem problems. On Nov. 11
of the same year Aetema
Dei Sapicntia (The Eternal
Wisdom of God) marked the
lStb centenary of the death of
Pope St. Leo the Great.)
Pope John's most recent en-
cyclical, PaemtrnUam Agere
(To Do Penance) was issued
July t, 1962, to urge Catholics
to practice penance in prepa-
ration for the ecumenical
council.
NCCM Convention
Agenda Has Variety
Of Current Topics
WASHINGTON (NQ -
Thirty seven seminars and
forum* dealing with a variety
if current topic* are scheduled
at the biennis! National Coon
ri! of Catholic Men contention
to be held in Atlantic City.
April n at.
The discussion* will deal
with social justice, public mor-
ality. derenry m family life,
communism. Sunday shopping,
sea education in the family,
moral problems in but met*
convert work among Negroes
and similar problems
THE CONVENTION also
will feature five IV minute
presentation, by Second Vati-
can Conned consultants and
expert* at a general session
Apnl n in the Atlantic Crty
Convention Hall The presents
tmns will Include the principal
areas of renewal in the Church
liturgical. Biblical, calc
‘helical ecumenical and the
social a postdate
The speakers wtU include
Bev. Thomas F. Stransk).
C S P.. member of the Vatican
Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity; Rev. John
Miller. CSC., staff editor lor
bturgy and sacramental the
ology of the new Catholic En
cyclopedia; Rev Eugene H.
Maly, president of the Amen
can Catholic Biblical Associa-
tion. and Rev. Shawn G.
Sheehan, liiurgist and profes-
•or of theology of St John’s
Seminary. Brighton. Mass
Theme of the convention is
"The Layman in an Age of
Christian Renewal."
The convention is being
sponsored by the Church
Province of New Jersey, head-
ed by Archbishop Boland of
Newark. William F. Johnson
of Wayne is president of the
NCCM
Mindszenty Case
Conflicting Reports
On U.S.-Red Talks
VIENNA (NC) Conflicting
reports have reached here
about alleged talks between
the US and communist Hun-
gary on freedom for Jozsef
Cardinal Miadssenty
lUWarta trw ■ados «S **M
the natkms are discussing
means of arranging for the de-
parture of the Hungarian
Pnmate from the U. S lega-
tion there, where he ha* lived
in asylum since 1956.
It has been reported from
Washington that the State De-
partment denied that any
negotiations are taking place.
IN BUDAPEST, according to
reports, a Hungarian govern-
ment spokesman announced
that "negotiations on a diplo-
matic level with the U. S.
government are in progress."
He reportedly added that "It
i* too early yet to speculate
on the possible outcome of
these talks, but we hope to be
able to say something soon
"
»4£ &T &s£&§£*«*
the U. S. legation stated that
the U. S. government consid-
ers discretion vital for suc-
cessful talks.
IN WASHINGTON. Uie Stats
Department said it has “no
comment" to make on a news
report that Franiiskus Car-
dinal Koenig of Vienna will be
granted "immediate entry" to
visit Cardinal Mindazenty in
the US. legation in Budapest.
Cardinal Koenig had dis-
closed earlier this month that
he plans to visit Cardinal
Mioduenty.
On the Inside...
MIGRANT WORKERS are discussed by
Sen. Harrikm A. Williams Jr., an
expert on the question recently
honored by a Church organization
for his work on their behalf, in an
interview on page 12
SOME THOUGHTS on Holy Weok and
suffering will be found in two
editorials on p a ge g
THE UNITY-MINDED willbe interested
in a number of articles on that
topic over two pages starting on ...Page 4
VISITS AIRPORT - Surrounded by a pollen motorcycle escort. Pope John XXIII (in back
seat of car) takes a detour while returning from nearby Ostia tb see Rome's new Fiumi-
cino Airport. The Pontiff took the opportunity to see the modern airport after making
a lenten visit to Queen of Peace Church In the seaside resort of Ostia. He was
away from the Vatican for four hour* for the journey, his longest outside Rome in five
months. At the airport crowds welcomed the Pope with tremendous applause; taxi
drivers joined in the salute by sounding their horns.
t Continued on Page >)
wa* promulgated in 1394 by
Pope Plus IV and constituted
the primary source of esnon
law until the codification In
the year 1918.
BY THE BEGINNING of
the 20th century canon law
wa« again In a state of con-
fusion. At (he First Vatican
Council (1868-1870) conditions
had prevented the passing of
disciplinary laws ok consider-
ation of the Biahops' request
for codification of those al-
ready in force.
In 1904 Pope St. Pius X ap-
pointed a commission of Car-
dinals to codify Church lsw
under his own chairmanship.
The Code of Canon Law that
resulted from these efforts
was promulgated on May 27.
1917. by Pope Benedict XV
and went into effect the fol-
lowing May 19.
Since then numerous official
Church documents which have
(he force of law have been is-
sued. necessitating the present
effort of revision.
Members of the new com-
mission named by Pope John
are the following:
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News From the Vatican
Pope’s Easter Message Due
VATICAN CITV (HNS)
Pop* John will deliver his tra-
ditional Easter Message, to the
world on April 13 at 8 p.m.,
Rome time (2 p.m.. EST). Va-
tlcan authorities announced.
His talks will be broadcast over
the Vatican Radio and relayed
to many European networks.
' At noon on Easter Sunday,
the Pontiff will impart his
customary Urbi et Orbi (to
the city and the world) bless-
ing.
During Holy Week, Pope
John will take part in various
liturgical ceremonies, in-
cluding one on Palm Sunday,
when he will go to St. Peter’s
Basilica for the blessing of the
palms.
On Holy Thursday, the Pope
will celebrate evening Mass in
the Sisline Chapel of the Va-
tican Palace of diplomats ac-
credited to the Holy Sec.
On Good Friday, Pope John
will go to St. Peter’s Basilica
at 5 p.m. for the Adoration of
the Cross after the chanting of
the Passion.
At 10:00 a.m. on Holy Satur-
day, he will go to the Sistine
Chapel where he will speak
to. students from the Univer-
sity of Paris.
POPE JOHN nude his fi-
nal Sunday Lenten visit to a
Rome parish March 31 when
he went to San Basilio’s
Church, about eight miles
from the center of the city.
His journey took more than
three hours.
At several points the Pope’s
car was halted by crowds and
even inside a building the Pon-
tiff expressed worry that the
crush of the throng might en-
danger the safety of the thou-
sands flocking around him.
His first stop after leaving
the Vatican was at St. Te-
resa’s Church near the Via
Veneto where he had the roof
of his car lowered and stood
to bless the crowd. Next he
rode to Verano cemetery
where he urged the crowd to
pray for the dead. Two other
stops were in the working
class district of Pietralata
ami at the Salesian technical
training school of Teresa Ge-
rlnt.
For the last hslf mil* of
his drive to San Basillo’a the
Pope braved the chill to bless
the thousands lining the road
despite the wind and drizzle.
AFTER THE ceremonies at
the Church, the Pope spoke
briefly and expressed “great
comfort" at the welcome
given him.
“Some’ people say that the
Pope Is too optimistic, that
he sees only good," he said.
"But 1 cannot separate my-
self from the Lord who spread
only good and who always in-
insisted more on the word
‘yes’ than on ’no.’
“There is evil, weakness and
the turmoil of very strong
temptations in the modern
world. But there la also good."
Recalling the spirit of Lent,
the Pope said that while joy
is good, "we must remember
to aspire toward Heaven, mor-
tify the flesh and decline the
glory of the world. It is lawful
to rejoice in successful
achievements, but we must
always bear in mind that we
are travelers on earth."
•
l isitf a
‘
Consolation*
VATICAN CITY (RNS) -
Pope John, at his customary
midweek general audience,
stressed the ’’consolation" he
derived from his frequent vis-
its outside the Vatican
He told some 5.000 pilgrims
that on these visits he had re-
ceived enthusiastic greetings
from the faithful -and, above
all, “from young people who
are living witness to the spir-
it of faith, loyalty to religious
traditions and love of the Gos-
pel permeating Christian peo-
ple."
The Pop* once more drew
attention to St. Joseph, to
whom the month of March ia
dedicated, and exhorted all to
an ever more intense devotion
to “this great saint."
People in the News
Rev. Joseph Zellankas,
8.D.8., former professor of
canon law at the Salesian col-
lege 1q Rome, has been ap-
pointed director of the Vati-
can's Polyglot Press and ad-
ministrator of L’Osservatore
Romano.
John Leo of Oradell, N. J„
has resigned an editorial
staff position with the Catholic
Messenger, diocesan newspa-
per of Davenport, lowa.
Rev. James 8. Stefanlak,
M.M., a Maryknoll missioncr
in Peru for the last IS years,
has been named director of
the new Intercultural Institute
of Ponce. Puerto Rico, a cen-
ter to train missionaries to
I-atin America.
Paul Emile Cardinal Leger
of Montreal has been appoint-
ed a member of the Sacred
Consistnrial Congregation by
Pope John.
Mtgr. John 8. Koscisko, for-
mer spiritual director of the
Byzantine Catholic Seminary
in Pittsburgh, has been named
editor of the Byiantine Catho-
lic World, newspaper of the
Pittsburgh Byzantine Rite Dio-
cese.
Major Robert M. While, pilot
of the X-13, has been named
to receive Villanova Universi-
ty's Mendel Medal, given to
outstanding Catholic scientists.
(.alines
...
Bret ifitoil on ctmtn urrr
•ntradnerd htfnrt tbr Socred
Congregation of Kile i lor tbr
following:
Rev. Glovaaai Pia marts,
founder of the Congregation
of the Holy Family of Sara
reth. Born Brescia. Italy. Nov.
16, iMi. died at Brescia
April 23. 1913
Rev. Iwigi Orion*, founder
of the Congregation of the
Sows of Divine Providence
and the Little Missionary Sis-
ters' of Charity. Born Monte
curone, Ilaly. June 23, 1*72:
died at San Remo March 12,
1940.
Tbr Sacrtd Congregation of
Kiln examined tht writing!
of tbr following in breUHc*
lion comer.
Mother Margaret llallakan,
foundress of the Congregation
of the Sisters of St. Dominic
of Stone. England. Born in
I/mdon Jan. 23, 1803; died at
Stone May 10. IMI.
Rev. Luigi Talmone, found-
er of the Congregation of the
Sisters of Mercy at Monza.
Italy. Born In Monza Oct. 3.
1848; died at Monza Jan. 31,
1926.
Rev. Bernardo Akmna.
0.F.M., preacher In southern
Italy. Bom at Sarno in 1642;
died at Naples Oct. 23, 191T.
Question
On Peron
BUENOS AIRES <RNS> -
Antonio Cardinal Caggiano of
Bueno* Aire* said he has no
knowledge that the Chnrch'a
excommunication ban on de-
posed Argentine dictator Juan
D Peron had been lilted.
In mid-March, associate* of
Peron in Madrid, where the
•ex-dictator is living in exile,
claimed that the ban had been
lifted and that Peron had been
absolved in a private cere-
mony at which Bishop Leo-
poido Eljo y Garay of Madrid
had presided
Cardinal Caggiano. in a let-
ter read at Masses in Buenos
Aire* churches, said there had
been no official statement
from the Holy See that the ex-
communication decree had
been lifted Consequently, be
said, the edict must stiU be
considered in fores until he re-
ceived information to the con-
trary from the Vatican
The Argentine prelate noted
that the exdictator had been
excommunicated by the Vat-
ican's Sacred Caesistortal Con-
gregattoo in IKS after a series
of anti-Church moves on
Peron * part, including the ex-
pulsion of two Argentine prel
ales The Vatican office would
have to rescind the ban, he
said; a Bishop by himself
could not
Fathers Trim
Council Schema
WINNIPEG. Man (NCI -
The Second Vatican Council’s
Commission for Religious bat
reduced its draft of proposals
for the council to one fourth
It* original sire. Arrhbtshop
George Ftahiff. CSB, re
ported hero
The Archbishop of Winnipeg,
a member of the Commission
for Religious, said the reduc
uon in size of the rommit-
swn’s draft of proposals - or
schema was carried out in
the spirit of instructions glim
by Pope John
Archbishop Flahiff said the
original schema of the Com
miasma for Religious was too
long and too weighted down
with historical material to ac-
complish the aims of Pope
John and permit the council
to do Its work speedily.
Indian See Aims
AI Self-Support
DHARWAR. India (RNS)—
Bishop Michael Rodrigues of
Belgsum has launched a 10-
year program to make hi* dio-
cese financially self support-
ing.
He called for monthly con-
tributions of three rupees (63
cents) from each Catholic
family in his diocese The
amount will be gradually in-
creased each year.
Red-Jailed Priests
Reported Dead
HONG Kong tNCI - Re-
ports rrarhing here state th\l
thro* Chinese priests have
died in prison m communist
China
They aro Rep Peter Chang
Charou ki of the Suebow Dio-
cc»*. Rev Michael Yuan of
the Haimrn Diocese and Rev.
MattJiew She Kta-ki. The ex-
act dales of their deaths are
unknown
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Law...
(Continued from Page 1)
SALESMAN
Part time.
fund railing wpariann dolrabl*.
Übaral cammitiian and iipwui.
Writa far Intarvtaw.
D. P. MURPHY CO.
71 MURRAY ST., NEW YORK
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Lighthearted
new look for girls ..,
. . . dressed to perfection in pale blue and wh
coat, a beautiful white dress delicately embroider
in the same pale blue add a blending hat, a sm
white patent bag, and presto her heart is rea
singing ‘Spring’.
;;rr r.: V '
The Coat linen textured 7 to II 21
The Drew. embroidered cotton 7 to 14 b
The Hat 2.00 - The Bag 3.00
v
BERGENFIELD
Washington Avc. and Main Street
Op*H next week tv fry night
till 9 P.M.
AUTO J
WTRUCK
(fam* Zch^vro'l|t7
PARTS
N*H a imiw (Ttotrofet Mrt far >*«r car at irark* Yn
nama H . . . ■» r» tart to kart M ... at a prka toil tatet
atoalj:
FREE PROMPT DELIVERY TO ALL
GARAGES A REPAIR SHOPS • SPECIAL HOT ROD DEPT.
3055 HUDSON BIVD.
Jißsrr city • ot 6-1000
HU 4-7200
Thmtul
l» fAIK AVI.
NIWAtK
mi 1
COMPLETE BANQUET FACILITIES
Fll« iff tondmonrd hsmvutt
roemj wriM| 50-450 pmoni.
OUTSIDE CATERING
From 10 lo Urgnl number
DINING ROOM
Open Fiery Dey for
LUNCH end DINNEK
BONDS
Insurance
A Wedding Reception
PLAZAHOTEL
MM'!. Jirw CUT. N. t.
• Momm liwim »mi
'NM M*
• liw'ln Cwlwn*
• M«<m PrltM
• c«r*fwl ttfotnw H ««taUl
»w« ■'<«•! CMHilial
Oldfield 3-0100
*■■»«« e*Hn«* Ink
All
llllMlln <(>*«rtwll> (Ivm
ATTENTION PARENTS!
IF YOUR CHILD'S
FIRST COMMUNION or CONFIRMATION
*ok*» place any time thie teaton, phone the nearest studio below NOW
and you'll receive, by mail, without obligtaion,
SPECIAL DISCOUNT COUPONS
(or COMMUNION or CONFIRMATION PORTRAITS
1 ... CALL... —1
LORSTAN STUDIOS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Atlantic City -13 S. Tennessee Av*. 345-2766
Bayonne - 492 Broadway
'
HI 6-9534
Kaet Orange -11 N. Harrison St. __OR 7-0764
Jersey City - 51 Journal Sq DE 3-9590
Newark - 856 Broad St. Ml 3-9797
Passaic - 193 Jefferson St. OR 3-3200
Paterson - 259 Main St MU 4-9824
Plainfield - 255 W. Front St. PL 7-5791
Red Bank - 24 Whit* St. 7-5540
Trenton - Tl 5 N. Broad St. EX 2-9502
Union .1051 St4kvesant Ave MU 6-5600
THOMAS STUDIOS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Bloomfield - 610 Bloomfield Ave. PI 3-9125
Bridgeton -46 E. Commerce St. GL 1-9620
Camden - 120 N. Broadway , L_WO 6-6699
Elizabeth
- 1140 E. Jersey St EL 3-5918
Hackensack - 260A Main St. HU 7-9220
Morristown - 62 South St JE 94)602
New Brunswick - 115 Albany St. __VI 6-9631
Perth Amboy - 284 Hobart St HI 2-7313
West N. Y. - 5618 Bergenline Ave. UN 5-5015
FOR THOSE WHO ARE GOING
TO ATTIND THI INSTALLATION Of
HIS EXCELLENCY, THf MOST REVEREND
James a. McNulty
as Bishop of the Diocese
of Buffalo
THt FOLLOWING TRANSPORTATION
HAS BUN ARRANGED
...
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is that extra some-
thing we get from
a service well
per-
formed.
PRUDE
yj
CATERING
. ,„
SERVICE
rtftmd itrntmm */ Slurw L Horn
V YEARS OF CATERING "KNOW HOW’
West Orange, New Jersey REdwood 1-4JOO
o
INTEREST
from day of deposit on
ONE YEAR CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT
$l,OOO to $25 000
,
Commercial
Trust Cos.
of N'Eiw Jersey
MAIN OFFICE. IS Exchange Place, Jersey City
11 ( ottltnitnl OftUii
JERSEY CITY • BAYONNE - UNION CIT*
ONN MONDAY IVININOI (linft Mali. 0*H«)
Archbishop's
Appointments
SUNDAY, APRIL 7
10 a.m„ Bleating of
palma, Sacred Heart Catb.
edral
THURSDAY, APRIL 11
10 a.m., Solemn Pontifical
Mats, bleating of ollt, Sac-
red Heart Cathedral
I p.m., Solemn Pontifical
•Mass, Sacred Heart Cath-
edral
FRIDAY. APRIL It
S p.m., Preaide at Good
Friday lltargy, Sacred
Heart Cathedral
SATURDAY, APRIL 12
10:10 p.m., Easter Vigil,
Solemn Pontifical Maas,
Sacred Heart Cathedral
Plane Crash
Kills Pilot,
3 Priests
WOODSTOCK, 111. (NC) -
Thro* priests and the younger
brother of one o( them were
killed when their light plane
crashed in (he tog and burned
near here.
The dead are Rev. Harold
T. Heineman. 27. o! St. Boni-
face Church, Carpentersville.
111., a priest o( the Rockford.
111.. Diocese; Rev. Thomas
Fischer. 2*. of Sacred Heart
Church. Melrose Park, a
Chicago suburb; Rev. Kenneth
Wojtaa, 27. a Chicago archdio-
cesan priest assigned to the
University of Chicago; and
Robert Heineman. 2D, of Hunt-
ley. 111.
Robert Heineman was pilot-
ing the craft, which had taken
off shortly before the crash
from Crystal Lake. HI., air-
port. Police said the plane ap-
parently became lost in the
fog
K of C Printers
Settle Strike
NEW HAVEN. Cosm (NC)
A 10-month strike by prin-
ters at the Supreme Head-
quarters of the Knights of
Columbus here has ended with
acceptance by the pressmen of
a nc« contract
The International Printing
Pressmen's Union said that
under term* of the Lhreeyear
contract. pressmen sriit
receive hikes of 88 the first
year. «3 (he second and 14 the
third
By the third year of the con-
tract. pressmen will base
wages of 1177 to tUI per week
Blue Army
Tour to Fatima
PARIS (NC) - The Rlue
Army in France la organising
an interracial and tnterfanh
Pilgrimage to Fatiana May hit
for those who fled from Al-
geria after the agreements a
year ago that provided for Al-
gerian independence.
The Bloc Army is an inter-
national Catholic organiialkm
whose members pray for the
conversion of Russia and for
world peace in response to
Our Lady's plea at Fatima
Plainfield. N. J.. is. interns
tional headquarters for the or-
ganisation. which was founded
by Msgr Harold Coigan.
St. Peter's Lists
Staff Promotions
JERSEY CITY-Sl Peter's
College has announced the pro-
motion of seven members of
the faculty from the rank of
instructor to that or assistant
professor.
They are: Rev. Marshall
Wink c*. S J . psL'tiral science;
Sebaa'. an Racili and Res Dan-
iel MuJvey, S.J., economics.
He1 ' Edward Fischer. S.J.,
theolo-y?; Hev. Eugene J. Dev-
lin ar - Walter Barber, mod-
ern larjuages, t.id C*rrsor P.
Hairnet Kn i*h and h
I-ambror, management, hat
bren pr -muted to the rank of
adjure! aaaistant professor.
RABBIS SPEAK - Rev. Leo McLoughlin, S.J., (left), acting president of St. Peter's College,
greets Rabbi Arthur Gilbert of the National Conference of Christians and Jews; Rabbi
Immanuel Jakobovits of New York's Fifth Ave. Synagogue, and Rev. Donald Campion,
S.J., of America, who took port in a discussion on "Religion and the Slate - Some
Jewish Attitudes," March 28 at St. Peter's.
Seton Hall Doctors
Get Research Grants
JERSEY CITY - The New
Jersey chapter of the Arthritis
and Rheumitltm Foundation
has announced the award of
three fellowships in arthritis
research totaling >74.300 to
three doctors at Seton Hall
College of Medicine
Dr Ralph Hetmer. Dr. John
Abruzro and Dr. Carlo
Noseiua. all working in the
school's rheumatology depart-
ment. will receive the fellow-
ships. which run from, one to
five yean This is the largest
grant ever made by the A.R F.
to an institution In New Jer-
**y
Dr Daniel E Kavanagh,
president of the New Jersey
chapter, noted that previous
fellowship* had been awarded
to Seton Hall physicians, but
only for training in arthritis
treatment The chapter has
also supported the school's
arthritis clinic since it opened
in July, IK*
THE THREE SCIENTISTS
will be under (he supervision
of Dr. John J. Calabro. as-
sociate professor of medicine
and director of the division of
rheumatology. Dr. Calabro it
wit known tor his work with
child victims of rheumatoid
arthritis
Dr. IMaer la an emaciate
professor of MscbsnMry at
Seton lIaO Itla fhw year fvi
krwahtp win enable him to ms
throe Ms study at wnMual sub-
stances he ha* found in the
Mood of persona with rheuma-
toid arthritis and the role of
these substance* to this ma-
jor crippling disease
Dr Abrurnv a native of
West New York, la presently
chief of medicine at Use Bain
bridge. Md. Naval Training
Center
The doctor's fellowship, re
newabie up to three years, cen
ters in the study of special
qualities of the blond in rheu-
matoid arthritis and lupua ery-
thematoaua.
Dr. Noaenio, a research fel-
low m rheumatology at Seton
Hail since 1961. is now in the
third year of his A R F post
doctoral fellowship His re-
search will deal with certain
protein* that appear in the
blood of persons with various
rheumatic diseases.
Setonia Given
Science Grant
SOUTH ORANGE - Three
Setno Hall l.'niversity profes-
wn will take part in advanced
Ktence program* on other
campuses this summer, while
the university UscU hosts a
summer conference under an
Sis.300 grant from the Nation-
al Science Foundation.
l>r Paul L'rso and Dr Den
us M O'Brian, aasociate pro-
fessora of biology. will go to
the Institute of Nuclear Studies
at Oak Ridge, Term , the for-
mer to participate in the med-
ical division, the 1aUer to at-
tend a course u radioisotope
techniques Dr John R. Kel-
ler. aasociate professor of bot-
any conference at the falser-
Utj of North Carolina
The conference at Scion HaU
wilt be on computer program-
ming and related mathematic*
and wtu last from Jane • In
M Apptfrauene are now being
accepted from college teachers
of mathematic*, science and
engineering The conference la
designed to orient M teachers
who are working la arena
where computers are being
used extensively sad who
them velvet have had little or
no first hand experience with
these devices
MARCElXtH II. elected
Pope m UU. died after a
reign of only three weeks.
By Pooled Buying
List Savings
Of $4 Million
NEWARK - Catholic insti-
tution* of North Jersey saved
*4,180,830 onpurchases totaling
$30,786,160 m the first seven
years of operation of Cooper-
ative Supply Service* This
was revealed by CSS. the co-
operative purchasing agency of
the Newark Archdiocese and
the Paterson Diocese, tn anew
booklet entitled "CSS and
You."
The booklet U being mailed
to priests, reltgous supenors
and others rharged with buy-
ing for parishes, convents, bos-
pitaU and other Catholic -in-
stitutions m North Jrrsey.
Described by CSS general
manager Joseph W Smith as
"a handbook for Catholic In-
stitutional buyers" the booklet
outline* the aicocy's various
service* acd methods of sav-
ing. CSS makes annual pur-
chase* toUlx.g I* j million to
R 0 different categories of prod-
ucts. it stole*.
The a»rticy sl*o provides a
comp’Me advisor;- service for
new hu.ldng* including lay-
outs and desirns for equip-
ment and furnishing*. In addi-
tion. lh- CSS conducts a to-
ne* of informsum workshops
on vria is pndre: categories
and an amsuai supplier* ex-
hibit
For Married Couples
Holy Hours to Mark
Anniversaries
NEWARK
- Couple* who
will be celebrating their allver
or golden anniversaries this
year are invited to take part
in a pair of Anniversary Holy-
Hours to be sponsored by the
Family Life Apostolatc of the
Archdiocese of Newark during
May.
The hour for couples from
Essex and Union Countic* will
be held May S at Sacred Heart
Cathedral. The one for Hudson
and Bergen County couples
will be May 26, also at the
cathedral.
On both occasions. Archbish-
op Boland will bless each
couple and will present a spe-
cial memento of the occasion.
A sermon and Pontifical Bene-
diction will conclude the aerv-
ice.
Rev. James F. Johnson, di-
rector of the Family Life
Apostolate. haa asked all pas-
tors of the archdioceaa to in-
clude notice* of pro-
gram* in parish bulletins from
now until April 27. Couples art
requested to obtain registra-
tion blanks from their pastors
and mail them by that data
to the Family Life Apostolate,
P.O. Bo* 174, Plainfield.
Alcoholism Talk
By Fr. Lawrence
TULSA, Okla. (NC) Rev.
Frederick G. Lawrence,
M.S.SS.T. of Stirling. N.J. will
address the fifth annual Pas-
toral Institute on Alcohol Prob-
lems. designed to assist priests
confronted with excessive
drinking problemf among par-
Ishoncrs, to be held here April
!6.
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Salutoa lh« Newark School of Flno and Indvttriol Art
WE'VE
SHARED
MUCH OF
NEWARK'S
HISTORY
TOGETHER!
/
s|]N JUtnU' JL
r
M
K
7 SRESQE MEWIIUK
inwd/y pitstntsjji
OF STUDENT
ART
in calibration of fh*
80th ANNIVERSARY of the
NEWARK SCHOOL OF FINE
AND INDUSTRIAL ART
Now through April 22nd
in our Fifth Floor Gallery
Do visit the exhibition, end take pride with u* in reviewing
■ome of the extraordinary talent which is currently being
developed by this great institution
The Newark School o( Fine and Industrial Art is the only
professional art school in the entire United Stairs under
municipal sponsorship and supervised by a local Board of
Education.
The unique foresight of the remarkable men of Newark
eighty years ago has afforded contributions to the art.
culture and industry of our community beyond measure.
The continuing interest and help of today's men of vision
forecasts even more illustrious things to come.
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SHOW/ROOMS
Before lon Buy . .
. See the Different* . . . Sow the Different*
on Ouitianrling Provincial ami Contempanuy Detigru
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•m
*
EXQUISITE! 5-PC. FRENCH FROVINCIAL!
MognKicemt group in rich cherry or antique fin-
fryit wood. Suite Includes 74" triple dresser
base, 42" chest on chest, full-size choir-bock head-
board and 2 commode night stands. S PIECES
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How Showiug Our Gorgeous Easter Hats
Model'll Hatters
MEN'S
S4 S6
AT lOWIIT
Factory
MKII
A.B.C. HAT CENTER
of « Mrtfcoo mmo
MEN'S, LADIES', CHILDREN'S
CAPS, BRIDAL HEADWEAR,
for th* CLERGY
Opon Mon. Thru Sat.
9 A M. to 9 P.M.
313—3rd ST., JERSEY CITY • OL 9-9300
<1 Mm OM Nniil An I
CALI. TO ARRANOR FOR A OOROtOUt r AtHION »MOW
AMO NAT tALI FOR TOUR CHURCH OR CHARITY
FOR
THE
FINEST
IN
Diamonds
JEWELERS
AND
SILVERSMITHS
SINCE 1908
NEWARK I M I l l B U R N
189 91 Market Street 265-67 Millburn Avenue
MArket 3 27/0 DRcuel 6-7100
Doctrine Above All
'Hasty' Reunion Concerns Swiss Bishop
By JOHN GOETELEN
*; GENEVA, Switzerland (NC)
;«pStrict adherence to Catholic
'doctrine promotes both Chris-
•Han unity and religious free-
dom, it was stated here by a
Swiss Bishop who is‘an au-
thority on both subjects.
“•
Bishop Francois Charriere
Lausanne, Geneva and Fri-
'.hourg, a member of the Secre-
tariat for Promoting Christian
-Unity, warned in an inter-
view against those who insist
'on a hasty reconciliation with
Christians. He said:
"TO BREAK DOWN the bar-
kers while many important
’differences still keep us apart
would in fact delay reconcilia-
tion instead of promoting it.
"We cannot, even for the
sake of reunion, overlook the
Church's laws whjch govern
our mutual contacts and rela-
tions. We shall carefully heed
the instructions given to us by
the Church, convinced that the
Pope and the Bishops desire
nothing more than to hasten
the hour of full reconciliation."
The Bishop who has long
been a leader in improving
Catholic-Protestant relations in
Switzerland said of religious
freedom:
“It Is true that the Catholic
Church is opposed to unlimit-
ed religious liberty. And for
this it is not at fault, ainca
even the most up-to-date na-
tional constitutions and Inter-
national agreements hav.e set
public order and morality as a
limit to religious liberty.
“As Catholics we should feel
no uneasiness because of the
uncompromising attitude of
the Church in matters of doc-
trine, since it is this very at-
titude .which is at the root of
true understanding and toler-
ance in dally life.”
The Bishop stressed the Im-
portance of the Church’s toler-
ance toward other religions
based on moral principle. He
said that even if Catholics are
in an absolute majority in a
country they may not right-
fully deny religious freedom to
others.
RETURNING TO the topic
of Christian the Bishop
noted that there has been
great progress toward reunion
in recent years. He em-
phasized the importance of the
presence of non-Catholic ob-
servers at the ecumenical
council and stated:
•’ll would be an error to
think that the attitude of these
observers was merely a pas-
sive one. Their pretence influ-
enced the course of council
debates. Contacts between ob-
servers and council Fathers
greatly contributed to the fact
that Christian unity was con-
stantly kept in mind. .
Bishop Charriere recalled
that "religious wars caused
great sufferings for our ances-
tors" and said:
"For many year* we have
known a kind of' armistice,
watching one another, weap-
ons in hand. This armistice
has lasted too long and we are
eager now to take a final step
toward peace and reunion."
Bishop Charriere also de-
clared:
"Public ceremonies and
praying together are necessary
to bring us closer together, but
it ia more important still |q
bear witness tu the truth with
humility and generoaity in our
dally life becauae, until the
time comes when the Lord
Himself will judge us, men
will judge .ua by our deeds
more than by our words."
THE BISHOP SAID that the
council will probably bring
about some decentralization in
the Church. But he noted that
decentralization ia not to be
considered aa opposition to the
Roman Curia, the central ad-
ministration of the Church.
Asked to what extent the
vernacular will be introduced
Into the liturgy. Bishop Char-
riere answered:
"If decentralization becomes
effective, it will be left to the
regional conferences of Bish-
ops to decide '*
The Bishop said council ac-
tion on the problem of arrang-
ing for a more even distribu-
tion of priests throughout the
work! to aid ciergy-ahort areas
"ia in the air."
Pointing out that the coun-
cil has not yet discussed the
matter, he added that “regu-
lar contacts in Rome between
Bishops from different parts
of the world have increased
the awareness of North Amer
iran and European Bishops of
the lack of proportion in the
present distributionof the cier-
gy in the world."
Ministers to Sponsor
Dinner for Priests
NEWPORT, R.I. (RNS) - A
dinner at which Newport area
Protestant clergymen will en-
tertain Catholic prirsts is be-
ing planned, Canon Lockett
Ford Ballard, rector of Trin
ity Episcopal Church, an-
nounced here.
The area’s Protestant Epis-
copal clergymen will be hosts
at the event which will be a
"return gathering" of those
who attended a dinner last
year sponsored by the Catho-
lics.
Separate Units
In Unity Group
VATICAN CITY (NC) - A
decision of the Secretariat for
Promoting Christian Unity to
set up separate undersecre-
tariats to deal with Protestant
and Orthodox affairs, anti-
cipated dunng the first session
of the Second Vatican Coun-
cil, was recently disclosed.
The new secretariats have
existed since Jan 1. but the
Christian unity agency never
announced then creation. It
was disclosed in s French pub-
lication. informations Catbo-
iiqucs Internationales, this
month, and in the information
service of the World Council of
Churches, organization of
Protestant and orthodox
groups in Geneva.
JournalismGrant
SOUTH ORANGE Nick
Sealers, editor m chief of the
Setonian. Setoq Hal! Univer-
sity undergraduate newspaper,
has received a gsoo scholar
ship to Columbia University
Graduate School of Jour
aalism.
Observers Impressed Bishops
ROME (NC) -The first
seasion of the Second Vatican
Council served not only to
give the non-Catholic ob-
servers present anew insight
into the Catholic Church, but
also opened the eyes of the
Catholic Bishops to the zeal
and piety of the observers.
This "mutual understand-
ing" is therefore the “great-
est result yet achieved" by the
council, according to Eugene
Cardinal Tlsscrant, Librarian
of the Holy Roman Church.
IN AN INTERVIEW, the
French-born Dead of the Col-
lege of Cardinals said that
"the first session of the coun-
cil without doubt enabled the
non-Catholic observers to know
the Church better. They were
truly impressed in assisting at
the congregations (council ses-
sions) anti at seeing the free-
dom of discussion."
He continued: "But it should
be noted that many Bish-
ops who were not well ac-
quainted with the representa-
tives of the non-Catholic
churches were, for their part,
impressed on seeing the piety,
the dignity and the zeal with
which ■ the observers followed
not only the council labors but
also especially Die daily var-
ious rites."
Organ Pipes
In New Home
ELIZABETH - The 2.000
pipes of the old organ at SI.
Genevieve’a Church here are
now being assembled for use
in the nearby Seventh Day
Adventist Church
Msgr. William C. Heimbuch.
pastor of St. Genevieve’s,
made a donation of the pipes
to the Adventist parish after
St Genevieve's purchased Its
new electronic organ. The go-
between was a H year old stu-
dent at St Genevieve's School.
Thomit Lussen. who helps out
a professional organ builder in
his spare time.
The builder. Calvert Scohie,
a friend of the Adventist min
ister. Irving Dow. is supervis-
ing the reassembling of the
pipes in their new location It
may take a year before they
are all in place. Dow has
estimated
REVERENCE BIT not wor
ship of statues and images was
declared legitimate at the Sec-
ond Nicaean Council held in
TIT.
Msgr. Oesterreicher Warns
On Current Dialogue Vogue
SOUTH EI’CUD. Ohm
(R.NS>—Magr Jobs M Oe*
terrricher. a cwaaulUnt to the
Vatican Socrotarut for Pro-
moting Christian Unity, warn
ed here that "dialogue" has
become a "vogue word in
Amrnltt and vogue word* art
ofua Vague worm."
TANARUS!» Director of the Insti-
tute of Juriaeofhmtian Stud-
ies at Sosa ItaJ) University
•aid many misunderstand di-
alogue aa referrtag only to
dtacuasiona of sociological
questaona between members of
different faiths.
Questions like “What does a
Catholic think of a JrwT’ or
"What itqagaa do Protestants
haio .and Catheters?" are Im-
portanl. he said, but they ean
not lead fae toward unity.
"Real dialogue" he declar-
ed in aa interview. must go
on between a few—the learned
and the loving—in private—-
not in secrecy—-with the un-
hurried intimacy of a discus
ng between friends." be de-
clared
Migr Oesterreicher, a con-
vert to Catholicism from Juda-
ism. is the author of The
Bridge and other books on
JudacoChristian relationship*
He spuke here at Notre Dame
College's SBQ Scripture In-
stitute
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Cardinal Bea Calls Scripture Common Christian Ground
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. - Des-
cribing Holy Scripture as "the
common ground of all Chris-
tians,” Augustin Cardinal Bea,
S.J., said here that greater ap-
plication of scriptural teach-
ings in everyday life will draw
followers of Christ closer to-
gether.
The president of the Secre-
tariat for Promoting Christian
Unity opened a Catholic-Prot-
cstant colloquium at Harvard
University with a series of
lectures as he began a brief
U. S. visit. He emphasised the
common background of Scrip-
tures in his first talk, telling
his listeners:
"If all who believe In Christ
will read the Scriptures in
prayerful meditation and in-
corporate » Its teaching Into
their lives, they will not only
be drawn closer to Christ, but
inevitably closer to one an-
other.”
CARDINAL REA em-
phasized tho role of scholars
in preparing the way for Chris-
tian unity, suggesting four spe-
cific areas of study in com-
mon research and dialogue:
• In theology, he said.
Christian scholari can analyze
the historical development of
theological thought, discover
its conformity to Holy Scrip-
ture and to Its authentic de-
velopment in Tradition, and
weigh the significance of par-
ticular Christian truths as un-
derstood here and now.
• In Church, history, they
esn clear away many of the
misunderstandings, prejudices
and misconceptions which led
to the separation of Eastern
and Western Chrlsfrndom and
later of the Christian family
of the West.
• In Biblical studies, schol-
ars can pot only promote a
more objective exegesis and
Biblical theology, but also fos-
ter a constant reading of our
common Book hy all Chris-
tians, a deeper meditation on
the sacred texts, and a more
profound penetration of its
message and spirit in Chris-
tian living.
• In canon law. they can
study how far the vast body
of juridical decisions, such as
those in liturgy and discipline,
ate based on historical circum-
stances, how far these taws
are to be considered as mere
relative norms, and bow leg
illation should change today in
fidelity to the principle of all
Church law: "salus am
marum" (the salvation of
souls 1.
TIIE CARDINAL declared
"the Church is not the con-
troller
...
of the truth, but
its minister, its servant." He
added that the Church
"preaches the truth she has
received from Christ, explains
it, keeps it undefiled."
In his third lecture, Cardinal
Bea cited as "highly impor-
tant" the establishment of the
Christian unity secretariat a*
"a permanent organ of the
Holy See devoted to the search
for unity."
"The historical significance
of establishment of the secre-
tariat as a permanent organ-
ization can be Justly compared
to the creation of the Congre-
gation for the Missions back
In the 17th century,” the Car-
dinal said. "As was true of
that congregation then, so now
we can say that a gigantic
undertaking which concerns
the fundamental mission of the
Church has been created."
IN NEW YORK. Cardinal
Bea asked men everywhere to
join In promoting "civic un-
ity in freedom under God."
Hr spoke at an "agape"
banquet given in his honor by
the American Council for the
International Promotion of De-
mocracy under -God.
Three hundred guests, in-
cluding prominent Protestant.
Catholic and Jewish civic and
religious leaders, heard the
81-year-old Cardinal hail the
gathering aa "a sign that men
of our own time are more
deeply reflecting on the pro-
foundly spiritual basis of hu-
man existence. In order to
build upon this foundation a
future strong enough to resist
the serious common dangers
that threaten us
“
AT A PRESS conference. Car-
dinal Bea was askrd; "Can
Catholics accept freedom of
conscience for each and every
manto choose his own religion
or to choose to have no reli-
gion at *11?"
Cardinal Bea noted that
“it is true that in certain
places some of-the members
of the Church have not re-
spected this right of freedom
of conscience—as we sec hajv
penlng in other fields of hu-
man activity."
Pointing out that this was
not the first time he had an-
swered the qucfetion, the Car-
dinal began by saying that
"the liberty of man means
that man has the right to de-
cide his own destiny freely ac-
cording to the dictates of his
own conscience."
“From this conscience Is
born the duty and the right of
man to follow hia conscience,
to which duty and right cor-
reepnnd the duty both of in-
dividuals and of aoctcty to re-
spect that liberty of personal
decision," the Cardinal con-
tinued.
"Naturally." ;he added,
“when a man, in consequence
of an erroneous conscience,
makes attempts on the rights
of other men or of society,
these last have the right to
make provision to protect their
rights and those of society.
But they cannot correct the
erroneous conscience of an-
other man by force or by vio-
lence. Besides, both individ
uals and society should leave
each one free to accept and
to fulfill his obligations and
duties exclusively by the use
of his own free will."
Lingimtir* Countc
WASHINGTON l NCI - An
eight-week program in lin-
guistic* for mitvlonsrie* will
be offered June 18-Aug. 12 at
Georgetown University.
Russian Orthodox Church
Slowly Opening Its Doors
By REV. PAUL MAILLEUX, S.J.
Thr author, horn print, has tint* 1957 Are*
superior of the RuisufilC (enter now known as the John
XXIII Center for Easier Christian Studies at Iordham Uni-
versity.
, NEW YORK (NC) - The
Orthodox Patriarchate of Mos-
cow. long isolated from West-
ern Christianity, is feeling its
|way carefully and prayerfully
toward increased fellowship.
But in the eyes of its chief
spokesman. Archbishop Niko-
dim of Yaroslavl and Rostov,
agy prospect for reunion with
the Church of Rome is slight.
Archbishop Nikodim led a
party of 18 Soviet churchmen
of si* different denominations
on a three-week U.S. visit.
Prior to his departure March
21 we met privately on two
occasions.
i ASKED ABOUT the rese-
ction of the clergy in Russia
to the first session of the Sec-
ond Vatican Council, the prel-
ate—who was only 31 when he
became head of his patriarch-
.ate’s external affairs division
• in 1868 said the council has
been a source of joy to the
hierarchy of the Russian
Church. This stemmed, he
said, from the reports indi-
cating that the prevailing out-
look of the Catholic Bishops
appeared to be of a liberal
tendency, and that many ideas
were defended which coin-
cide with the general Ortho-
dox view.
"Nevertheless." he said, "so
far nothing has been decided.
We are watting to see wheth-
er these good intentions will
prevail in the final decisions
of the council. In that case,
we think a real rapproche-
ment could take place
"
ONE MEMBER of the dele
gation accompanying Arch-
bishop Nikodim was Arch-
priest Vitaly Borovoy, a pro-
fessor at the Leningrad theo-
logical academy who was one
of the Moscow patriarchate's
two observer-delegates at the
Vatican Council. But the Arch-
'the Russian OrthcSr* in*”"
Catholic Churches is still dif-
ficult and that the prospects
of reunion in the near future
are slight.
The mam obstacle to reun-
ion remains the Catholic doc-
trine on the pastoral primary
of the Pope, he said. He said
also that in any case, reunion
could not be decided on by
the Russian Church alone.
Any negotiations looking to-
ward Catholic-Orthodox reun-
*°® would have to be under-
taken by all the Orthodox
Churches together, not by one
alooe, he insisted.
THE RUSSIAN church lead-
er spoke highly of Msgr. Jan
Willebrands. the Dutch priest
who serves under Augustin
Cardinal Bea, S.J., as secre-
tary of the ecumenical coun-
cil's Secretarial for Promot-
ing Christian Unity, and who
has made several trips to the
Soviet Union.
He also lauded Eugene Car-
dinal Tisserant. French-born
Dean of the Sacred College of
Cardinals and former Secre-
tary of the Sacred Congrega-
tion for the Oriental Church.
And he recalled as a pleas-
ure his stay at the Benedic-
tine monastery of Chevetognc.
Belgium, whose monks follow
the Byiantine Rite and work
for Christian unity
One priest in the delegation,
when asked privately about
the impact of the Vatican
Council among Russian Chris-
tians, said that few people in
Russia knew about the coun-
cil. "It takes some time be-
fore the details of such events
are known in Russia." he said.
THE SOVIET press, espe-
cially the daily paper Komso-
molskaya Pravda and the
weekly Novoye Vremya—both
widely circulated—devotes!
much greater coverage to the
Vatican Council than they gen-
erally give religious events
Both communist organs pre-
sented the council as indica-
tive of the crisis and decline
confronting the Catholic
Church of today, he said.
The Archbishop himself was
asked whether, despite the
limited communications, there
is a growing interest among
the Orthodox Christians of
Russia in the worldwide ecu-
menical movement. He re-
plied:
"As you know, father, the
clergy in Russia are very
close to the faithful. The
priests could not be favorable
to new ideas if they did not
know that these ideas were in
accord with the desires of the
faithful The cordial way we
receive forrign delegations of
Christians of other denomina-
THE ARCHBISHOP was
queried about religious trends
in Russia—whether there are
separate factions which might
be labeled progressive,or con-
servative.
"The Russian believers have
always been liberal—meaning
open to people who do not
share the same views—but al-
so extremely traditionalist.”
he replied. "Religious 'pro-
gressive' movements which
manifested themselves after
the (communist) revolution—-
for instance the one which
was called the ‘Church of the
Renovation'—had no success."
Archbishop Nikodim made
clear what he had said in
other context—that "in Russia
liberty is left for us for our
internal affairs and we try to
make the best of It." If the
Church can no longer carry
on social or charitable activ-
ity, u still can worship And
in praising God. its people
learn the things of God.
THE PRELATE was re-
minded that in pre-revoluion-
ary days pious Russians did
not generally receive Holy
Communion more than four
hmes a yrar. *nd rebuked
Catholics for communicating
so frequently as to be unable
to be properly prepared. He
said in reply;
We invite the faithful to re-
ceive Holy Communion very
often In fact. »r tell them
that they should receive each
time they attend the Holy Lit-
urgy (Mass). Previously,
many who called themselves
Christians were so only for-
mally In the present day,
those in Russia who call them
selves Christians express it
very definitely in their lives
"
Archbishop Nikodim agreed
emphatically that as long as
Christian reunion remains un-
achievable. Christians of East
and West should pray for each
other and engage in whatever
"spiritual collaboration is pos-
sible " He insisted that the
best way to collaborate with
the world
AT HARVARD - Escorted by Dean Samuel H. Miller of
the Harvard (Univ.) Divinity School, Augustin Cardinal
Bea., S.J., president of the Vatican Secretariat for Pr-
moting Christian Unity, enters Harvard's Sanders Theater
to speak at a four-day Catholic-Protestant colloquium.
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Catholic Press Should Serve the Truth, Holy Father Declares
NCVPC News Ssrvics
Following is a translation of an address mads by Pops John
XXIII Joss. 27, 1963, to s group of Catholic journalists.
The year of the council in-
twide to fire all the energies
J* the clergy end Catholic
laltyf putting new life into
the Impulse for the diffusion of
the Kingdom of God: it is like
.• name
which passes
mysteriously
over all
houses and
.all men of
good will.
It Is not
a recurrence
of a tradi-
tional feast,
nor is it
the expression of a folkloristic
•vent, but it is a great histori-
cal movement, willed by Prov-
idence, which blossomed at an
opportune time.
You know that the Pope lives
this moment intensely, in sn
impulse of faithful harmony
with the voice of the Lord; and
in this spiritual and apostolic
movement he feels his closest
and highest-ranking collabora-
tors associated with him: the
episcopate of the whole world,
the priests, the religious, the
faithfUL
BELOVED SONS, in this at-
mosphere of the council today
it la the turn of the represen-
tatives of the international
Catholic press, together with
the dear family of L’Qsaerva-
tore Romano, to be received
by us with great Joy, because
they bring to us here their
brightly-burning torches.
It pleases us to recall that
we signed the apostolic letter
“Humana*. Sahitis" (convoking
the council! of Dec! 23. 1961,
with the pea which you gave
us.
Fourth Meeting
This is our fourth meeting:
the first and most intimate
was at the beginning of our
pontificate, on Jan. 31, 195*.
the second was two months
later when we visited the seat
of your newspaper, tarrying in
the places of your daily work,
thus returning your visit; the
third was for your centenary
on July 1.1961.
Today U la the anticipated
celebration of your patron. St.
Francis de Sales, which gives
us the opportunity of receiving
you. But the Pope—you are
aware of this and have proof
of it—meets L'Osserrstore Ro-
mano every day, in attentive
and affectionate conversation,
full of intimate participation;
becauso of the duties inherent
in his pontifical service, he
also is often its first contribu-
tor.
Mission of Press
Beloved sons, today’s occa-
sion gives us . the opportunity
of talking with you on the ex-
alting and delicate mission
which is entrusted to the press,
particularly to the Catholic
press. ... ;
Addressing you who are
present here, our thoughts like
to turn toward ail Journalists
and columnists who expend
their finest resources of intel-
lect. of sensitivity and of heart
in this field.
THE PRESS is truly a great
communications medium! For
at least a century one has
witnessed its ardent efforts,
and at times the drama of
these efforts wriich. from the
Catholic point of view, are di-
rected toward the genuine
propagation of doctrine, of
sure, prudent and proper guid-
ance and information; and in-
tended also as a barrier
against a certain deforming
mentality which must be op
posed and dutifully remedied
when necessary.
The recent experience with
respect to the ecumenical
council brings the function
of the press to the fore. The
event of the council bad a vast
reverberation throughout the
world. You win certainly have
wondered about the meaning
of such lively and wideapreari
interest, which Is being fully
expressed now.
,
First of all we can quietly
rule out the idea that the inter-
est of the press was attracted
by external elements of the
ceremonies, customs and un-
usual rites, though all tfcrse
tilings made an Impart and
were stirring Thank God it is
a question of far more.
WE BELIEVE, therefore,
that ire ran say the event of
the council itself, its great
reality as the shining represen-
tation of the Christian message
in its fullness, was under
stood, in order to adapt it in a-
more efficacious form to the
demands of our times
It becomes constantly more
evident that in reality w* are
in the presence of a sincere
and generous effort to recon-
cile the Just needs of the pres-
ent times, without losing sight
of the supreme aspirations of
the human mind. Here ut fact
is the sacred magisterium
(teaching authority) of the
Church, mother and teacher,
intent on making the living in-
terpretation of eternal wisdom
flow again from tha two Testa-
ments.
Service of Truth
The Catholic press is con-
scious of its duty of doing hon-
or to its characteristic task,
which is the lofty service of a
truth made known through this
unusual and great manifesta-
tion which Is the council, and
made known In persuasive,
convincing and penetrating ac-
cents.
It goes without saying tltat
in order to perform Its task the
presentation and expression of
the Catholic press must differ
substantially from the methods
which are imposed by transi-
tory interests or by purely hu-
man cleverness, resisting any
inferences that intensify polem-
ics which are useful to no one.
do not edify in charity, and do
not serve the Catholic commu-
nity in general.
AT THIS POINT we take the
opportunity of saying a few
words about the press which
does not draw Its direct Inspi-
ration from sacred doctrine,
hut which is nevertheless wide-
spread in Catholic countries,
which passes through the
hands of Catholics, performing
a function of information, of
instruction and of relaxation,
which, in a few marginal and
secondary aspects, can be in
harmony with the law of tha
Lord, but in great part is not.
The responsibility of this
press ts great because U ulti-
mately represents before the
vast world Uw mentality and
customs of a Catholic environ-
ment; and where the re presen
tattoo of Christiana ia small It
might be thought that every
newspaper from Catholic coun-
tries reflects Catholic doctrine
and U an expression of the
Chnrch- Unfortunately—sod it
is painful |o note H—this is not
the case and to prolong the
complaint would be of little
use.
Role of Doctrine
But we must remark that
you Catholic Journalists! must
say through deed* and through
an ever more wiflupcand pres-
ence that the press cooperates
to the Church i mission not so
much hr the aieesar* m which
it welcomes and spreads news,
through publishing good and
creouraging religious news
items, but more to that It u
faithful to sacred doctrine and
tn that it draws inspiration
from it in order to be able to
form the minds of render*, giv-
ing them sure direction, trust
worthy judgment*, clear infor-
mation
AND ALL THIS especially
wtth reference to the most Im-
portant specific questions we
wtth to rite freedom of the
Church; the holiness of mar-
riage as a sacrament which
must be protected against all
corroding irrrspooatbthty and
folly; rights of the schools that
give Christian instruction and
education; Catholic action in
trot on supporting the apotto!
if action of the clergy; the
richness of the whole and pure
•octal doctrine which is not
only enunciated but accepted
wholeheartedly and applied la
nil its fullness
One of the moet immediate
preoccupations of Catholic pub-
lic opinion—one dealt with ex-
tensively by the pres*—is still
the twofold problem of free
time and of its use. We ex-
pressed our thoughts regarding
this question on another ocea-
•loo and we encouraged more-
over. thorough examination of
this theme at the Social Week
of Italian Catholics to 1939
It is very evident that, even
before any positive precept*,
moral norms demand that
free time be used in the worth
ieat manner, and in a way suit-
able to the dignity of tha hu-
man being.
Proportion in New*
But this is not the aspect w*
wish to deal with now. Speak-
ing to Journalist!, and noting
tha great apace given by the
preaa today to cventa of a rec-
reational nature, we deem It
timely to indicate certain
points which can aerve as an
indication and invitation.
1. Measure and a sense of
proportion. From varibus areas
there arises the question
whether, if in treating these
arguments, in presenting them
and expressing them, there
has not been introduced, to say
the least, disproportion regard-
ing themes of a spiritual na-
ture, reserved, as it used to be
said, for the third pige.
THIS IS NOT to say that the
newspaper must assume se-
vere tones proper to a maga-
zine specialising in cultural
problems. But It is » fart that
—permit us to say it—ln the
current exaggerated esteem of
secondary values, when such
values are not frivolous and
dangerous, to the detriment of
the highest reality of the fam-
ily. of study, of the seriousness
of life, a position of foremost
responsibility is held by the
press which favors this inver-
sion of interests, offering too
many facile evasions with in-
discriminate superficiality.
AMtemmenl of lilraw
I ‘Assessment of ideas and
of facta. Here the preoccupa-
tion becomes even greater, be-
cause one seems to be wit-
nessing a progressiva worsen-
ing. particularly insofar as the
forma of public entertainment
•re concerned.
But this Is not a problem
only of today. Allow the per-
son who speaks to you today—-
a modest writer of certain
notaa of a pastoral nature 30
yean ago—to quote a memo
raaduto dated May. 1913. bear-
ing this title "For Public
Morality Motion Picture ”
Words which reflected the con
fern of the Bishop of Her
gamo. at that time. Giacomo
Rsdini-Trdeschi and of his
collaborators regarding a cer-
tain preoccupying form of en-
tertainment.
THOSE LINES stressed cer-
tain concepts which have lost
none of their effectiveness.
Above all, the legitimacy of the
protest of Catholic conscience,
particularly of Catholic organ-
izstions, and consequently the
legitimacy of intervention on
the part of the public authori-
ties; hence, the duty of Cath-
olics to protest, and above all
to act in full harmony so that
the public powers may be
encouraged to take decisions in
the spirit of the law—which ia
above all natural law—for pro-
tecting good morals, (or re-
specting the conscience of*peo-
ple, especially of the younger
generations.
•“
... It would be best (we
said further) if ail citizens and
all Christians of good will con
tributed each one for himself
by not participating in these
indecent spectacles, by pro-
testing strongly in each indi-
vidual case when they occur.
This would be the surest and
most suitable remedy against
these deplorable dangers."
THIS IS obvious and simple,
yet it is this that one must
stress in order to unite the
healthy force* and make them
conscious of the effectiveness
of their concerted action so
that the public authorities of
all countries of the world may
feel themselves supported to
their attitude.
They will do so because it is
not a question of mortifying
human personality., but Indeed
of its defense and of its honor,
of its well-ordered and admir-
able. harmonious develop-
ment.
Scope of I'rew
In thu teak, very useful
m rv ire* can be rendered by
the Catholic press and not
only by the large dailies, but
also by the fast flowering of
diocesan and parochial news-
papers, with greater or small-
er circulation, which pan
through the hand* of Catholics
and are very valuable inatru-
menta In the good cause.
Allow us to repeat again to-
day a note of oura which also
dates back exactly 30 years:
“We do not conceal that we
are attracted greatly toward
the unimportant, modest and
most efficacious forms of prop-
aganda of good Ideas among
the Christian people, and It
would be desirable that where
these newspapers exist, they
be perfected constantly more
and tb«t others be published.
There fcs not .reason to Mar the
danger of competition: the
wish to read is so great today
that the good press can never
be too widespread."
We referred to those days to
the Catholic dailies of Lom-
bardy. two of which are still
alive and glorious L’Eco di
Bergamo, and L'ltalia; and to
the periodical* of the Valley of
Bergamo which multiplied
through the praiseworthy zeal
of distinguished priests and
laymen.
BELOVED SONS, under
stand this effusion of ours
which is dictate*} by the deep
anxiety of the apostolic minis
try which spreads over a uni-
versal radius the preoccupa
turns and expectations of an
age which was the springtime
at our pnpsthood.
But it is still spring when
bending over the paths opened
by our eiders, we find the
same elan, the same fervor,
the exchange of the same
ideals for whlrh it to a great
honor to use all ones energies
and to give with generosity
Patron of Journaliwtn
Since we sre reminiscing—-
and no one more than you pro
fettional journalists and sup
porters of the preaa can permit
u« to hark hack to old pages-
»» conclude wtth a thought for
St Francis de Sales, dear to
you and to us, the amiable pa
Iron of the real friends and
servant* of the pen
WE HAVE REREAD the
modest praise we wrote about
turn in 1911. and we are happy
to propose it to you at the close
of this meeting 'The. figure
of St Francis de Sales is not
one tthich can be routlined
within limited horizon*: it
arises before our mind lofty
and serene, higher than the
mountains of his Savoy, more
serene than the smiting sluts
refleeted Jp the bier w«ier* of
the little Uhe of Annecy
“St Francis de Sales it
truly the most amiable among
the saints and God tent him
into this world at a lime of
sorrow
...
And he appeared
and ha* remained as the in-
carnation of smiting and
strong piety, tn which are fus-
ed the tonorvat poetry of St.
Francis of Assisi and the
clear-sighted love of St. Augus-
What a thought for a Journal-
ist to this most pleasant blend-
ing of delicacy and amiability,
oi strength and of clarity, of
understanding and of indul-
gence! And above all, how
much light descends from it
upon minds and hearts to en-
lighten, fortify and encourage
them In the pursuit of their ar-
duous mission in the service of
truth!
Self-Examination
Belovod sons, accept the in-
vitation addressed affectionate-
ly to each of you to look into
yourselves. Do It, then, with
humility and with trepidation
and every night of your life
ask yourself whether your
mind, your fantasy, your
tongue, your pen and your
heart—above all, your heart—-
it placed at the service of
truth.
Hold truth in holy respect;
fear to offend It, to obscure it,
betray It. Impose upon your-
selves the discipline of silence,
of moderation sod of patience
Trutji seeks to be announced
only in its fullness. But alas!
how often does the conflict of
contrasting interests and the
desire to overcome the adver-
sary make one place one’s
trust to other means, to the
detriment of troth.
MAY THIS NEVER happen
to you. Because in the twi-
light time of your days on
rsrih, which we hope may be
prolonged and blessed, may
you be able to fix your dear
tight upon the youngest gen-
erations. and transmit to them
the token of your faith and of
your truly Christian apostolate.
and may you never indulge in
methods and in language
which offend troth.
This is why we are dose to
•U journalists aod to all those
who collaborate to any way to
their work with our prayers:
to you who are present here,
to your colleagues of every na-
tion. the Pope to wtth you and
pray* every day through th*
fifth Joyous Mystery of the
Rosary, that they may also
bear and make heard the Di-
vine Matter, audientes and to-
terrogantes < listening and
questioning),
A* a testimony of our pa
trrnal affection, may there
descend upon you. upon your
beloved families and upon all
journalists lb* gift of our com-
forting apostolic Messing
Giudium *t pax (Joy and
peer*). Amen, amen!
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Red Chinese
'Get Religion'
HONG KONG Chinese
communists in search of
foreign capital have turned
to the manufacture and
sale of religious articles.
"You can buy rosaries
and Madonna paintings
done in Red-held Shanghai
and shipped to Hong Kong."
reports Rev. James F.
Smith, M.M., of East Nor-
walk, Conn. The Mary-
knoll priest said it was "an
Interesting comment on the
confused state of the Red
Chinese economy."
Free Religion
Talks Put Off
GENEVA. Switzerland NC)
Discussion of religious free-
dom. scheduled to be a major
item at the current meeting
here of the United Nations
Human Righta Commission,
has been postponed.
It has been rescheduled for
debate toward Uie end of the
meeting and Catholic observ-
er! fear it may not be
discussed at all.
European NewsRoundup
Old Foes in Election Battle
ROME (NC) - Italy's Cath-
olic-oriented Civic Committees
are again battling the com-
munists on the eve of the April
28 national elections here.
After the crucial IMS ballot-
ing, Communist Party chief-
tain Palmira Togliattisaid the
Civic Committees deserved the
lion’s share of the credit for
the communist defeat.
THIS YEAR the committees
16.000 of them throughout
the nation—are concentrating
on personal contact. Workers
are going from house to house,
especially in rural areas and
small tonus and villages, ex-
plaining how communism
strikes at freedom and demo-
cracy.
Special efforts are being
made in this campaign in the
underdeveloped regions of
Italy's south. The Civic Com-
mittees are giving non-com-
munist candidates material
help and supplying them with
arguments against communist
claims. They have also given
special attention to workers
who have migrated from the
south in search of jobs, help
ing to find employment for
them and making them feel
at home.
Luigi Gedda founded the
committees tn 19*» to "bring
to the political field the de-
mands of the Christian com-
munity. its requirements for
public morals and education,
while supporting the work of
the Bishops."
In principle the committees
work against communism. In
practice their efforts aid the
Christian Democratic Party
above all other non-communist
parties.
Plan Mercy Ship
LONDON (NC) - A Catho
lie-led organisation in England
is planning to buy a "mercy
ship" for relief missions to
Southeast Asia in a project
suggested by a U.S. Navy cap
tain.
The organisation, called the
United Kingdon White Fleet, is
an offshoot of a movement
started by Group Capt. Geof-
frey Cheshire. British World
War II flying ace, who has set
up homes for incurables in
England. India, Malta and
Lebanon.
European -Seminary
MAASTRICHT. The Nether-
lands (NC) Anew seminary
to train men for priest poor
areas of Europe will open in
Madrid, the Institute of Euro-
pean Priest-Aid announced
here.
The Madrid seminary, the
sccood to be opened by the
institute, will educate semi-
narians from northern Spain,
one of the few areas of the
world where there is no lack
of priests The institute al-
ready runs Europe-Seminary
here which trains students
from Belgium, the Nether-
lands. Luxembourg, Switzer-
land and Ireland.
•
Plan Parish Centers
TURIN, Italy (NC) - The
Arrhdioccse of Turin plans to
build about ISO parish renters,
complete with day nurseries
and social clubs, for the thou-
sands of job seekers who flock
to this industrial center
Coadjutor Bishop Pellets-
*i mo Twiveils said the 66 cen-
ters planned for Turin itself
and the T 9 planned for the sub-
urbs will be finished before the
rad of the INDf.
Favors Med Schools
House Plans Shift
In Strategy on Aid
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
House leadership has changed
its direction on federal aid to
education after a meeting with
President Kennedy.
Apparent plans to give pri-
ority to a »2.7 billion college
construction bill have been
dropped in favor of an effort
to get Rules Committee recon-
sideration of a measure to help
build medical and dental
schools.
THE MEETING with the
President came only hours be-
fore a House education sub-
committee headed by Rep.
Edith Green of Oregon was
scheduled to give final approv-
al to a college bill. After the
meeting Mrs. Green adjourned
further sessions of her com-
mittee.
The new plan will keep in-
tact President Kennedy's $3 6
biUioo omnibus, aO-level ed-
ucational aid bill. Mrs. Green
had broken IT up by intro-
ducing and securing subcom-
mittee action on college as-
sistance alone.
The administration's Immed-
iate hope for some form of
federal aid to education Is a
measure stymied in the Rules
Committee, which controls the
flow of legislation to the House
floor.
This bill—which would aid
both public and private med
leal and dental schools—was
kept In the Rules Committee
by a 7-T vote March 21.
However, one supporter of
the bill—Rep. Ray Madden of
Indiana—was ill when the vote
was taken. He reportedly has
recovered and will vote to free
the bill If the committee a-
grres to reconsider It.
Sex Education
Plan Advanced
CHICAGO (NC) - Illinois
education officials have prom-
ised to study a proposal for a
broad program of public
school sex education, adopted
unanimously by the Chicago
Parent-Teacher Association.
The program would put ma-
jor emphasis on the showing
of sex education films
Msgr. William E. McManus,
Chicago • arehdioccsan school
superintendent, said of the
recommendation; "1 think we
can presume that the P-TA is
sincerely concerned about the
increasing breakdown in pub-
lic morals in the field of sex.
Because I don't know the ex-
*s* or other materials
the P-TA wants to use in its
proposed sex education pro-
gram. 1 can'} comment on the
specifics of Its program."
NEW HONOR - Msgr. Alois Auth (left) of St. Nicholas,
Jersey City, is shown in the vestments of his new rank,
Prothanotary Apostolic, with Archbishop Boland who
invested him recently.
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CATHOUC
TRAVEL
LEAGUE
Pilrimage to the
BEATIFICATION
OF VENERABLE
JOHN N. NEUMANN
4th Bishop of
Philadelphia
Tentatively
Scheduled for
dune23, InRome
Under the spiritual lead-
ership of Most Reverend
John J. Krol, Arch*
bishop of Philadelphia.
Sailing from New York
Jaas 8, in RMS Maure-
tania of Canard Lines.
Visiting: Gibraltar,
Cannes, Monaco, Genoa,
Naples, Rome, Florence,
Venice, Lucerne, Shrine
of Our Lady of Lourdes,
Paris, London.
Air Departure
June 17 via Pan
American Jet
For information and
reservations, unite or call:
CATHOUC
TRAVEL
LKAOUE
IS4I StOAOWAY • NSW VOW it. H. Y.
COlmrtw srsot
or your local travel agent.
Jerome J. Stanley
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116 WASHINGTON SmtT
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Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
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KEARNY. N. J.
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Planning A Vacation?
VtIHCH
A 2-WEEK BUDGET INTO A FULL SUMMER'S FUN
-^Eyarlinqton
Country t-/ tAub
200 Acre* of Natural Woodland
Beauty • 3 Large Lake*
FUN FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY
• Swimming • Tenni*
• Boating • Fishing
• Saturday • Private
Night * Picnic
Dance* Table*
• Teen Dances
PRIVATE DAY CAMP
AGES 4 TO 16
• Nursery • Campers
• Collegiate
NIW EXPANDED DAY CAMP ACTIVITIES
FOR ALL AGES 4 TO 16
Only Darlington offers so mucl
At Such Little Cost!
Your whole family will enjoy 3 glorious fui
filled months for only o fraction of who
yoi 'd oav at mony other oloces
"Never Crowded" or "Hemmed In" wit!
200 ocres to room, relax, swim & snooze.
■■ mi
‘ NO OBLIGATION" Coupon For Comptott Information Today
niaiiucTAu
mm mm mm • ■■DARLINGTON COUNTRY CLUt
P.O. BOX 96
RAMSEY, NJ.
Pleose send brochure and Information on my own private Country Club.
Name
Address
AOV-1
City
I am interested in □ Family lndividual Membership
□ Day Camp tor children, Ages
altemkuim; piaao noise
Nea Jersey’s Oldest & largest Hammond Organ Dealer
'
Onf
Kf
RENT
A HAMMOND
ORGAN
HMI VOI R I 111 IH II
ON EASTER M .VOAV!
ONLY
$25
Your payment u ill k*
applied to the prut of
lb* orgam if you decide
to buy.
Norn your church can afford
a famous
II AM.MOM) OH4,\\
Finest in the world of church
music
For 114 year*. Altenburg1 * has enjoyed an
excellent reputation (or prompt, efficient and
courteous service
Year after year, since its introduction, more
churches have chosen the Hammond Organ than
any other. After thorough investigation, over
40.000 churches have selected the Hammond Or-
gan to enhance their services.
Altcnburg’s staff of expertly trained and ex-
perienced personnel are fully qualified to help
your church in selecting the Hammond model to
suit your needs and budget. You can also depend
to Altenburg s service department to properly in-
stall your Hammond organ and insure proper
acoustical balance.
CnURCH DEMONSTRATION
F»r yow cwnvraieacr. Alleabarg', will bring a Hammond
orsaa U yomt tbarcb, iaUMatfaa, or achool. You can per-
MMally disco* tr IW avtawUhing versatility aad tfca in-
dalle licborw aad color a Hammond organ brings to Uic
world oi rborrb mask.
Call today (or a special Fre Easter demonstration ia
)oor church without any obligation.
Altenburg’* Hammond Organ
”
P
price*
$
atari at 495
OUTSTANDING ADVANTAGES:
• No installation cost; no structural changes.
• Hundreds of rich church orgah tunes.
• Music of cathedral quality in even the smallest
church.
• No tuning expense—cannot go out of tune.
• Easy for either professional or amateur to play.
• Lowest priced complete church organ in the world.
Cbarch Model Hammond Organ For
average lu large, church or auditorium. An
instrument of enormous power and versatili-
ty. World s lowest cost complete church
organ.
Cowcert Model Hammond Organ For the
church or cathedral that wants the finest.
Unequalled for versatility, range of tone and
color Full 32 note pedal clavier and A.G.O.
specifications.
The New Hammond Spinet Ideal organ
for the smaller church; chapel or Sunday
school Astonishing variety and beauty of
tone. Compact, versatile, and neverrequires
tuning
k
The Hammond Extravoice
A perfect model for small
chapels. This is nn organ you can be proud of at
the LOWEST price in Hammond History.
OPEN DAILY TILL 9 P.M. SATURDAY till6 p.m.
If you can't com* in, mail coupon for further details today!
Ally. M
•
Wmt Ph>«i ma H arransa lar • Ira* eamanatfatlaala avr Church al tha
I raw MammaßS Church Or*an.
I Name
| Church
| ei»» a Sana
ALTENBURG
PIANO HOUSE. INC
’ i*. IM7
1150 EAST JERSEY ST., ELIZABETH FLanders 1-2000
Christian Passion
Thla if Passiontide: suffering time.
Hie Masses of the week speak to us of
the downtrodden and oppression, wicked
spite, cruelty of enemies, God our refuge,
His mercy, our patience and deliverance.
On Friday our contemplation is of Mary’s
compassion in her seven sorrows. Satur-
day Christ shouts from the Gospel,
. if only I am lifted up from the earth,
I will attract all men to myself. 1 ' Suffer-
ing is an integral part of the Christian
life: “If any one wishes to come after me,
let him deny himself and take up his
cross daily and follow me."
SUFFERING IS not good in itself.
The good is what comes from suffering.
Suffering is the sandtray of seedling vir-
tues. Suffering and sacrifice is the prov-
ing ground of the God-life in us. Suffering
that tests nothing, proves nothing and
produces nothing. Suffering for love of
God that tests our supernatural powers,
produces growth. It increases faith, deep-
ens hope, enhances love, recalls humility,
brings on prayerfulness, spurs generosity,
occasions fortitude, seasons prudence, and
entrenches patience. It proves our dis-
dpleshlp in Christ’s terms.
Mahy have recently rejoiced at the
possibility of Cardinal Mindazenty’s re-
lease from oppression. In the light of the
Christian evaluation of suffering, none
should be puzzled if he delines to apply
for his freedom.
AN EXHIBIT by the Pontifical Gre-
gorian University in Rome demonstrates
the suffering of the Church since 1917.
It shows that 55 Bishops, 32,000 priests
and 2.5 million laymen have been killed;
109 Bishops, 12,800 priests and 10 mil-
lion laymen have been jailed or deported;
90 Biahopa have been expelled and 15,-
700 priests secularized; 3,334 seminaries
and schools have been closed and 5,000
nationalized; 400 Catholic publications
have been suppressed, 1,600 convents
closed and 31,779 churches closed or
profaned.
Passion week shows us a suffering
Savior.
Suffering and sacrifice are also
characteristic of His followers. When the
people of the Church are no longer per-
secuted, we can be wary. Suffering is a
mark on the Body of Christ which Is His
Church 'til the end of time.
Holy Week With Christ
The liturgy of Holy Week U the roost
sacred and solemn of the year, because
Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ then
re-lives in the Church the events of the
week in which He died. Should we not
strive to have the sentiments which we
like to think we would have had if we
had witnessed those events?
PALM SUNDAY should be a glorious
day for us, as it was for the crowds who
spread their cloaks on the ground before
Our Lord as He rode Into Jerusalem.
While we hold blessed palm, we ought to
take up the joyful chant of those who
strewed palm branches on the road:
“Hosanna to the Son of David! Blessed Is
He that cometh in the name of the Lord!
Hosanna in the highest'”
Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday
should be days overcast with portents of
the tragedy to come. They were that for
Our Lord, who did overruling possible to
turn His enemies from their wicked
course. He cursed the fig tree for not
bringing forth fruit In the parables of°
the vine-dressers and the marriage
feast He warned the Scribes of God
Pharisees that the Kingdom of God
would be taken from them and given
to a people yielding Its fruits. Eight times
Be solemnly intoned: “Woe to you.
Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites,** as He
enumerated their crimes. He let them
know that He was aware of their plans
to killHim. They would have killed Him
then and there, but they feared the people.
The Jewish Passover, which was
celebrated on Thursday of Holy Week,
recalled the blood of the lamb which had
spared the lives of the firstborn sons of
the Jews in Egypt. At the Last Supper
with His disciples. Our Lord gave them
His own Body to eat and His own Blood
to drink the Body and Blood of the
Lamb of God who would be slain on the
morrow. He knew even then that one of
His chosen Apostles would betray Him.
THE AGONY IN the Garden, the
kiss of Judas, the trial, the scourging, the
crowning with thorns, the carrying of the
Cross and the death upon it all fol-
lowed quickly. The Son of Man, whose
nature was much more sensitive than
ours, felt pain more keenly than we do.
He suffered not for His own sins, for He
had none, but for the sins of the whole
world. That is why He had become man.
Because He was the Sorr of God. HU
suffering of mind and body had Infinite
power to atone for the sins of men.
Because Christ lay dead in the tomb
on the first Holy Saturday, the Church
wishes us to know what It means not to
have Him among us. The tabernacle U
empty on Holy Saturday. There U no
Maas. Holy Communion may not be re-
ceived On Saturday night we attend the
Easter Vigil, as we would a wake for a
dear one. At this wake, however, we wait
and watch for the joyful word that He
has risen from the dead: “Alleluia, Alle-
luia, Alleluia.”
Help and Hope for Drop-Outs
Anew word has appeared in the
vocabulary of the press: ’’DropOut." It
means those young people of school age
who drop out of school before grad-
nation. These are the kids lured from
school each year by the prospect of jobs
and spending money only to find they
have not only dropped from school
they have practically dropped from nor-
mal society. For society Is running out
of jobs for the unskilled and the partly
educated.
THE TRAGEDY of this Is, that many
of these youngsters, although they have
only themselves to blame, would not have
taken such a step, if they had known be-
forehand the almost complete finality of
the consequences. Parents and all inter-
ested adults, and especially the young
people themselves, should realise that the
picture of good Jobs and a pocketful of
“walking-around” money is completely
false. The jobs and the money just do
not exist. Idle and resentful, these youths
have been piling up on the street-corners
of the nation in dangerous numbers. In
Newark, it U estimated there are 7,000
out-of-school, out-of-work young men and
women. This is “social dynamite” which
will explode unless something U done.
Something is being done here in
Newark. At 1 Clinton St., the Youth
Career Development Center has been or-
ganized to help these young people. IU
purpose is two-fold: to'find interim jobs
for them and to persuade them to go back
to school at least part time. Several busi-
ness firms in Newark have already given
active cooperation, and others are Inter-
ested.
The work of this center and all con-
nected and cooperating with it is to be
highly commended for a genuine social
and public service. For many of these
youngsters would eventually become
public charges, thus increasing our al-
ready heavy tax rate. But more import-
antly, human dignity and unused talents
are being salvaged.
Police Frustration
We are of a govern-
ment by law and approve the stubbor-
ness of our courts In upholding a
Constitution which guarantees civil
liberties and protects the rights of the
innocent Evidence obtained by illegal
procedures or through brutality is not
admlsSable in state courts. The law up-
holds the evil man’s rights as well as the
innocent. That is a good thing.
THE POLICE department is the
primary law enforcement agency in every
community. However, because of the In-
dulgent leniency of magistrates In
penalizing lawbreakers and because of
constant antagonism from certain civil
rights groups, there is a growing sense of
frustration among police officers that Is
seriously demoralizing.
Stop in any police chief’s office and
ask to see the monthly Sheriff’s Office
Bulletin. More criminal offenses are dis-
missed or suspended than penalized. A
police chief does not argue with magis-
trates, but the man on the beat can’t
help feeling frustrated In his job of law
enforcement. We want justice, but our
easy dilution and dismissal of legal sanc-
tions seems to Indicate a moral Insensitiv-
ity to justice.
Legal sophistry Is allowed to obstruct
law enforcement. A Civil Liberties Union
will justify indulgence toward criminals
by exagerrated charges of police brutal-
ity. The policeman can be insulted by a
moral degenerate, but if he dares even
to reply in forceful language, he Is guilty
of “verbal brutality.”
WE SEE TEENAGE hoodlums en-
joying their lawlessness in
‘
a brazen
attitude of presumed immunity from pen-
alties. The rioters at the basketball game
in Ridgewood High School on March 15
came equipped with weapons and put five
persons in the hospital. About 50 police-
men were present but no one was arrest-
ed. Did the police feel it was useless to
arrest? ’
For the discouraged policeman, we
may well seek divine assistance. A prayer
for policemen composed by Bishop Glen-
non P. Flavin, a policeman’s son, is meant
for use by all of us: “Dear God, give to
these good men unlimited patience, that
they may bear kindly with silly com-
plaints, with unreasonable requests and
with inconsiderate demands of those self-
ish citizens and petty politicians who for-
get their police officers are public serv-
ants and not personal slaves.”
Source of Unity
Jerusalem Witnesses
Miracles of Christ
By FRANK J. SHEED
It »M tutflrlenity lurpruin*
feat the tempi* money-
changers and teller* of um
fldal animals vhoutd hare n«d
belbre one man and Hit itntU
acmes* Almott at aurpns-
tag u that th* Tempi* ruler*
dM not arm* Our Lord for m
shattering a breach of the
peace They did no* even pro
tad They atmpiy atkrd what
miracle Be could offer aa
evidence ot lUa right to do this
unparalleled thlas
Evm thouch they were pro-
tamdty worldly men. (reedy
for power and money, they did
profoundly believe in God.
Deep m their mile lay the
certainty that God could rend
a prophet: a minrl* would
Mtabbah that Jesus of Nas-
ereth waa in fact a prophet
amt by Him
THEY ASKED Our Lord
what sign He would give They
did not find Hi* antwer renr
helpful, for the sign Hr of-
fered them bad not yet hap-
pened: It waa HU own Re*ur
rectioa
But the Temple ruler* did
not realize it What He actu-
ally aaid waa: "Deatroy this
Temple. and m three day* I
will rebuild it.” It U St John
who teUs os that the Tempi*
He meant waa Hit body: and
wt who know that our own
bodies are temple* of the Holy
Ghost are no* turprisad
But Kia questioner* assumed
that 11a waa referring to the
Temple out of which he had
juatscourged • horde of greedy
men. Herod the Great had be-
gun Its building * years be-
fore. they reminded Our Lord.
What nonsense was this about
rebuilding It In three days?
Birr IN THE WEEK of
Passover Our Lord proceeded
to give the kind of sign that
they would understand, and
that no* once but many times
so that many ram# to “be-
lieve in IIU name,- seeing HU
signs which He did.” e
St. John gives us no detaiU
of this group of miracles: but
He adds a comment of Hit
own. The miracles made many
believe in Our Lord; but Our
lord did not put much trust
In thetr so-quickly-won belief,
"for He knew what was in
man.” Miracles could move
men mightily at the moment,
yet their influence could fade
again.
And there waa a surer
ground than miracle for be-
lief in Him. Aa Ha would later
say to St. Thomas, “Blessed
are they that have dm teen
and have believed.**
St John doc* no* give us
any of these miracles He
gives us something mart
priceless still, the name of one
mao brought towards belief by
them and hi* toovemUoo
with Out Lord
Nicodemus was a man of
high poMUoa. a Pharisee and
a member of the Sanhedrin,
the ruling Council of the Jew*
He waa the Ora* of hit sort to
approach Our Lord.
Hit opening words were
clear affirmation “Rabbi w*
know that thou are com* a
teacher from God: for noman
ran do these signs unless God
be with Him" Yet he had
com* by nigh*, avoiding «&.
serration He was a cautious
man. in no hast* to commit
birhSCif He would move
sliwfr, but that slow move-
m«M was steady progress all
the Her
Later be would speak for
Our Lord in the Sanhedrin
mildly enough. So our taste,
but it waa a brave thing that
he did. And it was be who
provided the hundred pounds
of myrrh and aloe* for Our
lord** burial
—a vaster
quantify of myrrh, we may
imagine, then even the Wise
Men had brought to Bethle-
hem.
For Vocations
Members of the Apos-
tolate for Vocations can
gain a plenary indulgence
under the ordinary condi-
tions on:
April 5, Feast of the Sev-
en Sorrows
April 14, Easter Sunday
Once a week for reciting
daily, with piety, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial indulgence of
300 dayi can be gained for
each act nf charity or piety
perform* 1 for the Intontin"
of foster ■; v; ationa to t: >
priest*'ood.
Latin America
Danger Signals
By LOUIS F. BUDENZ
. Wa are on the eve of desper-
ate days ta Latin America.
All of ua were happy at the
man applause foe President
Kennedy ta Coats Rica, but
our enthusiasm was soon dim-
mad at tha convening of the
communist-ruled Continental
Congress for Solids rity with
Cuba.
This mooting may w*U prova
to be one of the milestones in
the history of the Latin Ameri-
can peoples For months, the
World Marxist Review has
been preparing the world com
rades for the eventual Soviet
take-over of Brazil The pro-
gram is well summarized this
February la the article «i
titled “Brazil in the Grip of
Cootradlctioai.**
It outlines how, the com
munists Intend to take the lead
ta opposing “American im-
perialist domination and the
monopoly of the latifundists
(big landownera)*' by the crea-
tion of “a united national and
democratic front.“ This front,
they assert, is even now "tak-
ing shape in Brazil “
Making use of this front,
“the revolutionary forces head-
ed by the working class’* will
advocate radical reforms for
"the complete liberation of the
country, the abolition of
lalifundism, and structural re-
organization of the social and
economic ayatem.*'
With “the consolidation of
socialism on the world
arena,” H is said, “such a
revolution will save the people
of Brazil from the torments of
capitalist development and en-
able them to pass on directly
to socialism.”
THE WEIGHT of this threat
is conveyed to us fully by the
October 1962 World Marxist
Review, in Ua article on “Man;.
Ism-Leninism and its influ-
ence on Cultural Life in
Brazil-
We are told: "For many
years the ideological Ufc of
the country was dominated by
Catholic theology and scholas-
ticism which encouraged su-
perstition and prajudice and
offered piwdo-sr,entitle con-
cepts aa 'eternal truth*.* **
Then, “the rising national
bourgeoisie" nr capitalist
class, brought forward positiv-
ism ns their philosophical
weapoo. paving the way for
the advance of dialectical ma-
terialism.
This U moat Interesting for
us to know. Our dominant
American philosophy is that
phase of positivism known as
pragmatism. It is that which
lead* our Supreme Court to
say in effect ta its prayer de-
rision: "We don't know wheth-
er God exists or not," when
the communists proclaim.
‘There it no God.'*
IT IS THIS also which
cauaea much of our American
press to go mooning after
Khrushchev aa "the champion
of peace" against, for in-
stance. the Chinese com-
munists. It is this very cry of
“peace" which has led to
America's repeated retreats.
I have the May *. i»f9. copy
of the New Times from Mos
cow, with its long discussion of
"the World .Congress for
Peace,** held in Paris.
Then it was that Stalin
trotted out “peace” a* the
means to consolidate his rule
over the captive nations. In
order to do so. he had to have
the U. S. roundly belabored
So we read in this New Times
supplement that a leading
American communist “de-
nounced the policy of the
American imperialist monopo-
lies aimed at establishing U.S.
domination over the world."
FRIGHTENED BY inch ac-
cusations, much of our press
and then our government col-
lapsed in opposition to Soviet
plans and permitted consolida-
tion of Moscow's Iron control
over the captive nations. So
today, Khrushchev throws the
mantle of "peace" over bis
shoulders to obscure the dlroc-
tives he gives the comrades to
carry fire and-sword to Brazil
and other parts of Latin
America.
in addition to initiating
sweeping reforms, we will
clearly have to place the re-
sponsibility for communist acta
in Latin America at the door
ot Moscow. There it 'belongs.
The Question Box
Evolution Theory
Disturbs Reader
Q. I found your recent four-
part answer to the question on
the evolution of the human
specie* quite disedifytag, if not
shocking. You distinctly al-
lowed for the possibility that
Adam's body derived directly
from animal*. Hava you no
regard for the dignity or the
haman person —a dignity to
moch emphasised in Christian
teaching? I think man's dig-
nity Is seriously compromised
by admitting that his flesh
and blood took their ultimate
origin from a brute animal!
A. Wa "distinctly allowed"
only that freedom of discus-
sion and further investigation
which is officially allowed by
the Church, aa expressed in
the long quotation from "Hu-
man! Generis" with which we
coodudad tha series. If our
questioner is disedlfied or
shocked by what we wrote, at
least we have the consolation
of being in the good company
of Pope Piu* XII!
We suggest that our ques-
tioner re read the series, this
time with an eye to the care-
ful wording and nuance of our
esplanation. She will note that
we did no* take a stand, pro
or con. in the evolutionist con-
troversy. W» merely sketched
the state of the question from
the viewpoint of science, and
described the norms of faith
and theology that serve to
guide Catholics in formulating
their opinion.
But to date neither science
nor theology is In a position
to say a definitive yes or no
to the hypothesis ss applied
to the ongtn of the body of the
first man. (The origin of the
human soul was not under dis-
cus*too: the soul of everyone,
including Adam, is directly
created by Cod.)
What about the "dignity" of
man? If some day we were to
find that Adam's body derived
in some way from the animal
kingdom, and therefore that
the bodies of all men descend-
ing from Adam can usee their
origin back to the particular
pair of brute* which God used
in forming the first human
body, would our human dig-
nity really be compromised’
We Uunk no* Except (or
strict vegetarians, most people
nourish their body quite fre-
quently (American Catholics
usually six days a with
the bodies of dumb animals.
In actual fact, by eating a
steak or any other table meat,
we aaodniLat* into our bodily
composition matter which was
part of tha animal kingdom.
The meat we eat as food be-
comes part of us. Is our bu-
rnsn dignity thereby com-
promised’
Sorry, our questioner's
charge seems totally un
convincing If the evolutionist
hypothesis ever becomes un-
tenable for Christians, surely
it will no* be for the reason
alleged by our questioner.
Q. If OT a day of abstinence
(ar a regular Friday for that
matter) a meat meal baa bee*
prepared by mistake, may It
bo Mb* anyhow? A neighbor
claims that H should be.
A- Only the particular cir-
cumstances can determine in
each case whether the meat
may be eaten or not If other
food is easily available, and
the meat can be easily pro
served, the prepared meat
may not be taken.
On the other hand, if be-
caute of family finances, tha
great quantity prepared,
guests expected, or some other
pressing reason, abstaining
from the meat is not feasible,
then the prepared meal may
be taken.
Of course, such occurences
should be extremely rare in
the Catholic home. Most, if not
•11. Catholic calendars clearly
indicate the days of fast and/
or abstinence. The houeewife
should assume full responsibi-
lity to note end remember
these dayi. \
Q- Does chewing gum break
the lenten fast? t would like a
qfinal answer since priest*
seem to kave different views
on this.
A. Chewing gum definitely
does not break the lenten fast.
Q. Could you tell me exactly
what the L'aitarians and the
Presbyterians believe and do
not believe, and how they wor-
ship? I ask becanse some of
my children's playmates at-
tend these churches and from
time to time they all discuss
what they learned in their
own religions instruction dais-
es. I find myself quite Igno-
rant ot these matters aad at
the tame time am expected to
answer my children's inquir-
ies.
A In these ecumenical days
we have received several let-
ters from Catholic readers
asking that wa explain the
doctrine and practices of this
or that church to which a
friend or relative or business
acquaintance belongs.
We hesitate to undertake a
direct answer to such ques-
tions. primarily for fear of of-
fending our brethren by pre-
suming to make such a brief
and inadequate statement of
what they believe and do.
Hence we prefer simply to In-
dicate an excellent and inex-
pensive giant paper back writ-
ten by a Catholic priest which
outlines the history, doctrine,
ritual. and organizational
structure of the major and mi-
nor Protestant denominations
in the United States today.
The author also ghes a statis-
tical picture of Protestantism
in our country.
Our questioners will find
this book a most valuable ac-
quisition in these days of in-
creased inter-religious ex-
change, and in it the particu-
lar questions asked receive a
fair and objective answer. The
book is “The Protestant
Churches of America" by John
A. Hardon, S.J., Newman
Press, Westminster, Mary-
land. IM*. Price is *175 tgr
paper-bound edition. It can be
obtained from any Catholic
bookseller or directly from
the publisher.
Intentions for April
The Holy Father's gen
tral intention tor April is:
That the teaching of cate-
chism in its modernised
form may be promoted
everywhere.
The mission intention sug-
gested for the Apoatlethip
of Prayer by tbs Pop* is:
That de-tribaliied work-
er* in Africa may find as-
sistance in the social teach-
ing and organizations of the
Church.
Our Parish
“But Emily, Father said to list our awn faultsl"
THE ADVOCATE8 April 4, 1983
• ■ r uahrn of the
Archdiocese of Newark and of
the Diocese of Paterson.
Most Rev. Thomas A.
Boland, 5.T.D., Archbishop <*
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Letters to the Editor
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pubUetbm, beet they wiU be withheld if reftmtei.
'Much Unsaid'
In Editorial
Mrs. Paul Keelan,
Elizabeth.
Editor:
Much was left unsaid In
your editorial on teenage
tyrants which put the blame
largely on weak-kneed parents
and child-centered schools. It
is true that some parents aro
not up to solving family prob-
lems because they are emo-
tionally immature and intel-
lectually inept.
Then it is up to the rest of
us with leisure and under-
standing to lend a hand as
Big Brothers, Big Sisters, or
simply as neighbors who es-
tablish contact with these
children by taking them to the
beach or allowing them in our
homes even though they don’t
meet our standards. By so do-
ing we can give the child the
love and advice he needs.
.
.
Teachers with smaller class-
es sometimes help these
children achieve and gain self
respect, but in larger classes
(which Catholic! often de-
fend), the teacher, like a top
sergeant, has little time for
anything except keeping the
masses moving ...
YOUR EDITORIAL also fails
to identify racial prejudice as
a cause of despair, and those
in despair are easy marks for
narcotics. I have been going to
church for well over a quarter
of a century and never once
have 1 heard a sermon which
touched upon loving ac-
ceptance of non-whites and
sharing our housing supply,
our neighborhoods, our swim-
ming pools, our beaches with
them. Never.
We seem to fight dirty liter-
ature but not dirty housing.
We fight against birth control
but seldom for adequate re-
lief programs, open housing,
job opportunities and even-
thing a family needs to help
its members.
Why blame only parents and
schools? Society’s own selfish-
ness may explain why some
children are doomed from the
start. Doomed, but not inac-
tive for they will avenge them-
selves on us by rape and by
razor, by rejecting and rebel-
ling, and saddest of all, by
starting new families worse
than the ok).
Budenz Figures
Questioned
Rev. I. Olszewski,
New York.
Editor:
With reference to Louis
Budenz' article. ’’Aid To
Poland Help? Moscow,” I
would like to make the fol-
lowing remark:
Mr. Budenz is right in as-
serting that the Church in
Poland has been having a hard
time. Indeed, she has been
harassed continually, her
activities have been restricted
in many ways, and at times
she bad suffered an outright
persecution.
But there is no need to use
false figures to establish this
point. And the figure of 2,133
churches allegedly closed in
Poland is certainly false. A
number of chapels attached lo
the formerly Catholic hospitals
have been closed recently, but
there were hardly any in-
stances of Catholic churches
being closed in Poland.
The figure of 2,133 churches
closed may be close to the
truth, if it referred to tha for-
mer Polish territories annexed
by the Soviet Union. But then,
one should make it clear that
this happened in the Soviet
Union and not in Poland.
New Approach
To Teaching
Mrs. Paul T. Zitelli.
Paramus.
Editor:*
As John Russo pointed out
In his letter (March 28), we
are in the 20th century, not
the 13th. In teaching religion
as a way of iife, the clergy
should realise that they are
no longer an elite educated
class in a population of largely
untutored and simple people.
Today's Catholics are far too
sophisticated to have their in-
terest caught and held by run-
of-the-mill sermons or unin-
spired catechism drills. .
.
I have fait for a long time
that there should be anew
dynamism and more depth in
the teaching of our Faith. We
need a concerted drive to do
for the teaching of Catholicism
at the local level what the
National Science Foundation is
doing for the teaching of
mathematics and science
When I mentioned to a priest
recently that I was reading
"Theology and Sanity.” he
expressed considerable sur-
prise. "That’s pretty rugged
going,” he commented. This ia
an attitude I find so disap-
pointing Asa matter of fart.
It is "rugged ”, but to very re-
w arduig and exciting. . ,
The success of adult educa
tion points up the hunger of
people for more knowledge in
many fields Suppose we had
local Catholic adult schools
with groups of people studying
the liturgy, the Bible. Mario-
logy. theology in its various
aspects. There is so much l»
learn and such deplorable if-
noranct in our midst In aecu
lar subjects our minds are
reaching for the stars; in the
knowledge of our Faith we’re
creeping about like infants
'Pauline Privilege'
Conditions Unfilled
By REV. JOHN L. THOMAS. S.J.
AuiiUmt Proftnor of Sociology. St. Lomit
,h« 7“®"
for Knitting the Pauline privilege? Would forceful
marriage owing to premarital pregnancy, or Insanity, or receiving matrimony in the
atate of mortal «in be sufficient grounds? I was married 18 years ago and have been
iJr^hu, 0!
" y****- Although my husband waa not a Catholic, »e were married
Even from your brief de-
scription. it is clear that your
case does not fulfill the condi-
tions required for making use
of the Pauline privilege
A Pauline privilege case oc-
curs when there has been a
valid marriage between two
unbaptized persons, the subee-
quent conversion to the Catho-
lic faith of oneof the partners,
and the refusal of the non-
convert to live in harmony
with the converted spouse.
When these conditions exist,
dissolution of the marriage
may be granted to allow the
convert to remarry in the
Church. This permission is
called the Pauline privilege
since it dates back to St. Paul
in his dealings with the con-
verts at Corinth.
PAULINE PRIVILEGE
cases involve valid but non-
aacramental marriages, be-
cause the marriages in ques-
tion are not between two bap-
tized persons. Once a valid
sacramental marriage (both
partners are baptized) has
been consummated, it can be
dissolved only by the death of
one of-the partners.
The reasons yon mention-
forced marriage, insanity, and
so forth are not related to
the conditions required for the
Pauline privilege, although un-
der certain conditions some of
them might hinder true caw
sent and thus prevent the mak-
ing of a valid contract. Since
marriage is a contract, it can
be effected only by the agree-
ment or consent of the parties
concerned To enter a valid
contract, the partners must be
capable according to the law.
THE CODE OF Canon Law
defines the (acton that vitiate
true consent as follows: want
of the use of reason (infants,
the insane, the intoxicated,
drugged or hypnotized are In-
capable of true consent); de-
fective knowledge of the ob-
ject of the contract (parties
must have some knowledge
that procreation is necessary,
that is. that children are pro-
created by the mutual bodily
cooperation of husband and
wife); mistaken identity (mis-
take concerning the ac-
tual person with whom mar-
riage is celebrated); pretense
or fictitious consent (internal
consent of the mind is always
presumed unless positive
proof to the contrary is pro-
vided); duress and fear (fear
must be grave, Inspired by an-
another person, unjust, and of
such a nature that it can be
escaped only through mar-
riage); and intention contrary
to the essence of marriage (a
positive-act of the will of eilh-
er partner of excluding the
contract, or ail right to rooju-
gai intercourse, or torn*
essential properly of mar
riagv. namely, unity and per-
petuity).
These are technical terms,
clearly defined by the Code
and to be strictly interpreted
at defined- However, where
these factors can be proved to’
exist there is no true consent
and consequent!) no marriage.
SOMETIMES WHEN people
hear that a marriage has been
declared null and void for lack
of true consent, they think
some type of legal trickery or
sleight-of-bind is involved
The Church's teaching and
procedure in such cases are
clear enough. Since marriage
is a contract, conferring defi-
nite rights, it can he effected
only by the consent of the par-
t.es. and they must be capa-
ble of making the contract.
The Church's canon law de-
fine* the factors that vitiate
true consent, and if it can be
proved that one or more of
these factors existed when the
contract was attempted, the
marriage ia null and void for
lack of consent
STRANG E BUT TRUELittle-Kaown Facts For Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY Owsw IMS. Mcwa mmtmtm
God Love You
All Should Be
Mission-Minded
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
The New Testament has no
reference to aiding the mis-
sions. Our Blessed Lord never
divided His Apostles into
those who would work in Jeru-
salem, or the "boma mis-
sions," and those who would
work "to the ends of the
earth.”
Why was this? Because the
Church herself was mis-
sionary! There were no or-
ganizations then which were
dedicated to the so-called "for-
eign missions." No distinction
was ever made between a
Bishop and a missionary, a
priest ind a missionary. To
every priest and Bishop Our
Lord said: “Go ye into the
world."
TODAY, SO MANY in the
Church say: "Oh. yes, the Con-
gregation for the Propagation
of the Faith dealt with the
foreign missions '; or "The
Holy Father has appointed his
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith to aid all mis-
sionaries in ail places."
This gives them an excuse
lo hoard all the goodies in
their own pantry, saying:
"Yes. Mission Sunday is com-
ing. We must then have a col-
lection for the poor missions
of Africa, Asia and other parts
of the world
”
The true outlook is rather
this-
• Every Bishop is con-
secrated first for Christ's mis-
sion to the world and then, for
Jurisdictional reasons, as-
signed a diocese
• The Holy Father said that
any Bishop who does not share
the missionary burden with
him must face the severe judg-
ment of God
• Every priest Is ordained
for the entire Mystical Body
of Christ, only for administra-
tive purposes is he assigned to
a diocese
• The Sacrament of Con-
firmation commits every Cath-
olic to be a soldirr of Cbnst,
bringing salvation to all men
We are all missionaries Our
parish is the world We think
not from the diocese outward,
but from the redemption of all
humanity Inward. Wc do not
fulfill our building project! be-
fore thinking of the $l,OOO
needed for a chapel in the
Sudan. We are Catholics, as
to be Catholics means to be
humanity-minded, and to be
humanity-minded ia to be mis-
sionary !
GOD LOVE YOU to Mrs.
A.R.G. for $100: "Last Octo-
ber my husband and I gave up
smoking and promised to aend
all money saved to the Holy
Father's missions. Please use
it for all of God’s poor.” To
M.C. for $10: "I give thanks
for a perfect recovery from a
recent eye operation " To M.S.
for $5O: "This it my first two
weeks* raise, which I promised
to the missions if I received
an increase in salary,"
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice lo it and address
it lo Bishop Fulton J Sheen.
Nations! Director, Society for
the Propagation of the Faith.
30e Fifth Ave( . New York, or
Bishop Martin W. Stanton. 31
Mulberry St, Newark, or
Msgr. William F. Louis. 24
DcGrasac St., Paterson
Bill to Extend
Bus Hides to All
LANSING. Mich. (SO-TVi*
Michigan Senate has over-
wheimmxty passed a btU to
broaden (ax paid school hut
transportation of parochial sad
other private school pupils
The btU. which now goes to
the House, requires that pub
be school districts which oper-
ate school buses must trsns
port children attending all ap
proved schools m the district
Mass Calendar
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I11-Timed Chicago Story
Ignores Historic Facts
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, SocUl Action Dept., NCWC
Time magazine teems to be
sparring for a fight with U.S.
churches on the subject of re-
ligion-and-race. Several weeka
ago Time suggested that in the
struggle for equal rights and
equal opportunity. the
Churches have little or nothing
to offer.
This was meant to apply to
all of the major religious
groups in the U.S.
IN ITS MARCH 13 cover
story on Chicago, Time
sharpened its sight! and
entered a more specific indict-
ment against the Catholic
Church in Chicago. In the
course of telling the story of
what Chicago’s capable Mayor
Daley has accomplished in
the field of housing and ur-
ban renewal. Time stated
that "Daley’s own Roman
Catholic Church mounted
campaigns against many of
his projects The apparent rea-
son: Daley's programs remove
Negroes from their ghettos,
send them into whits neighbor-
hoods. send white residents
fleeing and leave Catholic par-
ish houses and churches bereft
of their congregations —and
the contribution* "
Msgr. John Egan, executive
secretary ot the Cardinal's
Conservation Council in
Chicago, characterized thu as
an "irresponsible assertion"
and "a grow and inexcusable
calumny upon the Catholic
Church and upon the person
of Albert Cardinal Meyer,"
TIME’S REACTION to Msgr.
Egan's protest was rather
cavalier: "Time, realizing the
heat of the controversy,
neither intended nor perpe-
trated calumny or libel. It re-
specU Msgr. Egan’s position,
regrets his anger, and stands
by its slory."
The controversy referred to
was the widely publicized bat-;
tie, led by Msgr. Egan, to'
force adequate relocation and
housing provisions into the ur-
ban renewal plan for the Hyde
Park Kenwood neighborhood
adjacent to the University of
Chicago
Time’s researchers either
didn’t look,at all the evidence
in the II P. K. controversy, or,
having studied the entire rec-
ord, decided to ignore signi-
ficant parts of it.
CRUCIAL FACTS which
Time has completely ignored
include these:
• The Chicago Defender
the leading Negro newspaper
in Chicago enthusiastically
endorsed Msgr. Egsn’s posi
tion with reference to the
H.P. • K controversy. "No
more eloquent plea." said the
Defender, ’.'could have been
made on behalf of the people
than that which waa made by
Msgr. Egan. , . The common
people have a stout defender
in Father Egan. More power
to him; and long may he
live.”
• Time ignored all of tha
pro-Egan evidence in the only
detailed study of the H.P.-K.
controversy, a book by Peter
H. Rossi and Robert A. Dent-
ler entitled "The Politics of
Urban Renewal". (The Free
Press of Glencoe).
Rossi and Dcnticr admit
that "the Catholic Church had
real and substantial interests
in the fate of the aging and
deteriorating city neighbor-
hoods.” But Msgr. Egan's
real motivation, they aay. waa
to protect the interests of the
poor and, more specifically, of
the Negro poor.
• Time fails to tell Its read-
ers that Msgr. Egan’a position
in the H.P.-K. controversy wss
supported by a number of un-
ions and other militant social
reform organizations whose
vigorous leadership in the field
of interracial justice is a mat-
ter of public record.
Time’s decision to stick by
its original story proves only
one thing that magazine
editor*, like the rest of us poor
mortals, hate to admit they
have made a mistake.
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V
and goes right
up to the roof!
Com# m the new look at
Newark'* fashionable gather-
ing place for bring ...for
dining. Spacious room* . . .
•ucutjvw suites... 16 bteo-
tlful banquet rooms and th#
n*w Grand Ballroom proved*
th* perfect setting for your
social event* . . . Informal
business luncheonfor six or
Entering formal banquet for
wsafvs hundred.
completely airconditioned
television • parking
16PARK Pt_ NEWARK. N.X
RESERVATIONS: MA>4oao
St
nr
\rls IiiIIp!» ,'
COLLEGE
Located in the
GREATER
GREEN BAY
AREA
THREE TIN WEEK TERMS beginning
September 16 • Dtumbir 9 • March
FUUY ACCREDITED North Central
Atseciation (NCA), National Council
for Accreditation of Ttkthor Educa-
tion (NCATE)
PRESENT ENROLLMENT 1,100
ADDITIONAL ROOM in 1963-64 for
406 mident etudeni*
NEW rocldanco hall for ‘lo2 ' won
opening in 1963
NEW reaJdonco hall for 174 woman
opening in 1963
If you have a savings
account at Emigrant—-
you have just earned the
highest bank dividend rate
,
in New York State
(If
you don’t have one. mail the ooupon\
below. You’ll start earning Emigrant’s J
high dividend rate tomorrow. /
Emigrant has just paid AH per cent for the quarter sptflnf
March 31st. This is the highest bank dividend rate in
New York State.
At Emigrant, dividends are paid from day of deposit and
compounded quarterly. Extra dividend days every month!
And you can deposit up to $15,000 in an Individual Account
and up to $30,000 in a Joint or Trust Account.
Here’s an important extra. If you open an account or
make a deposit by April 12th, you’ll earn dividends from
April Ist. Mail the coupon or stop in at an Emigrant
office today.
4
pg, utml toul quarUrty dividend .* . regular
3H% plus a special H% on savings on dsposit four consecutive
quarters prior to tbs dividend period.
I
Emigrant Industrial Savings Rank
□ Without oMigatkm-
Mod literature on how I
can start budding a
good cash reaetve Inm
Emigrant Savings Account
I am Interacted in an
□ Individual Account
O Joint Account
□ Truat Account
Enclosed is $
□ In my name alone
□ln my name in truat for I
□ In my name lointty with J
Forward passbook to QMr.
print hams
.toopen an account
□Mrs. □ Miss
’ ■— (Use Registered Mall whan sanding cash)
51 Chambers St. ■ 5But 48nd • 7th Ave. A Slat HA. 44
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Pope Hails Rise in Catholic Social Activity
SCWC Sews Serfice
Following is a (rentlotion of on address made June 1, 1962
•y Pope John XXIII at the Vatican upon receiving in audience
members of the Permanent Committee of Catholic Vocational
Training Organisations.
Beloved children: The Na-
tional Study Convention organ-
ized by the Permanent Com-
mittee of Catholic Societies for
Vocational Training deserves
an expression
-of vivid sat-
isfaction forj
the signifi-
cance which
your pres- j
ence bolds
" and for the
object to]
' which your
solicitudes go
forth. '
First of all, worthy of praise
is your union that draw's close
together and strengthens all
institutions promoted, in this
field, by the Catholic, social
and relief action of Catholics;
promoted, furthermore, by the
religious congregations that,
especially in the last hundred
years, have distinguished
themselves in the service of
instruction and education of
young workers.
Therefore, you have formed
somewhat of a single organi-
zation so as to give accuracy
to your activity aimed at the
religious, moral and profes-
sional training of the youthful
forces of labor. The convention
itself is the fruit and symbol
of the unity of aims, which
have given rise to your com-
mittee.
Presence of Catholics
In Social Life
In fact, the presence of
Catholics in social life is in-
creasingly more considerable
and concrete, timely and ef-
fective. We must indeed thank
God for the flourishing under-
takings that only some years
back appeared unobtainable.
TODAY IT IS no longer a
question of a respectful read-
ing of the social documents of
the Church; today Catho-
lics are engaged in translating
them into the reality of mod-
ern life, and to make them
penetrate into social legisla-
tion, for the benefit of all hu-
manity.
Nevertheless, in the increas-
ing number of projects, there
may be the dangrr of dividing
energies, of dispersing them,
of lessening effectiveness
which had been successful up
to then. That is the danger in
herent in all activities which,
although their purposes are
the same, remain independent
of each other; thus it occurs
that the results are not in con-
sonance with the objectives or
with the effort expended.
UNITY OF ACTION! This is
the word frequently echoed us
the social teachings of the
Church, even back to the pro-
phetic words of our predeces-
sor Leo XIII to the Workers’
Circles of France in 1S85:
"We hope that all Influential
Catholics following your ex-
ample ... will try to unite in
the same spirit, to work in
harmony in the application
and development of Christian
principles among all social
classes and more particularly
to support the organizations of
workers and all those whoto
purposes favor religious edu-
cation of the youth among the
people." (Address of February
24. 1885, Leo XIII p.M. Acta.
Rome 1886, 5, p. 190).
THIS MORNING we have
the consolation of receiving
the representatives of a per-
manent committee, that, even
in ihe variety of organizations,
unites efforts toward a com-
mon goal. The invitations of
the pontifical teaching author-
ity have given rise in your
heart to prompt and effective
adherence
In the Church
you are the
young energies: alongside the
religious families in which
continue in new forms preoc-
cupalion for the apostolate
transmitted by the founders,
you are the organizations for
the apostolate of the laity.
Each has its autonomy and
preserves its own characteris-
tics. because unity does not
mean indiscriminate leveling.
All of them, furthermore, are
working together, making the
activities flow together toward
a common, noble and useful
end.
We are sure that with the
help of the Lord your work
will bear good and edifying
fruits. It is certainty true that
a great deal still remains to
be dooe It is necessary there-
fore to go deeper into the sub
jects of study; to strengthen
existing undertakings, so that
they may be consolidated: to
develop others, where needed.
THE FIELD
m which you
work, like all lively organize
lions, presents ever new oeed.
aod requires pliability, ready
intervention, untiring zeal.
The strength of your unity
of action will be capable of
overcoming any difficulty. We
hope furthermore that tha
number of associated organi-
zations will increase later on
In order that a more profit-
able work may be accomplish-
ed.
We wish alio to express our
aatisfaction with the object of
your cares: the vocational
training of youth.
Your work is not only of vast
social influence. It ii an apos-
tolate, and adds anew chapter
to apologetics. You show proof
of the maternal solicitudes of
the Church toward tha needs
of the working world.
Apostolate
For Youth
As we said during the meet-
ing with the workers of the
united shipyards of the Adri-
atic on May 19 last, 'lhe Cath-
olic Church does not evade its
task as mother and teacher
Far from condemning, she U
anxious to detect the promise
of days less difficult for every-
one. more serene for families,
more edifying for the new gen-
erations " (L'Osservalore Ro-
mano, May 20. 1962).
You are preparing days
such as these and a foreseeing
eye knows how to scan the
premonitory signs that assure
a more shining future In the
social field.
THAT WHICH you are fill-
filling today in unity of aims
and in simultaneous works
give# us the following assur-
ance: the new forces that con-
tinually appear in the tabor
world, will be better prepared
spiritually and technically for
the life that awaits them
Surely, your work fares ser-
ious problems It suffices to
think of the number of tbose-
in youT country nearly hatf a
million yearly who enter
industry, crafts, services, ag-
riculture They are young,
ewo very young, who And
themselves removed from
their famibe* and into new en-
vironments. for which they
an unprepared, not only from
a psyche logical point of view,
but often siso from a technical
and professional view.
Other problems arise, a dif-
ferent attitude is taken, the
first obstacles pretest them-
selves.
Who shall give the strength
of convtction to these young
•ouls to remain faithful to
their own aims, to wta out by
the forte of ability, prepara-
tion and personal dignity. In
defend themaeives from ideo-
logical dangers, when ties
with the family and with ihe
P«nsh are slackened or are
not the same ae before*
Christiana With
Conviction of Faith
Thu U the task of the or-
ganizations that you represent
with authontativeneea. The vo-
cational schools of arts and
trades, the training renters
that you support, have the re-
sponsibility of offenag to these
young people the spiritual
framework of which St. Past
wrote in the letter to the Epbe
elans; of imparting a vocation-
al training that shall embrace
the entire person and shall
form his mind aod heart.
It is a matter not only of
training good workers, but of
strengthening Christians con-
vinced in tbelr faith, who will
live constantly the Sacrament
of Confirmation m the harmon-
ious exercise of all the spir-
itual faculties.
GREAT IDEAS are neces-
sary to penetrate the mind,
arousing therein the ardor of
truths well learned la order
that in tha labor environment
they may Uve with serenity
their own greatness as chil-
dren of God: It Is sppropriata
to present Christian doctrine
In simple and persuasive
form, which will offer a Unitar-
ian picture of the Creed and of
the Ten Commandments.
There is need to expound in
extensive manner the social
teachings of tha Church,
whose knowledge opens vest
horizons for the apostolate;
nor must there be lacking the
elementa of complete civic
training and of aound general
culture, in order that a young
worker may worthily place
hlmaelf into the whole picture
of public life.
These elementa. together
with a proper technical and
vocational preparation, will
give confidence to young work-
era, making them proceed In
their work with the aaeurance
to which they are entitled.
LET NOT THE desire for
auch training teem too great.
When we atk for everything,
we receive a great deal.
Young people are generous.
They are not content with lim-
ited Jobs; they are anxious to
learn and to investigate, which
should be encouraged. By
meant of solid training, they
will know how to show unsu*
peeled capabilities, for which
the Church and society may
be pleated.
Therefore, go forth
ctlude to the youth who do not
know fatigue or habit Know
how to accompany and sus-
tain the development of these
your brethren that Providence
entrust* to you, so that there
may thine In the working
world the dignity of the ehil-
dren of God and of the Church,
who wish to edify leaden and
colleagues with competence
and serenity and spread about
them Ihe good fragrance of
Christ (cfr. 2 Cor. 2, IS).
In your daily toil, let it be of
comfort to you to know that
our prayer follows you and
aska for you continued divine
aid.
The field It full of promises
and with the omnipotent aid of
God. the reward proposed for
you la alto great. The new
ranks of Christian workers
that Issue forth every year
from your schools shall he a
cause of consolation sod a
pledge of many menu to you.
In support of these paternal
wiahee. may our propitiatory
apostoiir blessing, designed to
strengthen you in every holy
aim, descend upon you, your
organisations and tnstitulra
and upon all your workers,
upon whom your dally atten
tions are fixed.
K. C. Council
To Honor Judge
JERSEY CITY - Superior
Court Judge Peter P Arts-
terse will receive the Robert
V Kinkeed Award at the «4Ui
annual memorial Communion
breakfast of the Pauhu llook
Council. Knights of Columbus.
April 7 at Our Lady of Vic-
tones School ball
The award U presented an
anally to one who wa* pc».
moled (be causes of church
and country Judge ArUserae
is assignment judge of Hud
son County and has served 10
years as Superior Court judge
after 17 years as a state as-
semblyman
There win also be a presen
tation of 81.490 from the rouo
ciTs hospital committee fund
to Msgr Henry J. Vler. dl
rector of Immaculate Virgin
Orphanage. Mt Loretto. Sts
ten Island
The breakfast arffl follow I
a m Mast at Our Lady of
Victories lower church Prtn
clpal speakers will he Rev
Robert T teuton, assistant
psstor of Our Lady of Vic-
tories and George E Darts
deputy grand knight of the
council
NCWC Settled
32.000 Cubans
MIAMI (NC) - A tout of
S-W Cuban refusers have
been resettled since January
1861. by Catholic Relief Serv-
ice* NCWC. according to a re-
port issued by the Cuban Refu
gee Center here
The report said that in the
same period the International
Rescue Committee. Inc . re-
settled 12.315 refugees; Church
World Service, 8.493 and the
United HIAS (Hebrew Immi
grant Aid Society) Service.
Inc
. IJ9O.
RED HATS became the
symbol! of Cardinals at tha,
First Lyons Council (IMS).
NewRole for Patriarchs
Pontiff’s Decision Means
Greater Voice for East
By LUCIANO CABIMIRRI
VATICAN CITY (NC) - The
decision of Pope John to name
■ll the Catholic Patriarchs in
the Middle East as "aggre-
gate members" of the Sa-
cred Congregation tor the
Oriental Church means that
the Patriarchs will participate
directly with the Pope in over-
seeing Eastern Christendom.
Officials of the Eastern
Church congregation regard
the decision as a matter of the
greatest importance.
U gives the Patriarchs
five Eastern Rite Church lead-
ers. plus the Latin Rite
Patriarch of Jerusalem the
same rights as the Z 7 Car-
dinals who are member* of
the congregation, despite their
designation as "aggregate"
members
BOTH THE Cardinals of th*
congregation and Patriarchs
who are not Cardinals there-
fore have consultative votes
consultative because the eon
gregation depend* directly on
tbs Pope. Inasmuch a* he Is
presiding officer of the con-
gregation. all final decision*
rest with him including Ihe
most important questions coo
renting the Eastern Churches
such as confirming the
election of Bishops and the
erection of dioceses
The Patriarchs are Copit
Rile Patriarch Stephanos l
Stdarmus of Aiexandna; Mel-
kite Rite Pamarch Maximot
IV Saigb of Antioch; Maron
tte Rita Patriarch Paul Pierre
Mrouchi of Antioch: Latin
Rita Patnarch Alberto Gori
ol Jerusalem. Chaldean Rit-?
Patnarch Paul II Chetkbo of
Babytoo. and Armenian Rite
Patriarch Ignace Pierre XVI
Balanian of Cilicia
The only other Catholic East-
ern Rite Patnarch is Ignace
Cardial Tappount. Synan Rite
Patriarch of Antioch, who has
been a member ol the congre-
tattoo ever since IMS. the
year he was made a Cardinal
Gregorio Cardinal Agagiauan.
former Armenian Rite
Patnarch of Cilicia, who b
now Prefect of the Sacred Coo
grtgaUoa Of the Faith, u also
a member of the Oriental
Church congregation
THE SIX Eastern Patnarch*.
as heads of various me*, are
subject to the Pope us his
capacity aa Supreme Pontiff
rather than that of Pnrnstc
ol the West, the office in
which the Pope generally leg-
(slates for Archbishops and
Bishops of the Latin Rite.
The Patriarchs have jurisdic-
tion over Bishops of Iheir rites.
In addition to other preroga-
tives. they preside over synods
and elections of Bishops, and
hkve (heir own patriarchal ap-
pellate courts.
Pull meetings of the Con-
gregation for the Oriental
Church have no fixed sched-
ules. but arc convened several
times a year depending on the
business at hand.
The material (o be discussed
at (he sessions is not sent
to those memhers living out-
side Rome including the 11
non-resident Cardinals since
Ihe congregation doc* not risk
the loss of the delicate and
reserved matters up for
discussion. After each meeting
tha documents distributed to
the participants are returned
to the congregation's archives
for safekeeping.
Besides the Pope and the
Cardinal*, and now th« five
non-Cardinals Patriarchs, the
only other person who may be
present at meetings of the con
gregation is its assessor —a
secretary of the congregation
whose sole function is to take
notes and who has no voice in
the proceedings
THE PATRIARCHS named
to the congregation represent
usages within each of the five
major division* of the Eastern
Rites Alexandrian. An-
tiochian. Byzantine. Chaldean
and Armenian But some ma-
jor portions of Eastern Cath-
olic Christianity are not im-
mediately represented because
they have no Patriarch as
bead. They Include two of the
biggest branches the Uk-
rainlan (Byzantine) Rite, for
which statistics are not now
available, but which totaled
4.3 million Catholics 20 yean
ago; and the Syro-Malabar
(Chaldean) Rite of South
India, with 1.3 million Catho-
lics.
Pope John'* decision to In-
clude the Patriarchs among
the members of the congrega-
tion was not due solely to hi*
wish to honor them, but wa*
a response to the desires of
the Patriarchs themselves —
voiced during the council —
for a greater role in. the gov-
ernment of the Eastern
Church.
THE SECOND Council of
Constantinople (553) wa* con-
voked by Emperor Justinian
against the wishes of Pope
VirgUius.
Guidance Counselors
To Meet in Boston
BOSTON (NCV—The annual
meeting of the National Cath
otic Guidance Conference will
be held at Boston College.
Apn! 6-7, in conjunction with
the meeting of the American
Personnel and Guidance A*
location
More than TOO Catholic
guidance counselors are ex
pected to attend.
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UN Commission Warned
On Anti-Church Measures
GENEVA, Switzerland (NC)
The International Union of
Christian Democrats warned
the meeting of the United Na-
tions Human Rights Commis-
sion here that religious free-
dom can be violated by meas-
ures which fell sort of open
persecution.
THE UNION declared in a
statement:
“International principles
should be laid down to protect
the independence of priests in
the exercise of their ministry;
their personal freedom must
not be endangered by any ad-
ministrative measure such as,
for example, the refusal by ad-
ministrative authorities to
make it possible for a priest
to assume spiritual responsi-
bility for his parishioners or
for a religious group or com-
munity; by compulsory mili-
tary service in countries where
this obligation has never been
imposed on seminaries or by
other vexatious measures in-
tended to make religious prac-
tices impossible.
“Secondly, the principle
should be established with full
international authority that the
Church, parishes, dioceses or
religious groups or communi-
ties are non profitmaking or-
ganizations and hence ex-
empt from all forms of taxes
and charges, since the source
of their incorrfe Is the gener-
osity of their members and it
would be contrary to justice to
tax charitable contributions.
“Lastly, the principles of
freedom in matters of religion
should include legal guar-
antees safeguarding thp right
to build churches or parish or
communal halls intended for
religious teaching and the free
propagation of the faith."
THE COUNCIL of Trent
(1545-63), longest ecumenicial
council, met under a total ol
five Popes.
FOR NEW CHURCH - Rev. Claude Micik, O.S.B., pastor of Blessed Sacrament, Elizabeth,
breaks ground for the new parish church March 31. With him, left to riBht, are Msgr An-
drew V.Stefan, vice chancellor of the Paterson Diocese. Rev. Edmund Nugent O.S.B.,
and Rev. Matthias Mueller, O.S.B., assistants at Blessed Sacrament, and M. George
Vuinovich, architect.
U.S. News Roundup
Birth Control Plan Under Way
CHICAGO (NC) Illinois’
controversial public birth con-
trol program got underway
against a background of court
action and legislative proceed-
ings designed to halt it
The program of the Illinois
Public Aid Commission calls
for giving free birth control in-
formation and devices to wom-
en receiving public relief who
have children or spouses and
who request such assistance
AS THE PROGRAM began
April 1. Beojamus Adamowtki,
Republican candidate for may-
or of Chicago, filed suit In
Superior Court seeking a tem-
porary injunction against the
program
Adsmowski also askrd for a
hearing on the question of is-
suing a permanent injunction.
He said the birth control pro-
gram fosters Immorality and
undermines the home.
Meanwhile, a bill ts pending
in the stale legislature which
would permit the Public Aid
Commission to give birth coo-
troi assistance only to mar-
ried women living with their
husbands Action on the bill
appears unlikely until after
Easter, however.
Arnold H. Maremoot, chair-
man of the commission and
chief propooent of the new
program, said be hopes 12.000
of the 56.000 women on state
rebel roils will utilise the tax-
paid birth control services.
The program began with re-
lief officials accepting applies-
Hons for birth control assist
ante from relief recipients
The commission also began
•
'Hnlftcay House *
INDIANAPOLIS (NC) The
first Indiana "halfway house '
for rrtubUiiattofc ot parolees
and ex prisoners will he open-
ed here turn by the Indianapo-
lis District Council of Catholic
Men
It will be named the Martin
Inn. in honor of St Martin de
Pomes. and will accommodate
35 to to men who need tem-
porary assistance following
release from penal institutions
•
Kill Birth Rill
DENVER (NC) - TV rules
committee of the Colorado
house killed a proposed tax-'
supported birth control pro
gram by voting to table It in-
definitely
House Speaker John Vander-
hoof of Girowood Springe, a
committee member, said the
legislators apparently wanted
to study other states and eoun-
Uee that have such legislation.
The bill, passed by the
senate and approved by the
house health and welfare com-
mittee. would have permitted
the State Welfare Department
to distribute birth control in-
formation and devices to pub-
lic welfare recipients who re-
quested them
If it’s worth talking about
...you will find It in Sr. Jura, A
Magazine of Men, Events and
Ideas. Exciting personalities you
wsnt to know more about... cur-
rent events that toads your Ilfs
...the discovery of new ideas
that light up your thinking . . .
they are all in the modern, up-to-
date St. Jtnr. Things lhat you
talk about every day, the con-
genial kind of talk you enjoy with
those you love, the important kind
of talk with those who really
know what they are talking about
...it’s all In St, June. Itself very
much talked about, St. Jura is ths
magazine that ta now helping ac-
tive people to assert Christian4
valuta in the world around them.
Priming all this conversation
•re such leading voices as Sean
O’Faolaln, Jerome Weidman,
Prank Shtsd, Father Andrew
Greeley, Richard BnlHvaa and
many other first-rate authors.
St. Jura examines current events
in the light of Christ... relates
family life end the concerns of
young people to Catholic prinei-
pies ~ . takes a close-up look at
people who manifest their Chris*
tianlty in today’s world ... points
out msantngful choices in leisure,
literature end the arts.
Here’s something else to talk
about: You can now subscribe to
Bt. Jura at half price/ Just to get
acquainted, you may now order a
two-year subscription for the
price of one— only four dollars
for twenty-four talk-provoking is*
sues of the new St. Jura.
But don’t just talk about it.
Mall the coupon today.
Sisters Appeal
To High Court
WASHINGTON, D.C. (RNS)
— A Catholic teaching order
has appealed to the U.8. Su-
preme Court againat an action
by the State of Texas In taking
park land facing the campus
of Incarnate Word College,
San Antonio, Tex., for a free-
way.
The Congregation of the Sif-
ters of Charity of the Incar-
nate Word contend that Texas
has violated an Implied con-
tract by changing the land
from Its permanent dedication
as a park.
IU attorney said that the
Catholic order has spent $7 .3
million erecting an extensive
campus beside Breckinridge
Park in San Antonio, doing so
upon the implied promise that
it would always be situated be-
side a public park.
Bias Talks Set
In Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE, Wls. (RNS)
—■ Appointment of an inter-
religious committee was an-
nounced here to make plans
for a Milwaukee conference on
religion and race patterned on
the national conference held at
Chicago in January.
Msgr. Franklyn J, Kennedy,
editorial manager of the Her-
ald Cltiien. official publica-
tion of the Milwaukee Arch-
diocese, and chairman of the
Milwaukee commission on
community relations, ap-
pointed eight clergy members
of that commission to a con
fercoee committee.
Protestant Episcopal Bishop
Dooald H V. HaDock of Mil-
walking was named chairman.
Uganda Premier Applauds
Missioners' Contributions
GULU, Uganda (NC) Ug-
anda’s Premier Milton Obote
praised the efforts of mis-
sionaries in this newly Inde-
pendent African country in a
speech following the consecra-
tion of Auxiliary Bishop
Cypriano Kibangire of Guiu.
PREMIER OBOTE, a Prot-
estant, said in bis address
that "it is very difficult to
separate the idea of the
Church and the idea of the ad-
vancement of the people of
Uganda."
He added: "I sometime*
wonder, if in the last century
only politicians had come from
Europe to rule Uganda, wheth-
er today we could be indepen-
dent
...
I think we would
not have achieved what we
have now," i
He went on to explain that
the politicians were concerned
most about keeping law and
order in the African colonies,
and that they left the task of
education to the Church.
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Sen. Williams Seeks Help
Migrant Workers Wait in Marginal World
By JERRY COSTELLO
ELIZABETH - U. S. Sen. Harri-
son A. Williams Jr. ia playing a wait-
ing game in his bid to win passage
of an 11-point program to aid migrant
workers —and there are hopeful signs
that the strategy will pay off.
A waiting game in this case
means anything but inaction. Anew
round of Senate hearings on the 10
Williams-sponsored bills which have
not yet been passed begins this week.
There are inspection trips. There are
frequent speaking engagements on
behalf of the legislative program
such as February’s appearance be-
fore the National(Catholic) Council for
Spanish Speaking, which gave him its
Rev. Raymond A. McGowan award.
And most important, there is the
arduous task of converting farm-belt
legislators to his point of view, a task
in which the Senator's patience is as
important as his powers of persua-
sion.
’’They’re beginning to come
around,’’ he said in an Interview here
this week. “They’re beginning to
realize that Improving the plight of
these people is going to work for
the benefit of everybody in the long
run.”
MIGRANT LABOR was the main
point of discussion, but Sen. Williams
briefly touched on other key issues
in the interview.-Among them:
• Federal school aid; “There are
areas such as fellowships, loans and
scholarships in which I see no Condi-
tional impediments to government aid
for any school ...”
• The “Home Peace Corps:" "A
vital program designed to fill some
disturbing gaps ...”
• Racial problems; “There's a cell-
ing on the hopes of Negro citizens
which additional federal effort can
help to lift ..."
WHILE MIGRANT labor has been
a socUl and economic problem of long
standing, it has reached its current
proportions only, in recent yesrs.
Advances In agriculture. Sen. Wil-
liams explained, have ironically con-
tributed to the problem.
Economic advantages of large
farming operations have led to the
noar-disappctrance of the old-fash-
ioned family farm with its atable,
year-round work force, and crop spe-
cialisation has resulted in short har-
vest periods which require a large
work force for only a brief period.
The migrant laborers who fill
modern farm needs live in a marginal
world of sub standard housing, health
and education. A family’s earnings
might amount to $2,000 a year, and
living conditions provide an open in-
vitation to sickness and crime.
THESE PEOPLE have the lowest
standard of living in the country,”
Sen. Williams said. “Most people
aren't aware of how serious the
situation is."
His own interest in meeting the
problem came when be was still a
member of the House of Representa-
Uvea. Now chairman of the Senate
Subcommittee on Migratory Labor, be
feels that the 11 point legislative pro-
gram will be a major factor in elimi-
nating the system's worst evils and
reducing the effects of others.
The lone bill so far enacted covers
health care for the migrants Basical-
ly, it provides federal grants to stimu-
late state aod local health programs
notably in establishing clinics and
Improving sanitary facilities (or
domestic migratory farm families.
Four other bills were pass-
ed in the Senate last year but
failed to win House passage. With
other features of the overall proposals,
they go back to the Senate for action
this year. Points covered include
minimum wages, restrictions on child
labor, workforce stabilization, educa-
tion, day care service for children,
and creation of a national advisory
council.
THE OPPOSITION'S* come from
members of both parties, almost all
of them aerving farm areat," Sen.
Williams explained. "We’ve been
working patiently to overcome it.
pointing out the responsibility of
everyone the growers included
to eliminate the problem. It’s a mat-
ter of awakening community respon-
sibility.
"We’ve been tremendously en-
couraged by the changing altitudes
of some people. In • few cases, those
who started out as critics have be-
come our strongest backers —and
that; I think. Is an encouraging sign.”
ON FEDERAL AID to schools,
Sen. Williams said President Ken-
nedy's omnibus approach to the prob-
lem had a flexible quality that left
room for its provision* to be reduced
into smaller component* should it
become necessary.
He said he had voted for forms
of aid to private schools including
fellowships, scholarship* and loans
areas in which he felt there were no
"Coiutitulionsl impediments
”
Had he differentiated between col-
lege-levcl education and lower schill-
ing on these points?
•'There’s no need to.” he replied.
“If It’s right for one educational level,
it’s right for another.”
INDICATIONSARE that Sen. Wil-
liams will apearhead the admtaistra-
tion’a Senate drive for the proposed
National Service Corps or, ae it has
come to be known, the “Home Peace
Corps."
"This is a field I’m vitally In-
terested in." he said. "There's a tre-
mendous amount of work to be done
here in our slums, our hospitals,
in work with the migrant*. And I’m
encouraged by,the fact that so many
youngneople seem to be anxious to
do this kind of work.”
ON RACIAL relation*. Sen Wil-
liams lamented the “great, ingrained
feelings’’ which have slowed efforts
toward harmony. These altitudes, he
said, have restricted Negro hopes in
housing, education, employment, end
virtually every other aspect of dally
life.
The best long-range approach to
the problem is an emphasis on educa-
tion legislation, he suggested. Great-
er educational opportunities for mi-
nority groups will Inevitably rcstilt in
a higher standard of living for them,
he said.
He also pointed out the duty of
white people to work in their com-
munities and at their job* to insure
that minority rights are upheld
"The ceiling on Negro hopes bas
to be lifted," be concluded. ’’And
U s going to take the combined effort
of a lot of people to do the job.”
Marriage Is
For. Goodness
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
Marriage, (imply aa such
makes people food when they
give It a decent chance. There
ia a very old tradition that
Adam and Eve, although they
tell, lived to ri*e Into holiness.
And why not? Yes. they
sinned, but they bore the pur-
ifying consequences, and they
obeyed with courage and pa-
tience the first commandment
God ever gave to mankind:
“Increase and multiply, and
an the earth, and subdue it.
"
Something that 1 think most
theologians do not keenly real-
lie because mo»t theolo-
gians are unmarried is the
depth of the humility, the trust
in God, and the cooperation
with God, that husbands and
wives must have.
They can enter lighthearted-
ly and youthfully Into mar-
riage, but with the conception
of the first child they can
hardly fail to see that they
have surrendered their lives
and their love to the divine
will.
THEY SPEAK lightly to
others, but deep in them Is the
realization which comes
now and then to the forefront
of their minds that they
have accepted the certainty of
some pain, and the possibility
of worse, to partner God in
creating.
What I mean is that even in
receiving each other, a hus-
band and wife sooner or later,
with more or lets poignancy,
know that they are sacrificing
themselves and aach other to
God’s purposes. All may go
well; they hope it will but
maybe it won’t. Maybe they
will have to lay their child on
the altar of the mystery of
mortality that came upon hu-
manity when our first parents
were estranged from their
Creator.
A MAN AND WOMAN mar-
ry because they love and need
each other. They become two
in one flesh, and the result is
not only that their capacity
ipr joy ia doubled; so is their
▼ipaclty for fear and sorrow.
Where before, each had one
heart that could be wounded,
now each hai two; and with
the arrival of children, more
hearts are added to them. The
unity of marriage is as deep
as that.
A husband and wife must
live with the realization that
either may die; and so each
lives in an unspoken willing-
ness to give up to God, if so it
•bould be, the most treasured
of poetessions so treasured
that to lose it is like being
nearly destroyed.
Greater love no man has
than to lay down bis life for
his friand unless it be the
love of a husband or wife, giv-
ing the beloved back to the
beloved's Creator.
ONLY THE MARRIED
know how often, in mind and
in will, and in silent thought-
ful momenta they sacrifice
each other and their little
one* to Him Who sent them.
On|y fathers and mpthers
know the feel of the hand
of apprehension gripping their
hearts when their children are
ill or hurt.
Living thus in the Presence
of God, trusting and loving
Him so humbly and sacrLti-
daily, how can they do other
than grow In goodness? How
do other Qua become, from
day to day. more like God
who gave HU only-begotten
Son. and more like the Soo t
Mother, who gave Him ia ua
km with God?
To see thU, we do not really
need the tradition about the
sanctity to which Adam and
Eve rooe. We caw-look about
us ask! mw couoUett husbindi
and wives whose goodness u
Inspiring to anyone who will
open eyes to It. Even ia pagan
lands this great goodness is
found —and why not? God’s
blessing upon husbands and
wives, given to and through
the first pair, has never been
withdrawn and never trill be.
MARRIAGE. simply as
such, lived under God makes
for goodness, because it is
noble la 1U love of God and
feUowmen. That U why
“home" U the most touching
word and why a happy home
it a kind cf heaven on earth
And now we com# to some-
thing greater even than mar-
riage to Christian mar
riage, a sacrament. As truly
a sacrament as Baptism or
Communion or Holy Orders.
A sacrament conferred not by
a priest but by husband upon
wife, and wife upon husband—-
the dual sacrament, the mu-
tual sacrament, the sacrament
of two in one ... and more. It
U the sacrament of the loving-
together of God and husband
and wife to bring forth new
immortal beings.
It U the sacrament of that
loving together, and also of a
loving together that makes
sainU.
Folks Back Home in Newark
,
Paterson
Have Hand in Latin American Missions
By ANTOINETTE TOMANELLI
NEWARK -Six Newark and
Paterson priests serving Is
missions in Honduras and Bo*
Ihria are out of sight, but not
out of mind, as far as the
folks back home are coo
cerned Contributions to spe-
cial funds, and private group
efforts in their behalf bear
testimony to that
The Newark priests. Rev.
Vincent J. Prestars. Rev. John
M. Eld and Rev. John J. Lan-
ders staff a parish in
Comayagueta. Honduras, one
of the poorest areas la the
poorest of sli Central Ameri-
can countries. The Patertoo
priests. Rev. John T. 1truster.
Rev. Amend J. Conte and
Rev. Charles Cassidy conduct
a mission in Caraaavi. Bo-
livia. one of the moat critical
areas of South America tor
poverty and sickness
FATHER CASSIDY writes a
periodic newsletter which is
sent out by Pev. Leo Ryan of
St. Philip's, CUfton. to about
300 people with postage paid
by the parish CYO. In ooe
edition Father Cassidy wrote
that the mission hadn’t had a
resident priest in 70 years. And
his brother. Rev. Joseph Cas-
sidy. of Si Mary’s, Paterson,
who recrally accompanied
Bishop McNulty on his trip to
Bolivia, reports:
"Most of the people are
farmers, working their own
little plots of land. But there's
still a food shortage Children
must stand in line to receive
food packages . .
. Average
life expectancy Is 3$ years . . .
Tuberculosis is widespread and
there is no adequate treat-
ment.
“1 visited a hospital while
I waa there,” he continued.
“There were no lights, no
water.
. .
it was more like s
coal bin. For many, it’a a place
where they come to die.”
(Two Sisters of Charity of St.
Elisabeth will open a dispen-
sary there in the (all.)
"So many people ask, 'What
ran we do? The best way to
help them is to contribute to
the fund.” he noted
THE FVND WNCnONR
as a diocesan enterprise, and
Rev John A. Suliivae. director
of Moms Catholic High
School. Danville. serves as
procurator “My job t* visiting
the different parishes of the
diocese to give sermons an the
subject." Esther Sullivan ex-
plained "Special collection-
are takes up in help the
priests."
At St. Michael's parish. Pat-
erson. where Father Conte
served, two projects arc under
way. One is headed by Pauline
Ferratoii. sister of Rev Frank
Ferraioti She's in charge of
sending out Esther Conte's
newsletter (two to date) to
about eoo of his friends
The second project involves
about ICO parishioners tod
friends of Father Conte’s. The
plan call* for each individual
in the organisation to contn-
buU tt every two weeks. Sim-
ilar to this ia the gifi-ef-the-
month club, started by some of
Father llnusn'i classmates
at Immaculate Conception
Seminary, who are givmg $S
a month to the fund.
THE NEWARK PRIESTS
who arrived in Honduras last
month, are the first diocesan
priests from this country l»
serve there In Father Pres-
era’s weed*. "We need every-
thing ”
Still In thn formative stage*
is the Honduras Bureau, a
group of lay people under the
direction of Rev. James W.
McFarland of St Columba't.
Newark. It* purpose is to sup-
ply the three priests with
lirms they need Among them
are pots. pans, chins, sheets.
ptUowtsses. pillows, towels.
desks, flic cabinets, chair*, at-
tar wine, clothing and medical
supplies
Father McFarland pointed
out that the group D not a
fund raising organisation (al-
though fund* will he accepted)
and anyone can contribute
items.
Active ofginner* of the group
which will hare Its first meet
ing April K. are Mr and Mrs.
Virgil Richter of West Orange,
snd Mr and Mrs John Ra
hdiy of Gsrtiehl. as well as
eight other couple* from neigh
boring counties Many of them
worked closely with Fattier
(Testers in the Family Lift
Apostolste here.
Father McFarland has a
special interest in the project
because he ha* seen first hand
the plight of Spanish-speaking
people ia his own parish
"They come up here because
they are *o poor . . imagine
what conditions must be down
there "
Holy Week in Italy
They’ll Carry Crosses in Assisi
ROME In Assisi on Holy
Thursday am) Good Friday
penitents will walk barefoot on
the steep cobblestoned
streets wearing crowns of
thorn* and carrying crosses.
This is just one of many
dramatic processions which
wHI. recall the Passion of
Christ in Italian villages dur-
ing Holy Week
From Trent in the north to
Gaulooia in the south and
Puna degli Albanest in Sicily,
the townsfolk traditionallypar-
ticipate in these ceremonies
rather than watch them
ONE OF THE oldest cere
monies is a sacred play given
in the Piedmontete town of
Gerrsslo since the middle of
the Uth century The actors
still speak in a dialect of that
epoch
At the seaside town of Sav-
ons. between Genoa and Monte
Carlo, the Good Friday proces-
sion attracts so man> parti-
cipants that it winds through
the street* for hours Scene*
of Christ'* Passion, esrved in
wood by master craftsmen,
are carried us the procession
A more realistic Holy Week
pageant it enacted nearby in
the village of Frassina. One
villager takes the role of
Christ. Loading himself with
a heavy (Toss he struggles
through Ihe village streets fol-
lowed by the rest of the vil-
lage
IN NAPLES, the Good Fri-
day procession is called "lo
struseto." or “the shuffle."
after the sound at thousand* of
feet on the pavement No word
is spoken The procession
moves through the heart of
the busy city from church lo
cFirch.
At Lami on the spur of the
Italian bool, flaming faggots
are borne through the town
at the head of the Holy Thurs-
day procession. Townsfolk say
no one has ever been hurt in
this procession of fire
'It's Not All Knots'
Good Scout for 50 Years
By ANNE MAE BUCKLEY
NORTH BERGEN—"It's not
just tying knot* and awinglng
a couple of flags. It’s psychol-
ogy; a lot of psychology," said
Robert J. O’NelU Jr. O’Neill
was speaking of boy scouting,
and there would be none to
come forward and question his
right. He has just observed his
50th yoer in scouting and re-
ceived a papal blessing at a
testimonial.
The blessing was presented
by Rev. Peter A. Oddo, chap-
lain of Troop 79 located at St.
Matthew's Church, Ridge-
field. Fourteen of O'Neill’s 50
scouting years were spent as
scoutmaster of Troop 78,
where Rob HI. hi* only son,
made the trek from tenderfoot
to life scout. O'Neill la now
Mohawk District commission-
er of the North Bergen Council
Boy Scouts of America, aa well
as vice chairman of the Cath-
olic Committee onScouting.
It'was O'Neill’* first scout-
master. he says, who made the
deep impression upon him
which has sustained his inter-
est in scouting since 1913. He
was a lad of 11. but perceptive
enough to notice that Scout-
master Joseph Culp "went all
out for youth, gave ao much
u> us and for us.” Hardly real-
ising it at the time, young Bob
O'Neill resolved to be that kind
o( man. Thousands of boys he
has served as assistant scout-
master. scoutmaster, and dis-
trict commissioner of scouting
have tasted the fruits of that
resolution.
THEY’VE TASTED them at
scout meeting* where he al-
ways tried to implement this
psychology: “Every boy has to
be recognized as a boy
They're not just a group of
kids; each oneof the 30 is an
individual who has to be met
on his own ground. Some you
have to push, some need to be
led. some you have to counsel
with a little if you’re going
to get the best out of each
one."
They’ve tasted those fruits,
too. in little private talks with
O'Neill. “It's strange, maybe,
but boys will sometime* go to
their scout leader sooner than
lo their own fathers when they
have problems on their
minds." O’Neill reflect*.
And perhaps most of ail.
boys hsve had the benefit of
O'Neill's "psychology" when
they've been gathered with
him ia the soft glow of a drow-
sy campfire. During the tra-
ditional "Scoutmaster's Min-
ute" an inspirational fire-
side chat O'NeiH always
tried to reach every single
boy with his'carefully chosen
words about hooor and loyalty
and obedience and faith ...
and God. Many of those coun-
seling sessions with individual
boys, be recalls, followed those
talks
THIS IS WHY he says now
that every' minute, every eve-
ning he spent preparing and
conducting scout meetings,
drawing up scout programs,
encouraging scout leaders
over the past half century,
has been "worth it abso-
lutely."
"The boys tell you they ap-
predate your efforts,” he
says, “and that’* the best
place to find out if it has been
worth It.”
As commissioner, a post he
has held for 20 years, O'Neill
confesses that he spends “four
or five nights a week” on
scouting. He is quick to die
the understanding attitude of
his wife.
THERE HAVE BEEN many
changes in scouting through
O’Neill's half-century. No-
table is the interest of the Cath-
olic Church in the movement.
In 1919-21 O'Neill was assist-
ant scoutmaster of Troop 10,
at St. Michael’s Monastery,
Union City, which he recalls,
was one of the first troops un-
der Catholic sponsorship in the
state. Now he points proudly
to the fact that every parish
in Mohawk District (east Ber-
gen) sponsors scouting..
Camping is significantly dif-
ferent nowadays too. he points
out. “We used to walk from
Jersey City to Doylestown,
Pa., with Scoutmaster Culp
aod camp on his mother’s
farm. It took us a week go-
ing and coming, sleeping in
haylofts along the way. Now
the boys get into a bus and
ride right into the ramping
area and walk SO feet into the
camp.” O'Neill chuckled.
"And they call this physical
fitness.”
“The boys are not different,
though.” he adds.
O’NEILL DEPLORES one
thing though: a tendency on
the part of modern youngsters,
U shun responsibility. He at-
tributes this lo the example
they receive from their fath-
ers His psychology of scout-
ing is aimed at correcting this.
“A scout meeting has to be
conducted on the boy-level.”
he explains, "without too much
talking from the top. The
boys should put on their own
program They have to have
the feeling. ’We re doing it ...
not him’."
He admits that this sort of
thing "takes training" and this
is why he feels that scouting
is only as valuable as its lead-
ership is good.
"Good leadership with a
good program that’s the se-
cret." he says. "The scout
meeting has to be the best
show m town otherwise the
boy* will find one on * street-
corner
”
ROBERT J. O’NEILL
ivAdwßeale
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Fifth Sorrowful Mystery
THE CRUCIFIXION
Our tFather
And when they came to theplace called
the Skull/
they crucified him.
Ukt 2J.lt
Hail t Mary
And Jesus said, 'Father, forgive them/
for they do not know what they are
doing.'
Ukt 23:34
Hail t Mary
And one of the robbers crucified with
him said, 'Lord, remember me/
whenthou comeat into thy kingdom.*
Melt. 27:44; Ukt 23:39, 42
Hail t Mary
And Jesus said tohim, 'Amen I say to
thee/
. this day thou shalt be with me In
paradise.* .
Ukt 23:43
Hail t Mary
And Tesus stiy his mother/
and the disciple standing by, whom
beloved.
John 19:26
Hail t Mary
Scriptural s\osarv
Part 10
And he said to his mother, *Womin, be-
hold, thy son,’/
Thenhe said to his disdple, 'Behold,
thy mother.*
Joh» 19:26,27
Hail t Mary
And from that hour/
the disciple took her into his home.
.. ..
. John 19:27
Hail tMary
And the sun was darkened, and the
earth quaked/
and the curtain of the temple wu
torn in two.
Ukt23:43; Util 27:31
Hail f Mary
And Jesus cried out with a loud voice
and said/
lather, into thy hands I commend
my spirit.*
Ukt23:46
Hail T Mary
And bowing his head/
he expired.
/•A* 19:30; Ukt 23*6
Hail t Mary
Glory be to the Father, and to the Son,
and to the Holy Spirit/ As it was in the
beginning, is now, and ever shall be,
world without end. Amen.
J9*
Editor’s Note: ThisIsone ofthe 15decades
of the Scriptural Rosary, a modern version
of the way the Rosary was once prayed in
the Middle Ages. We art presenting the
complete Scriptural Rosary In 15 install-
ments as a service to our readers. You are
invited to save these meditationsfor future
use. Oryou may
obtain the complete set in
illustratedprayer-book form by sending 11
to the nonprofit Scriptural Rosary Center,
6 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago /, Illinois.
THE MOUNT CARMEL GUILD
OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
ANNOUNCES A SUMMER PROGRAM
FOR
CATHOLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN
WITH
SPEECH PROBLEMS
or HEARING DIFFICULTIES
WHIN: June 24 - August 2,1963
(45 minutes doily, Monday through Friday
WHERE: BERGEN COUNTY -
Ascension School, Now Milford
Corpus Christi School, Hatbrowck Heights
ESSEX COUNTY -
St. Francis Xavior School, Newark
HUDSON COUNTY -
St. Paul's School, Jersey City
St. Joseph's School, West New York
UNION COUNTY -
St. John's School, Linden
FEE: $lO.OO For Evaluation
$55.00 For 30 Souiont TOTAL $65.00
For further Information see principal of your own
Parish School or write toi
REV. JOHN P. HOURIHAN,
Special Education Office
31 Clinton Street
ENROLLMENT LIMITED
Newark 2, New Jersey
APPLY EARLY
New Movie Reviews
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
Dime With a Halo (Fair;
adults) This could have been
a charming, humorous and'
deeply moving story If the
most appealing band of raga-
muffins since the Dead End
Kids had not been mixed up
with strip-teasers and prosti-
tutes in the seamy dives of
Tijuana.
I Coaid Go on Singing (Fair;
no rating yet) A great Amer-
ican singer touring Britain, a
heart sore mother reunited
with her lost son, a picture
with an abundance of “femi-
nine appeal."
Love Is a BaU (Fair; adults)
Fast and fakey, this comedy
about marriage-making for the
sake of money is played out
against the French Riviera by
a top name cast. It moves,
but In grooves.
Seven Beas to Calais (Good;
family) Spectacularly develop-
ed tale of Queen Elisabeth I
of England, Sir Francis Drake
and the defeat of the Spanish
Armada.
The Courtship of Eddie’s
Father (Excellent; adults,
adolescents) A funny and yet
deeply moving picture about a
little boy whose mother has
died, his father who is too
stricken to think of remar-
riage, and the women who
urge him to find a good step-
mother for his son.
My Six Loves (Fair; family)
Warm* and brisk direction
characterises this story of a
Hollywood star who marries
a young minister in order to
adopt six deserted children.
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At Blackfriars'
NEW YORK - A new play
by Rose Grleco of Montclair
will open at Blackfrlara' the-
atre April 18. A domestic
comedy titled “Daddy Come
Home,” it i> the 56th original
script to be presented by the
Blackfriara’ Guild, which two
seasons ago scored a success
with Miss Grieco's "Anthony
on Overtime."
"Daddy Come Home" win
run through May 26 at the
theater located at 316 W. 37th
St, with performances at 8:13
p.m. (except Sundays and
Mondays) and matinees on
Saturdays and Sundays at 2:30
p.m.
New Biography
NEW YORK - A biography
of St. John Baptist de la Salle,
founder of the Christian Broth-
ers, hy Mabel Famum, hat
been published by Alba House.
EASTER SHOW - Pope John studies the globe in his Vatican Palace study at he talks of
world peace In this scene from “The Vatican," the “Bell and Howell Closeup” docu-
mentary TV show to be seen Easter Sunday, April 14. at 6:30 p.m.. ch. 7.
Unity Show Gets
NCCJ Awards
CHICAGO (RNS) “The
Greet Conversation,’’ an hour-
long television documentary
devoted to Christian unity re-
ceived special honors from the
National Conference of Chris-
tians and Jews tn its presenta-
tion of the 1663 National Mast
Media Brotherhood Aararda to
the broadcasting industry.
Special NCCJ Joint Recogni-
tion Awards were given- here
to the American Broadcasting
Company, producer of the pro-
gram, and to Bell and Howell
Company, its sponsor.
Appearing on the show were
Augustin Cardinal Bea. head
of the Vatican Secretariat for
Promoting Christian Unity;
Anglican Archbishop Arthur
W. Ramsey of Canterbury; Dr.
W. A. Vuser’t Hoaft. general
secretary of the World Council
of Churches; and Archbishop
lakovoa. head of the Greek
Orthodox Archdiocese of North
and South America,
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No Postage Stamp
For Serra Fete
WASHINGTON (NC) - Tha
proposal to issue a special
U. S. postage stamp to com-
memorate the 230th anniver
*ary of the birth of Rev. Junl
P«o Serra. O.F M., has been
rejected
The CiUuns' Stomp Ad-
visory Committee voted
egalnat the Serra stamp.
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Book Review
Saints, Net Likely...
Jerry Costello
SIX SAINTS FOB PAR-
ENTS, by Rosemary Hangh-
ton. Sheed A Ward. 24S pages.
gs.ts.
St. Louise de Marillac, wid-
owed in her early 30a, waa
left with one child —a boy
who waa spoiled and difficult
and who caused hie mother
years of anxiety. On the sur-
face, the inclusion of her bio-
graphy in a compilation of
saints' lives especially sel-
ected as models for 20th cen-
tury parents seems unlikely if
not actually a mistake.
But it was the sama taint,
working with St. Vincent de
Paul, who founded the Sifters
of Charity —a challenging
task which she met with as-
tonishing success.
"It is not difficult to see,”
Mrs*-- 4Jaughton comments,
“how well St. Louise's way of
guiding her daughters could
apply to any family. The Job of
turning out mature and practi-
cal and unswerving servants
of Christ is common to both;
the problems are the same and
her attitude to them aod her
method of dealing with them
could be equally effective In
any family.’’
SOME OP THE other saints
included in the collection ob-
viously “belong’’ St. Jo-
seph. of course, could hardly
be excluded. But why St. Au-
gustine instead of St. Mooica,
and why St. Rose of Lima
who, in# author concedes.
' seems the most unlikely” to
be one of the six?
Mrs. Hsughlon’a explans
tions are to the point. She
compares family life with St
Augustine s years u Bishop o(
*nd mixed success
in dealing with the heresies of
the time. "Some parents have
the sorrow that they have
failed with one child or an-
other . . . The easiest way out
Is to conclude that the thing
was hojwless anyway — a bad
disposition. The Christian way
is to keep on hoping and work-
ing by every means available,
most of all by prayer, as Au-
gustine did.
.
The moral of the agonizingly
penitent life of St. Rose? “It
is that Christian children need
to have the courage to he dif-
ferent and even peculiar, if
such is their vocation, and
even more that parents need
the often greater courage and
vision to discern Cod’s will for
their child and let it mold in
its own way."
THE STORIES of these
saints and of the others in-
cluded - St Thoms» Aquinas
and Blessed Marie Thcrese de
Soubiran —
are skillfully told.
And In their telling, Mrs.
Haughton draws vital lessons
— without preaching — for to-
day's parents. Her book has
great value.
"As our own lives become
more God-centered, so we
shall inevitably provide that
solid, unshakable ground . . .
on which others—in particular
the children entrusted to us—-
can base truly Christian
lives."
Kueng, Rahner
Books Chosen
NEW YORK - The dual
choice at the Catholic Book
Club for April .is ."That the
World May Believe" by Her
Hans Kueog and “Mary, Moth-
er of the Lord." by Rev. Karl
Rahoer, S J.
New Plays
Res irweil hy
Jo*" T. Sonne
Mother Courage — Episodic
Brecht anti-war drarr.a cynical
about religion and about most
human activities
My Mothei. My Father and
Me — Bitter comedy satirizing
the American middle-class
scene Two suggestive episodes
in worst of taste.
Seton Hall Date
For Stokowski
SOUTH ORANGE - A con-
cert featuring Leopold Stokow-
ski and his American Sym-
phony Orchestra will be pre-
sented at Walsh Auditorium of
Seton Hall University April
1C at 8:30 p.m.
The newly-formed orchestra
cave its first performance in
Carnegie Hall last October
and since that time haa been
on a nation-wide tour.
For the Seton Hail perfor-
mance, the only appearance of
the group in North Jersey
this year, Stokowski will in-
clude traditional Easter sel-
ections in his repertoire. Tick-
els m*y be obtained from the
Office of Special Events on the
campus or from Bamberger’s,
Newark.
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CHALLENGE
YOU
TO FIND
BETTER
FOOD
ANYWHERE!
Get Out of Your Shell at the
Gfarfclhnok
• dtllfhtf.l dad of (act la.
DINNER and COCKTAILS
Catering to Parti** I Banquet*
American-ConttnenUl Cuisine
Your Host: w *«•*
"Cbtt" CraWiU «” »'
Whan MrUrto* VWI *M *S». Moaiti." Lf orto. NJ
FAMOUS FOR ITS FOOO
rrt4so
HfMC
ON TNS PtAZA
wm
LAKE MOHAWK
SPARTA, NJ.
FULL COURSE
DINNERS
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
LUNCHEON
American • German • Swiss Cuisine
Ofoe 7 Dor* July A Aw*, From 11 *
CIOSCD THUMOATS
FREE PARKING
AM CONDITIONIO
SfeOsNnln* Is HOMS MAM
Ravioli Cavatolli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
MMI Watt Side Ave.
terse iivtNTo
lersey City. HI 3-W45
Vi
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Vodriln* StMftton*. Sooeooir. Portloo A UiMkOonr
SONS AND OINNln* SISVSO DAILY
LIMORN. N. I.
1900 last Edgar Read, (Route 1)
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
DININO IN TNI FINEST TRADITION
twe cocktail looosot
UNtXCEUCD FACllllllS FOR
WKDOINOS - SANOUETS - COMMUNION BEEAKFAtTS
1181 MORRIS AVI., UNION MU *.2937
Fret* Novae ol Ifco
tfytt Wod,. Than, Fri. Sot. So*
As You'llLike
It For
Your Pleasure
JOHN J. MURPHY Non
I Tntmssncr~
i Banquet
Rooms Available lei
All Occasions • Open Dally
Chorry t W. SimJ St*. fllcohorti.N J
THE ROUNDERS RESTAURANT
Invite* you to enjoy it* (uperb
Prime Ribs of Beef
ter RoMrvolioitt Coll Coif ox MS4S - Root# 1?. Paramot NJ.
AU RoaU-tifw Kiitti
D»y.
RESORTS
FLANDERS
>r jamu n.. atimhc cm
• MODERN • ELEVATOR
• TV • SOLARIUM
500 ft trm It Mctotts Cbtrtk
TM'h v**. iMiMfoi
♦NOIAN <AV6
iODOC
MaacriY m uuca ununa
Ml «*•*• IMMIM,
I
MIAMI
BEACH
n/Nc
■ MOMT/rfSfS^
.»» (an
*I pools
Mlf-ptridng fir 800 am.
Church 4 Mu» Irrformattow
Mel this
•flit nUnmtM,
r«a?*1 Wine,
aiarnhwar .
IS^tSSJZSSI
flUrlborougb
Slcnbeim - >
OmnUiMHMMI,
**+wJhTnSTSk.
•fv
Jtltwm\q
..jfruiutqirtr■•
VriUUVOVrjL
ftMirwi
WPaanSMULiMIIMEMI
HAIINVinun•«N|vuuatiOM■
can®
WKTHO
WMWmOMJM
In4iivti
jxjmnuri
muvoMiivii|
«u»v»Anvqbokuyu|
FRIDAY, MAY 3 and MAY 10
from 10A.M. to 4JO P.M.
An alMncfcisive UckatM
CATHOUC SCHOOL DAYS
FRE'ED.OmLAND
Everything h yours...
•II th* fun-
all th« •xclt*m#nt... for only
51.50
dhltu M.M)
■ only
Way 9rd A May 100*
(Slaters accompanyingEtudents admitted frooof Charge)
M THRILLING RIDES • 200 UNFORGETTABLE ATTRAC-
TIONS AND EXHIBITS • 200 TEAM OF AMERICAN
HISTORY AND ADVENTURE • ENDORSED BY LEADING
EDUCATORS • FREE PICNIC FACILITIES • MANY SNACK
BARB AND RESTAURANTS • FREE PARKING FOR BUSES
Tickets will not bosold at the goto and must bopurchased,
by moll, no toter than Wednesday. April 24,1963.
Enolooechock or mo nay ordar andself-addressed stamped
envelope with orderblank belowand send to: Freedomland
Catholic School Doys, 2800 Baychester Avtnua, Bronx 69,
New York. (Moke checks or money orders payable to
Fhsedomlond, Ino.)Write for your FREE Study Guide todayl
£ and Mali A
CLASSROOM ORDER BLANK
miBONUNB CatkoEo Scksel Deyr,2100 layckasUr Aw., Iran M,k.Y.
.tickets • 11.10each
Enclosed la t ) cheek ( ) money order tec g.
.City A Stole, Zone.
Arrive! Dote.
SATURDAY EVENINGS ONIY
Italian Buffet
MAOtIN
LONOt. Mott
?0 St. RnUurint
**"
Cltt Moll
2* Ci»*« St. *«.«*, It J
MI I MSI «r M ,«. ,o r m
ACADEMY AWARDS INCLUDI*#
BEST
PICTURE
OFTHEYEART
o***nrumkxs
Mr
IMTfI KIIK DAILY AT > PM.
BELLEVUE THEATRE
UPPt* MONTCLAIR ■ PI 4 IMS
PLain Taut
for the newly
“elected”
FAtHeR OF tHe BRioe
You don't read wedding ads as a habit; bat on*
•by year daughter sayv Top, l*m engaged!"; and
wddanty you're a easterner tor a Wedding Party...
an evert which you may have looked forward to
since the day the nurse said "It’s a girl!" So you
start seaming ads. and probably wind up groping
your way through a mare of promises and prices.
Oml get contused; do what you would do in any other kind
uf deal where you are going to shed out a goody an at hard
emit Check and features
...
The Baca, The Party, The Price
Ft
■ ESSX MBS b the tradMoaUl eet-
«ng fcr New Jersey's most distinguished
catered affairs . . . with an unmatched
•Hection of handsome rooms for 15 guests or
1500 . . . beeutrfutfy decorated air-conditioned.
My Whopped for an enjoyabtoWeddir*, Recep-
tion and Dimer. MecM- ciity-marvelousKitchens
proper preparation; the suuaoned staff as-
THe PaRTY
aatoma toe bemty and topreuivtiwn at toe wetfkfat
r* 1— *"*> «*•«• bieme barf let Papa lean tbara west be
*£*• * ■* mwrtaat Pratratatioa that wM
COtoPlfTt macs 9XVKL af coana. HOltt CSC HOUSE arts
aU Us njerifxa, tximt-
mt (Kh ! es into a prtt-
•n Wtttag Party cut
auaraa aa «.«nt to be
A TOAST TO THE BEIDB_
auumanan m townito cootta
WEDDING DINNER
HaartsaiCafaty tope and WarnOliva*
swmuc or rana f*wts
CHAM or toStoOOM SUP
Choiceof
war mast STwnß cetera
PtiWt FV.ito string Bern* Ammdtot
or
MAST MABTUMI TOTHT
CbaTt Special Chastwt Dreatog
Gtoiet Gravy CowpotoOlCrmbantoto
Candied Sweet Potato
ItowPom
IttCKAMBOMBE SUawbeny
Smce
corm
Bonu or rrt and struw
roe EACH TABU or 10 GUESTS.
ST&C23S
iwcaawartd... and be.*
pmum. a tostopdtoot
eosut tort is oofeMy a
tributt to tha bride M
a m.n-pa far toe am
vbo foots tea ML
Decorated cmd
Ornamented
weDDma
caxe
As the happy day tor year wedding bade approaches, you may be
wavering under the misapprehension that the cost for such a
wedding party ...the "fit for a millionaire's daughter" kind e(
Itofty yen would cherish ... might be prohibitive. Put i
to rest... this is an extravagance you can afford!
This prb-flxa party is a straightforward, streamlined offeriiw, an-
•domed with extra-charge fnlls, fringes and folderch that
: such toms
obscure the rail thing yorte buying ~. Room, Food and Sank*
■ that department, our cost-checked package takes the bother
■vmy from Father. .
. makes the party a thrill _
instead of a trial. Don’t worry about unexpected THO
"spedar charges, upsetting Sps" or extraneous PR ICO
extras tosend costs skyrocketing. Everything in
this Parted Party Package is pre-priced so you'd
know exactly what the tab will be before you area
eskos; and that amazingly modest price b just...
bebdiai Aa GRATUITIES for llaitre (fHotei, Wait-
ers, Checking; FREE VALET PARKING for your guests
Uttendants park and fetch cars); NO EXTRA CHARG-
ES tor Public Address System, Private Checkroom, Thiiog«r
c- '“‘sßrtdai Dressing Rooms; aad ...owmigh?
suite wfthovoMtoUMnts!
s**"fd«rß"’
per perm
Sme Dwa wfto Bomt Prtow tlba (HBoof Sl.oo worn per pew
A millionaire's money coakfcrt buy your daughter a lovelier wei>
ding; so why settle for less than the best when the best costs
you no more? Drop In, any time, or call our Banquet Department,,.
MI 2-4400
BROAD STREET AT LINCOLN PARK. NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
JTndjf A'ro Jeueg’t mod ditlingnjihtd Catering h'acilitUt.
Drive Up ro Tho Essox House Mitt-quire
Attendants Will Park Your Party Cars l-’n
North Jersey Date Book
Publicity chairmen art Invited to make uh of thla
•arete*, w* will need the name of the apaakar <ll any!
aad topic, and tho name of
tha chairman.
tmnuttoa received by 10 am. on Monday of tho
watk of publication will b* Included In tha Data Book
Unlay ualoaa Uwrp la an early deadlina.
THURSDAY, APRIL 4
Seton Hall College of Medicine and Dentistry,
Women’! Guild Meeting, Scion Hall Univer-
sity,' Dormitory Building, South Orange,
12:30 p.m. election of officer*.
Assumption Rosary, Morristown Meeting,
choir room, following novena; Anne Ware,
speaker from Public Service.
8L James Hospital Auxiliary to the Guild, New-
ark Meeting, 8:30, Robert Treat Hotel,
Newark.
SL Raphael’s Rosary, Livingston Meeting,
school hall, 8:30; Rev. William Madden, M.M.,
Maryknoll missionary on leave from Africa,
speaker.
FRIDAY, APRIL S
Caldwell College Alumnae Lenten lecture,'
8:30 p.m., Albertus Magnus Science Hall (cam-
pus); Rev. Richard Kugelman, C.P., SL Mi-
chael’s Monastery, Union City, and teacher
at St. John’s University, Brooklyn. Nancy
Carey, Mountainside, chairman; public in-
vited.
Sacred Heart Mothers’ Guild. Hudson Heights
Meeting. 8:30 p.m., parish hall; Mrs. Chas.
Maurice, dietitian, speaker.
Essen-Suburban District Council of Catholic
Women Holy hour. 8 p.m,, Our Lady of
Lourdes, West Orange.
Sacred Heart Junior Rosary, Irvington Meet-
ing following 7:30 p.m. Mass.
SATURDAY. APRIL 8
Bayley-Sctoo League, South Orange Dessert-
bridge, 12:30 p.m., Seton Hall University audi-
torium; Mrs. Peter Cantalupo, Mrs. Hugh
Addonizio, chairmen.
SL Joseph College (Emmitsburg, Md.), Jersey
Alumnae Mass. 12:10, SL Aedan’s. Jersey
City; breakfast Oyster Bay Restaurant, Jer-
aey City. Meeting and elections; Gertrude
Cauwels, Paramus, Mrs. James F. Powers,
Belleville, chairmen.
SUNDAY, APRIL 7
Mary lawn Mothers' Club, South Orange Maas,
P:3O, school chapel; breakfast. Hotel Subur-
ban, East Orange.
Don Bosco Mothers’ Guild. Ramsey Mooting,
2 p.m., SL John's Hsll Library.
Catholic Women's College Club - Mass, t am.,
SL Mary's Orphanage Chapel, Newark; break-
fast following. Julia Egan, Agnes Delaney,
chairmen; Sister Mary Catharine, College of
St. Elisabeth, author of ’’The Klnderbeast
Prize,” speaker.
SL Stephen's Rosary, Kearny Breakfast;
Rev. Francis Cassidy, Seton Hall University,
speaker. Mrs. John Triano, chairman; Mrs.
Joseph Balista. Mrs. Ann Kilcullen, entertain-
er*
SL Cabrinl Guild of SL Elisabeth’s Hospital,
Elizabeth Mass, 8 a.m., hospital chapel;
breakfast, nurses' educational building. Mra.
John Wolf, chairman; Rev. Georgs Latzko,
hospital chaplain, speaker.
MONDAY, APRIL •
SL Rose of Lima Rosary, Newark Meeting,
8:30; school hall.
SL Cecilia's Rosary, Kearny Meeting, eve-
ning, cafeteria.
Our Lady of Mercy Rosary, Whippany Meet-
ing, 8 p.m.; hat show.
Our Lady of the Valley Rosary, Wayne Meet-
ing, multi-purpose room, 8:30; Rev. Frank
J. Rodimer of St. Brendan's, Clifton, assistant
chancellor of the Paterson Diocese, speaker
on ecumenical council.
SL Joseph’s Rosary, Maplewood, parish hall
following 8 p.m. Rosary; floral arranging by
Mr*. Harry Donohue.
SL Leo’s Rosary, Irvington Meeting, 8:30:
Mrs. Joseph Ghegan, Mrs. Albyn Huber, chair-
men.
SL Thomas the Apostle Rosary, Bloomfield
Meeting, after 8 p.m. novena, auditorium;
Mrs. Nancy Bucchlc. chairman. Mra. Peter
J. Cass of Bloomfield, U.N. observer for the
World Union of Catholic Women, speaker.
TUESDAY. APRIL •
ML Carmel Rosary, Ridgewood Day of recol-
lection. 10 a.m.; Rev. John Reynolds, CAP.,
guest director.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18
Hety Family, St. Lucy Ftbppuu Sodality, Nutley
Lenten film. Franklin Theatre. N'utiey;
1:30, 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. Mrs. Alfonso DeFah-
bio, chairman.
MONDAY. APRIL U
Our Lady Help of Christians Rosary. East Or-
sage White elephant sale following evening
maeting.
TUESDAY, APRIL 18
Catholic Woman s Club of Elisabeth - Meeting,
I p.m.. Hotel Wmfield Scott. Elizabeth; Rev.
Owssr J. Beatty, 0.P., St. Antoninus, Newark,
•speaker.
Trinity Celumhiettet Meeting and exempli-
ficatioo of first degree, 8 p m., Hackwsaek
Clubhouse.
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 17
Holy Name Hospital (Teaoeck). Hackensack
Auxiliary Desert bridge-card party, 1 p.m.,
hospital hall; Mrs. William V. MeLoughlln.
Mrs. Anthony Gsile, chairmen
SL Joseph's Guild. St. Mane GoretU Circle
Card party. 8 p.m.. American Legion Hall.
. East Orange: Mrs. Ann Pirhey. chairman.
HONORED AT DINNER - Recipients of the Cross Pro Ecclesio et Pontifice visit with Arch-
bishop Boland and Msg r. John E. McHenry, moderator of the Archdiocesan Council of
Catholic Women, at a dinner honoring them at the Chanticler, Millburn, March 28. In
the first row. in usual order are Mrs. William Henderson, Msgr. McHenry. Mrs. Thom-
as J. Smith (recipient of the St. Louise de Marillac Award), Archbishop Boland, and Mrs.
Richard J. Strasser, ACCW president. Second row, left to right, are Mrs. Richard A. Me-
Donough Sr.; Mrs. Alfred Salweno, Ethel Wille, Mrs. James Stanziale and Mrs. Luke A.
Mulligan.
THE FIFTH Lateran Coun-
c I began under Pope Julius
’! fat 1312 and ended five years
began in the Middle East
LET THERE BE MUSIC - Prin-
cipals In the Evening of Song
sponsored by the Paterson
Diocesan Council of Catholic
Women March 26 pose with
Bishop McNulty and moder-
ator, Msgr. John J. Shanley
of St. Joseph's, Paterson.
of St. Joseph's, Paterson,
before the program began.
Prom left ore Msgr. Shanley,
Armen Boyajian, program
director; Bishop McNulty,
Mrs. Thomas Reilly, council
president, and Mrs. Eugene
Klein, chairman of the event.
Parish Honors
Dominican
Jubilarian
LYNDIIURST - A golden
JuhUee celebration lor Sister
M. Georgmna. 0.P.. Caldwell
Donintran. was held at her
mission parish. Sacred Heart
here. March 3 Four golden
Jubilee classmates were among
the guests who attended
Msgr Bernard ¥ Moore,
pastor, celebrated ‘a Mass of
thanksgiving and a dinner w as
served in the convent. Sister
Georgmna also received a
papal blcuin; from Pope John
scroll bear n a papal bUrssmg
from Pope John
Korean Sisters
Note Ceremony
MOKPO. Korea (NC) - The
beatification of Mother Seton
*•* the occasion of a religious
celebration In which Korean
Catholics touted American rep-
resentatives of a community
of Sisters founded by the US
convert
The six Sisters of Charity of
Seion Hill. Pa . oho attended
a Mass'celebrated by Arch-
bishop Harold W. Henry of
Kwangju. came to Korea in
Las*. June they opened
a -;j
'
• vac I at :,aagjin. and
s. *£■* »ill open a farts..
t. I .ere.
Mother Seton’s Sanctity
Earned as Protestant
ST. LOUIS (NC) Elizabeth Seton "undoubtedly was a
saint long before she became a Catholic," Joseph Cardinal
Ritter of SL Louis said hciii
He cited her beatification as an example o( how validly
baptized Christians can achieve aanctity.
“FOR THE GREATER part of her life. Elizabeth Ann
Seton was a Protestant,” Cardinal Ritter saidw'lt was only
in the last 15 years of her life of 48 years that snb became a
Catholic. /
"This Early American woman was undoubtedly a saint
long before the became a Catholic. The treasure she always
had was enriched by her coming into the bosom of Mother
Church, but she had that treasure by her Protestant Baptism,
by her Anglican Baptism."
The Cardinal said Mother Seton first native American
to be raised' to beatification understood and carried the
cross.
"She became a saint only because she became mere and
more detached from all that is human, all that is natural,
and became closer to God," he said.
Quote of the Week
"Unless we are just in
our dealings with our neigh-
bor, we can make no claim
to love of God and love of
neighbor ... God made
Negroes human beings. In
ail justice, treat them as
God does
"Discrimination is a mat-
ter for confession."
"Racial discrimination is
the total restriction or re-
jection of a racial group
without consideration of the
capacity or meri* or con-
crete behavior ot the in-
dividuals in that group."
"Cstholic Action in the
field of race relations has
been too feeble in intensity
and extensity. The Church
has done much but dot in
proportion to its numbers
and principles." Bishop
Joseph H. Hodges of Wheel-
ing, W. Va„ to institute of
National Council of Catho-
lic Women.
Caldwell to Hold
Honors Program
CALDWELL Caldwell Col-
lege will hold its annual hon-
ors convocation April 30.
Twelve freshmen will receive
the St. Catherine of Siena med-
al while 17 sophomores, eight
juniors and five seniors will
receive the Siena Scholar med-
al.
In connection with the con-
vocation. the college choir will
ting and a symposium by the
Siena Scholars, entitled: "St.
Catherine of Siena Christian
Humanist,'’ will be given.
Hail Mother Seton
In Washington
WASHINGTON (NC) The
beatification of Mother Eliza-
beth Seton was cited in the
Hawse of Representatives as a
source of pride for the nation.
Rep. Charles C. McMsthias
Jr, of Maryland told the
House that "all Americans
caa he proud of this unique
honor which has come to one
College Lecture
By Fr. Weigel
CONVENT - The Theology
Department of the College of
St. Elizabeth will sponsor a
special lecture by Rev. Gus-
tave Weigel, S.J., professor of
ecclesiology at Woodstock Col-
lege. Maryland, Saturday,
April 8 at 2 pm The lecture
will be held in Hyland Lec-
ture Hall on the campus and
will be open to the general
public.
Rev. William King, chair-
man of the Theology Depart-
ment. has announced the topic
of the lecture as “A The-
ologian Views the World To-
day."
Sister-Scientists
WASHINGTON - Twenty-
two teaching Sisters are
among the 288 winners of sum-
mer fellowships swarded to
''outstanding high ability sec-
ondary school teachers of
mathematics and science" by
the National Science Founda-
tion.
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Which shoes
for Easter?
of course!
Because whatever the style or fit
you wOlfind the very best for your
youngsters at
SCIENTIFIC
SHOE
FITTERS
$6.98 to $8.98
s
ACCORDING TO SIZf
CienUHC SHOE FITTERS
IN MONTCLAIR lIN POMPTON LAKES
SOI BLOOMFIELD AVE. 122 WANAQUE AVE.
PI 6-3494 TE 5-9404
ZL t
r -
CLEAN! QUIET!
*
DEPENDABLE! ECONOMICAL!
GO
GAS /
HEAT
With Gas Heat there is no oily
smudge or dirt. It's dependable-
piped toyou directly underground.
Gas Heat is whisper quiet. It’s
economical. Public Service gives
prompt, efficient service on the
gas burning parts and controls
of Gas Heat equipment without
charge.
For• free homo hootingsurvey
coll your plumbing contractor,
goo hooting Installer or Public
SftnrleA. ▲
30! ' f-.' M_7 1
Camp Namunkura
BOYS AGE 8 TO 14
UNDER EXCLUSIVE SUPERVISION OF
SALESIAN FATHERS and BROTHERS
Season June 30 to August 17
RATES
$3O per week. Resident Campers
No day campers
Overlooking Hudson River, 35 miles from
George Washington Bridge
For Information Call or Write
DON lOSCO JUNIORATE
West Haverstraw, New York
Phone 914 HA 9-204*
camp marisf
FOt BOYS, 7-15 LAKE OSSIPEE, N.H.
S«oton: July Ito August 25 Rotas: $4OO par saoson
The 310 acres of Camp Marist are situated onbeautiful Lake
Ossipcc in New Hampshire. AH bungalows are equipped with
screens, hot and cold water, showers and toilet facilities. The
campers travel to and from New York under the personal
supervision of the staff. The camp is conducted and comple-
tely staffed by
70 MARIST BROTHERS
'i1 '**d U*.« nanUaM. Inrtndu* honrback
nnyy» mrtmy. *»trr uatmi. caw trips ud osrnuiht htiirs
dail tr"
—*» * -*—
For
ST HELENA HIGH SCHOOL
Boa JlO *4t Hutchino ion Rivtr Phse* Brent s}. N
CAMP ALVERNIA
105 PROSPECT ROAD
CENTERPORT, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
1886-1963 77 YEARS OF CAMPINO FOR BOYS
THt IDSALCATHOLIC CAMP FOR YOUR SOY I
FOR BOYS, 6-14 - THREE AGE GROUPS
S««MI J«m If If Auf. 14
Raimi SS RwlUraHM. SIS*, par> waakg.tilt per month.
Ult Rfr |MM
latraled on baaulUul Onlnport Harbor on Iha North Shora of Lou Itlaadonly M mtlee from Now York City Modern cahlna aad fanltUoa noted
far ewoltaat food - oellbalenccd. orgemred program laad aad watar
ggtorln. movlan. crafU. Iripe. tvereabnrk riding, all under apart tupemuoa
« aapariaacad educator, entire atail rompoaed of
FRANCISCAN BROTHERS
rac Information Wrtla to
Brother Director, Camp Alvernia
179 NORTH 6th ST., BROOKLYN 11, N.Y.
Phone (area coda 212) IVorgrean 8-8375
APPROVED MEMBERS
NaUqual C*o»Uc Ctrapln* j AmtrkMi Campiag
Jersey City Boy Wins Trip to Sea
NEWARK—William O'Grady
of St. Aedan't, Jersey City,
won the prized three-day sea
voyage on a navy ship which
one of the awards in the
Archdiocesan Elementary
School Science Fair March
3MI. William also won first
place in biological sciences.
Prizes in the contest which
had 600 entries from Bergen,
Essex, Hudson and Union
Counties, included gold med-
als and watches for firsts, sil-
ver medals and science books
for seconds, bronze medals
and silver chains for thirds,
and subscriptions to “Science
and Math Weekly" for honor-
able mention awards.
THE EIGHTH GRADE win
ners in order were: biological
sciences, William O'Orady.
Vincent Pagano, Holy Cross,
Harrison and Francis Yacen-
da. St. Stephen's, Kearny;
Physical sciences, Francis
DeNicola, Our Lady of the
Assumption, Bayonne; Eileen
Meehan. Marylawn. South Or-
ange. and Robert Wujciak.
St. Paul’s, Irvington.
THE SEVENTH grade win-
ners in order were: biological
sciences, Mary Martha Zeiss,
St. Mary's, Rutherford; Rich-
ard Sclander, St. Paul's, Jer-
sey City, and Roger Maldini,
St. Philip’s, Saddle Brook;
Physical sciences, Patrick
Lippiello, St. Luke's, Hohokus:
Thomas Stanock, St. Aloysius,
Jersey City, and Michael
Oates, Church of the Nativity,
Midland Park.
Honorable mention awards
were presented to the follow-
ing-
Edna Parott, Corpus Cbristi ,
Hasbronck Heights; Robert
Baxter. Ml. Cermet, Tenafly;
Anthony Cnedsdiello, St.
Pent's, Jersey City; Berbere
Jemes, St. Stephen’s, Keerny.
Dominic Dorgen, O. L. Vic-
tories, Jersey City, end Greg-
ory Murrey, St. Rose ol Lime.
Short Hills.
Also Cherles Cepouet, St.
Anne’s, Feirleun; Thornes
Criketeir, Micbeel Lenehen-
, St. Catharine’s, Glen Rock; Jo-
sepb Motineri, Secred Heert,
Seu>erk; Jemes Kenge, Secred
Heert, Bloomfield; Deniel
Murdu inski, All Seints, Jer-
sey City;
Also Ronetd Rntolo, Our
Ledy oj Victories, Jersey City;
David Conred, St. Thornes
Apostle, Bloomfield; Defid
Perth, St. Peter's, Belleville:
Stephen Hutko, Immaculate
Heert, Maplewood; John Di-
neon, Our Ledy of Victories,
Jersey City; Peter Menlo, Our
Ledy of All Souls, Best Or-
ouge;
Philip Parti, St. Philip's,
Saddle Brook; Berbere Wes-
lerdele, St. Mery’s. Rusher-
lord: Richard Aiello, Immacu-
late Conception, Montclair;
Fredrick Cooney, St. Ber-
nard's, Plain field; Gary Mou-
cha, Epiphany, Cliffside Perk;
and Robert Mueior, Sacred
Heart. Neuark.
CHURCH SYMBOLS - The
keys are the papal symbols
of the Pope's authority. The
tiara (or triple crown) repre-
sents the Pope's threefold
office of teacher, lawgiver
and judge. This week Pope
John announced plant to re-
vise some of the Laws of
the Cburch (Canon low).
EASTER BUNNY VISIT-Gifts
from the Easter Bunny were
left for children of St. An-
thony's Orphanage. Arling-
ton in o visit by Newman
Club members of Fairleigh
Dickinson University, Ruther-
ford- Janice Falzarana helps
rabbit Henry Klarsuk dis-
tribute toys to (from left)
Martha Gonzales, Mary
Ann Borza, Ingrid Suazo and
lona Slock.
Oakland Paper Due
OAKLAND. Calif. (NC) -
The Oakland Diocesr will pub
liah its own newspaper begin-
ning in May. .
YOUNG SCIENTISTS - Thomas Stanoch of St. Aloysius School, Jersey City, second place
winner in the seventh grade division of physical science, and Mary Zeiss of St. Mary's,
Rutherford, first prize winner in the some division for biology, examine project with
Archbishop Boland at the Archdiocesan Science Fair for Elementary Schools of Essex
Catholic High School, Newark. The project on living and outer space was the work of
Richard Selander of St. Paul of the Cross, Jersey City, and took second prize in seventh
grade biology.
Book for Youth
Advice
From aPro
BASEBALL, by Clary Ander
sea. Thomas Nrlsoa A Sees.
X Min. c.st
Getting tips from succesful
people is a human desire,
particularly m fields in which
we are most Interested Clary
Anderson, the very successful
Montclair High School coach,
is a perfect choice for teach
mg baseball to young people.
In seven chapters Anderson
briefly outlines the sport tails
she caa play and why they
should. Usta both fundamental
and advanced skills sod ofleu
stve and defensive strategy.
The last chapter u one that
each boy and each parent will
be particularly glad to see It
IS tilled ‘'Standard* of Play."
and deals with those niceties
which add dignity lo the piaycr
and to the game For example.
"Look and act tike a bail
piaycr A neat, clean uniform
wM Uk* ly *Ur
The hook rootain* numerous
pictures and a glossary to ex
plain terminology —Jane
Dwyer
Savios Plan
Awards Day
In Ramsey
RAMSEY Dominic Savio
Clubs from five states will be
al Don Bosco High School here
April T for the 11th annual
Savio comrocmoraUoo
The program, which will
start at 2.J0 pm. will feature
the presentation of awards for
scholastic, recreational, athle-
tic and religious achievement
The annual Savio awards will
be presented to three outstand-
ing boys picked from the
membership of over 100.000
throughout the U. S'.. Canada
and Guam.
Rev Anthony Milano. 5.D.8..
of Portchester, N. Y., will
speak.
Peace Corps Office
At St. Louis U.
ST. LOUIS. Mo. (RNS)
A special Information and
counseling office on the Peace
Corps has been set up at St.
Louis University, a Jesuit in-
stitution. to serve the St. Louis
area.
12 Grants
Announced
For Graders
NEWARK Word has been
receded that 11 North Jersey
boys have woo scholarship* to
Regis High School. New York
and Marilyn Scbombcrgrr of
St Michael’*. Union, ha* woo
an taw scholarship to Mt St
Mary *. North Plainfield.
Heading the boys tut is St
Matthew s School. Ridgefield
which has four eighth graders
who woo grants to Regis Ed-
ward Mangino. John WtUtamt.
David Kawecki and Paul Lit
ka.
God and Love
By JUNE DWYER
One of the hardest things to
do is to prove to someone you
love them. It is so hard that
It is even hard for God. That
is because love Is a two-way
street someone must give
it and someone must receive
It.
look out your window and
you will see perfect love. The
world made by God la bursting
forth in beauty to say “thank
you.” Each spring the rose
blooms and its sweetness it a
tribute of love to the God who
made IL And the forests fill
out their arms with rich-green
leaves and reach them up to
heaven to say their "thank
you."
Year after year each season
comes to beautify the earth
and to fulfill God’s will. But
nature does not have a free
will and man does. When man
enters the picture love be-
comes hard.
GOD MADE us and every-
thing we own. He made us
because He loved us. But day
after day we ask God to show
us His love to prove it lo us
in other ways.
Cod so loves each of us that
He sent Hi* only Son to us on
our Christmas Day. But when
we don't get our own way in
life we wooder if God really
loves us
God so loved us that He al-
lowed Ills Son to die on the
Croes for us and to rise again
to prove He was the Son of
God. And we who know this,
sometimes find it hard to Uke
a few- days out during the year
to think of this great sacrifice
of love and to offer ourselves
m gratitude. If we do Uke the
time bow quickly we for-
get and «übt agam and ask
for mare and worry about not
being loved by anyone.
YES LITTLE MEN and
women, this period of the Pas-
sion is a time of love
a love that is strong and al-
ways there no matter how we
mistreat It.
We put Jesus on the Cross,
little men and women. We
were evil and filled with bate
and fear
—y there waa no love
in us then. But He died on
the Cross Anyway to open
heaven for ui — that’s how
much He us. We don’t
want Him to' love ua that
much — it means we have to
give In return — but He does
and He always will.
WE DON’T want Him to rise
from the dead and remind ua
of how we gave up our love
for Him. But He did and He
told us what we must give
Him in return — our love to
share with our neighbors.
We must offer God a love
that la guilty — for we hurt
Him many times. This is the
hard part — for the more we
'hurt Him the more we want
to think that He doesn't love
us.
LITTLE men and women,
the greatest act of love in the
world — that the Son of God
would lay down Hla life for
you — can only be great for
you if you arc willing to be-
lieve it and accept it.
Believe the love that God
hat offered you from the very
beginning of your life and lift
your arms to Him in prayer.
And when you love your
neighbor, love with God’s love.
Be strong and always there
no matter how your lore is
mistreated. That is the mes-
sage of Easter.
Paterson Nuns
Earn Grants
WEST PATERSON _ Two
Missionary Sisters of the Im
maeclate Conception received
National Science grants for
summer study of modern
mathematics Sister M. 800
fitia will attend Boston College
and Sister Justin* wifi g 0 to
to* University of Illinois.
Plan New Hospital
BALTIMORE (NC) - Plana
for the $10 million Good Sa-
maritan Hospital to be built
in north Baltimore were an-
nounced here by Archbishop
Lawrence J. Sbehan of Balti-
more.
Construction will' begin in
late 1964 or early 1965. Funds
for the hospital were provided
in the will of Thomas 0’NeiU.
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CAMP ST. BENEDICT
.NEWTON, NEW JERSEY - 50 MILES FROM NEWARK
For Boys 7-15 June 22, (Sat).-Aug. 24 (Sat.) $45. per wk
10% Discount on Tuition tot (ogiilrgtion Juno 22 - July j
Conducted by Benedictine Monks of St. Raul's Abbey
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Young Advocate Club
Spring Contest
SIAIOHS; (Boy* and girla from (ha fifth through the
etgbth frada*) Wrtta a poem of at lean etgbt Unet it
mint be original.
JIAIOIS: (Boy* and girl* from the kindergarten
through the fourth grade*) Draw a picture of *petng. ft
may not be larger than !• inrhti by 12 mche*
RULES: (1) All entrie* mint be mailed to June V Dwyer.
Young Advocate Club Headquarter*. 31 Clin-
ton St.. Newark 2. N J by Wednesday. May t.
(2) Karb entry muatbe accompanied by the
above coupon or a copy of it. ,
(3) Prtre* of S3. S3, and $2 will be given In each
division
(t) Your entry make* you a member
>o* *OIV tlt
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Conducted bv the M.inst Brothers of the Schools
BOYS and GIRLS - Age* 6 to 16
OFF TO CAMP
ST. JOSEPH
Staton: July 2 to August 27th
All SPORTS INCLUDING
WATER-SKIING, SAIIBOATING,
GOLF ON PREMISES
• Separate campt l*r boy. and glrlt «n oppetil* thorei el p,| YOt*
100 sir* late.
• IJOO ocrei el healthful icenic woodland at 1700 leal altitude
• Individual cabint, one coumellor iar 4-1 tampan
• taper lent ed, (nature loumellon Initruc* and carefully lupervlie
all camper,
• Reaionable All INCIUJIVt ratei far I or 4 week,; convenient
payment plant available
• St. Joteph't It open tbraugbout the yeart parent! are welcome to
vltit at
any time
Far illuilratod catalog and ratet, writ* or phone.
Director of Camps, Saint Jotapht, Sullivan Cos., N.Y..
Monticollo 770 j Now York City TWlnlng 9 5800
Camp, conducted by the Sitter* at Jt. Dominic at Amityvlll.
.
Member at Hi* National Catholic Camping Auoctatten
CAMP ST. JOHN
•*T» *-10 O'Hi ft.l4
JUNE 30 - AUGUST 17 *
Actixitiei include
tennu. archery, pic-
■Wf. boating. hay ndei, vol-
teybaU. wftball. caropfirei.
n»ov»e», dramatics and other
Camea. Rate* CU per Week.
Wnt* for brochure.
Moot*, f«r Women
SISTERS OE ST. JOHN
THE BAPTIST
Giodstone. Now Jersey
* Peopock 8-0640
SUMMER SCHOOL
IN MAINE
THE
BENEDICTINE MONKS
•f
Si. Antrim's Abbey School
Washington, D C.
announce a summer course
ot
St. Gregory's
Summer School
H|HHeW. Wise \
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So. i Wii ko.n personal B»pinißiß»
ond inßtrvrtinn by pnßih of St An-
B*ini Abbey -
Tuition, room, ond board
for the period June 28 -
August II is S4OO. Parents
interested may write or
phone
HEADMASTER
THE AMEY SCHOOL |
WASHINGTON 17, D.C. I
Phone Lawrence 6-6060
CAMPS ST. REGIS
EAST HAMPTON LONG ISLAND
FOR BOYS • FOR GIRLS
Separata Camps, Ages s*lB
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CYO CAMPS
FOR BOYS
Camp Christ the King
FOR GIRLS
Camp Tegahwitha
CAMP CHRIST THI KINOi Ideal camp lor Catholic boyt 7
fa W. locattd an lino lake near llalrttown, NJ. Modern
cobint, excellent program, trained ttalf. Special emphatic
an character development. All tpartl, twimming, camp,
liret, nature tludy, aril and craftt, etc Reiident prleit
ond nurte.
CAMP TEOAKWITHAi located on lake Hapatcang, New Jet-
tey't matt beautiful natural lake, for girlt 7-IS. friendly
atmotphere, excellent food, well-planned program of activ-
lllet, college-level counielon, reiident prieit and nurte.
Compel! are encouraged to acquire hobllt of caurtety,
cooperotiveneu, lell-reliance.
•OTH CAMPS are conducted by the Newark CYO and ere fully aittod
Med by the National Catholic Camping Alteration and the American
Comping Attociotien. Tutoring and hertaback riding available at tbgbt
•»tra ceil. Cempt open far inipectien Sunday) in June (except Juno
SO) M pm. Rata) (bath eampi): Seaton (t wkc), AMO. Month, SIM.
I wkc, StO. Write far brochure) and map). CYO CAMPS, 101 Mona
St., Newark. Mitchell S-tfdO/'", i
Youth Corner
History Session
To Repeat Itself
By ED WOODWARD
"History Can Be Fun” waa
the title of the first New Jer-
sey High School Historian Con-
vention March 30 at Hights-
town High School and students
from six North Jersey Catho-
lic high schools which par-
ticipated seem to agree.
As an initial Effort, the con-
vention proved more than
twice as successful as ex-
pected. When plans were be-
ing made, it was expected
that there would be about 200
students attending. But, the at-
tendance reached 450 persons
and plans are in the works for
a bigger and better program
next year.
OF THE SIX Catholic
schools, Essex Catholic had
the most prominent role. Stu-
dents from the Newark school
were among four groups who
discussed "What We Are Do-
ing?" as part of a panel dis-
cussion directed ty John T.
Cunningham, chairman of the
education committee of the
New Jersey Historical Society.
The Essex Catholic students,
under the direction of their
moderator, Thomas Murray,
explained Project 300 which
they are preparing in conjunc-
tion with the state’s 300th an-
niversary next year.
Project 300, a six-day pro-
gram saluting New Jersey in
April, 1964, was outlined in
The Advocate several weeks
•go. John Boyno, Michael San-
tangelo and Kevin Prender-
Mat, student members of the
executive committee for the
Project, explained it to the con-
vention.
Other features of the con-
vention Included a tour of the
Princeton battlefield and the
Princeton University campus.
The first motion pictures made
in the United States were also
shown and Cunningham gave
■ talk entitled "What IVa All
About.**
Besides Essex Catholic,
North Jersey schools repre-
sented included St. Mary's
(Elizabeth), Baylcy-Ellard. St.
Joseph's (Paterson). Our Lady
of the Lake and Holy Trinity.
• * *
CANDIDATES for secondary
schools in the Newark Arch-
diocese will be notified of their
acceptance or non-acceptance
April 10, according lo a bul-
letin from the office of the
superintendent. Registration
•dll be held April 23-36.
• • •
JOHN TAKAC, a freshman
at Scion Hall Prep, last week
won first prize in a Student
Achievement Contest in com-
petition with several parochial
and public school students
from the South Orange-Maple-
wood area. The contest was
sponsored by the local Elks
«**ge. - . Carol Scully of Mor
ns Catholic High School was
runner-up in biology w the
Central N. _J. Science Fair last
week.
Oratory Dates
Set by CYO
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
National CYO Oratorical con-
test has been scheduled for
-April 15-16 here. The annual
competition is sponsored by
the National Catholic Youth
Organisation Federation of the
Youth Department. National
Catholic Welfare Conference.
The competition has three
divisions teenage girls, teen-
age boys and young adults.
Teenage winners will receive
partial scholarships to the
Catholic college of their choice
and personal trophies. The
young adult winner will be
presented with a U.S. savings
bond and a trophy.
Contestants will be called on
to give an eight-minute pre-
pared talk on tba 1962 state-
ment of the U.S. Bishops deal-
ing with the Second Vatican
Council, and a four-minute ex-
temporaneous talk on the let-
ter of Amleto Cardinal
Ckognasd, Papal Secretary of
Suta, dealing with the role of
the CYO in the lay apoatalata.
The Jotter Wins
MedalistAward
NEWARK In a recent
listing of North Jersey win-
oers in the Columbia Scholat
tie Press Association contest
in New York, the name of
Our Lady of Mercy School.
Park Ridge, waa omitted.
The school's magazine. The
Jotter, took a medalist award
for elementary schools.
Forensic league
Debate Tourney
Slated April 6
’ NEWARK - Students from
schools throughout North Jer-
sey will compete in the North
Jersey Forensic League's
grand tournament for debate
April 6 at Essex Catholic
High School. Winning teama
will participate in the nation-
al contest at Pittsburgh next
month.
The tournament will be un-
der the direction of Rev. Rob-
ert J. O’Donnei), S.J., of St.
Peter's Prep sod John Miller
of Roeelle Catholic, president
and vice president, respective-
ly, of the league.
IN THE LEAGUE’S recent
grand tournament for oratory,
individual winners were select-
ed to participate in the na-
tional contest at Pittsburgh.
The girls' extempore award
went to Esme O'Connorof St.
Mary’s (Rutherford) sod the
boys' extempore to Anthony
Ciaglia of Seton Hall. Two
others won first prizes are
Timothy Verdoo of St. Peter'a
Prep for original and Kaxi-
mieri Herehold of St. Peter's
for declamation.
Finishing second, third and
fourth in each category were:
girls' extempore—Gail de
Planqus and Mary Jane How-
ell, both Benedictine Acad-
emy (Elizabeth), and Kath-
leen Weibel. Bayley-Ellard;
boya' extempore—Peter Doris,
St. Joseph’s (WNY): WilUam
liarkett. St. Benedict's Prep,
and Thomas McCabe, Rosette
Catholic.
Alao, original—Paul Buko-
vee. St. Joseph* (WNY);
Kathleen Frankovic, Pop#
Pm*, and Rose Anne Kogerty,
St. Mery's (Rutherford); dec-
lamalion—Frank Maccaro. St.
Michael's (Union City); John
McNally, Si AJoyshis. and
Mary Ann Beyit, Immaculate
Conception.
Caldwell Plans
Debate Tourney
CALDWELL—Students from
35 high schools in New York
and New Jersey will partici-
pate in the sixth annual Moth-
er Joarph debate tournament
April 27 from 9 a in. to 3:36
p m at Caldwell College The
college's Chi Rho Chi debate
club will sponsor the event
The topic will be "Resolved
that the United State should
promote a common market
tor the Western hemisphere
"
Susan Smtako. the club's presi-
dent, will be general chair-
man. assisted by Mary Ellen
Ford, Kathy Fischer and
Irene McCabe.
Vocation Notts
Always the Man
In a Hurry
By MSGR. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
it was a typical teenage jalopy. Overflowing with young-
atm, it struggled crosstown through Philadelphia’s traffic.
With many hundreds of others, the teensgers were transfer-
ring from Old Southeast Catholic High to anew school
Bishop Neumann High. It was some six years ago. On the
typical teenage jalopy was a sign; "Zoomin’ to Neumann!”
Our first reaction might have been to condemn the sign
for disrespect. But if the shy, little Bishop could hive stood
in spirit he died in 1800 on one of the comers as the
teenage car passed, he very likely would have smiled in
approbation. At least ooe of his biographers has (old us:
. J
.
all hia life he waa a man in a hurry.” He even died
” * nzzrry! It came most unexpectedly as he walked along
Philadelphia's Vine St. He was only 49.
• • •
BEING ALWAYB "A MAN IN A HURRY” explains h.s
first and dramatic appearance on American soil. John Ne-
pomuccne Neumann, having completed his studies for the
priesthood in the Seminary of Budweis in Bohemia, had left
before being ordained a priest. The Austro-Hungarian Empire,
at the time, had more priests than it needed It meant that
John would have to wait until they needed him. That could
nave been six months or even two years. And two days'
delay was too long to wait aa far as John was concerned.
He packed his little bag, and with almost no money, sailed
for America.
• • •
ON JUNE 1. 1136, JOHN NEUMANN LANDED at the lip
of Manhattan. In broken shoes, in a Uttered suit, with no
hat - it bad been stolen, with Just SI in his pocket, be walked
up Broadway in a pounding rain -and had no place to go!
He knew do one in America.
But it all turned out well for the young fellow who was
in a hurry and so impatient to become a priest. He was or-
dained a priest for the New York Diocese Just 24 days later
lo 1640 he became a Redemptorut He labored in Pitts
burgh and Baltimore; was for a time superior of all Re
demptoruu in America, and to his great surprise, in March,
ISS2, he waa named the fourth Bishop of Philadelphia He
died eight years Uter.
# • •
rr WAS ALMOST TOO MUCH TO RELIEVE that ooe man
cou*“
. ,
vr doo* *u tiut Bishop Neumann's btographers tell
‘n bis 24 years as a pneai. But il becomes a
little more understanding when we remember that he was al-
**** * m*° (• a hurry." and, also, when we are told that
he made a vow never to waste a moment!
NEUMANN ACCOMPLISHED MUCH during his
'_*• but “"til biggest arcompttshmem wes his becom
nga priest. The day after hi* ordination he wrote these
wwts: "Ob. Jesus, you poured out the fulness at Your
grace over me yesterday. You made me a pnest sod gave
me the power to offer You up to Cod Ah! God! Hus is too
much for my soul! Angels of God. all you saints of heaven,
come down and adore my Jesus, because what my heart
says i* only the Imperfect echo of what Holy Church tells
me to say. He just did not know how to thank God ade-
quately !
Also he wrote; *T will pray to You that You may giv#
me holme*.
. . dearest God!” And the dearest Cod '
did. to 1921, Pop# Benedict XV declared John Neumann
Awrable " And oo June 23. Pope .'->hn XXIII I* expected
lo bealify the busy tittle Ruhop who .s buried in St Peter's
Church in Philadelphia
• * •
Apostolate for Vocations
MrnJOmL ££diSC*t 0 U$P W,U4*W F Eurtea*. «
Mary *, EliuSeth, NJ. Telephone' EL 2-5154
P McHugh, DcPaul HighSchonl, Wayne. NJ. Telephone:'OX 4-5750
Marylawn Plans
Mother Seton Day
SOUTH ORANGE Mother
Seton Day Is being planned
April S at Marylawn of the
Orange, with Bishop Dough
erty offering a low Pontifical
Mass following morning class-
es. Students and guests will
attend
Msgr Thomas J Tuohy.
headmaster of Seton Hat)
Prep, will preach the sermon.
Msgr. Joseph P Thlte. super-
intendent of school* tor the
Newark Archdiocese, and Rev.
Edwin V, Sullivan. Marylawn
rhaptain. wtll assist Bishop
Dougherty
In CYO Basketball
Essex County Takes Three Titles
NEWARK - Essex County
swept three of the five New-
ark Archdiocessn CYO basket-
ball championships March 31.
Hudson and Bergen counties
took one apiece. Three boys'
titles were decided at SL Bene-
dict's Prep and two girls’
crowns at Immaculate Concep-
tion. Montclair.
The three Essex champions
•r* Sacred Heart (Bloom-
field), intermediate boys; St.
Thomas (Bloomfield), gram-
mar boys, and Our Lady of
Sorrow* (South Orange),
grammar girls. The junior
bo,i' honors went to St.
Augustine's (Union City) and
the Junior girls' laurels to Mt.
Carmel (Tmafly).
NONE OF THE Essex
champions had an easy time
as ail won by relatively slim
margin*. Th( biggest spread
was a 17-u victory posted by
Our I-ady of Sorrows against
Our Lady of Victories (Jersey
City). Cathy Powers paced
the winners with nine points.
v Sacred Heart led most of the
way against Sacred Heart
(Jersey City) en route to the
intermediate championship,
but the Jersey City team ral-
lied behind the hot shooting of
llowie Herbert to tie the score,
Wall, with three minutes re-
maining The Hudson team
never managed to forgeahead,
however, as the raUy was
quelled.
Herbert, who took gama
scoring honors with 25 point*,
bit 14 of his.total in the final
Period. Bob Clark and Bob
c»rler led the winners with 19
and 16 points, respectively.
ST. THOMAS squeezed out a
SI M triumph against St. Brid-
get's (Jersey City) as John
Krygowskt tossed in a foul
M*o4 in the final secoods
g»*wy Ted Jasinteckt had 10
point* to lead St. Thomas to
a come-from behind win.
St Augustine's had to over-
*••• * stz-potnt three quart-
ers deficit to defeat Ascension
(New Milford), 60-51. Ascen-
sion led most of the game and
brought a 42-36 bulge into the
last period. In that final ses-
sion, Bill Lynch capped a
comeback with a St. Augustine
basket which broke a 48-all
deadlock.
Bob Kcllcrt led the St. Au-
gustine scoring with 19 points,
assisted by Tony Gagano with
13.
A second-quarter spurt car-
ried Mt. Carmel to a 29-17 win
against St. John’s (Clark).
Kathy Byrnes led the winners
with 13 points.
One-Act Play
Contest Nears
NEWARK—Entries are now
Selng accepted on the county
*"»el for the annual Newark
Archdiocesan CYO ooe act
pUy festival Fault in both
ihe junior and senior divisions
will he held during the week
ef May *lO In Unwo County
The junior division is open
t" contestants under !■ yean
«f •** The senior ago limit
“ *
years Plays must be
presented before a dropped
*ct and take no more than 40
minutes.
Eliminations in Essex Coun,
«> will begin Apnl 29 at Sa-
ceed Heart (Bloomfield) and
roottnu# on succeeding nights
at Holy Family (Nutley) and
Si Abysms' (Newark) The
Essex final, are listed May 6
at St. Francis Xavier (New-
ark).
Holy Trinity
Drama Winner
PASSAIC-"DooT Call Me
Junmr,” presented by Holy
Tnmty (Passaic), woo the
top award in the Passaic
Clifton District CYO one-act
play contest finals here at
Mary's auditorium March
Michael Diefenbarh of Holy
Tnmty was named best ac-
to* and Jill Leak of St. An-
drew a (CUfton) was judged
best actress. The parishes also
split the other individual hon-
ors with Michael Kilhanev of
Holy Trinity named best sup-
porting actor and Sally Gri-
eco of St. Andrew's best sup-
porting actress.
Dolores Miskovsky and Al-
bert Berta directed the Holy
Trinity production.
Track League
Lists Openings
JERSEY CITY - There are
six openings in Ihe North Jer-
sey Catholic Elementary
Schools Track Conference for
the spring season, which will
begin with a development
meet April 21.
Jim Gaughran, executive di-
rector of the conference, said
that interested schools should
send their applications, along
with checks for $l5 entrance
fee made out to the confer-
ence. to his home at 14S Nel-
son Ave., Jersey City.
There will be three develop,
ment meets at sites still to be
announced with the spring
championship to Upheld May
26 at Lincoln Park here. The
conference presently has 26
membera.
With TV Victory
Bergen Catholic Caps Season
NEW YORK-Bergen Calho
lie capped an almost perfect
Indoor track and field cam-
paign as it won the Irish
Christian Brothers’ title in a
televised meet March 30 at
Queens College gymnasium.
The Crusaders completely
dominated the meet, scoring
56 points to 26 for second place
Power Memorial. Essex Cath-
olic. concentrating its strength
in the relays, scored 19 points
for third place.
BERGEN'S individual
champs were Gerry Mahle.
who won the 1,000-ysrd run
from teammate Charlie
Jloesch in 2:23.6; Larry Crim-
mins, who took the 60-yard
high hurdles from teammate
Jim Wenthe in 8.1; and Tom
O'Brotka. whose 54-2 heave in
the shot put topped teammates
Bob Higgins and John Lang.
The Crusaders took borne
quite a collection of second
place medals. In addition to
those mentioned above. Dave
Kaherty was runner-up in th?
mile to Ray Roy of All Hal-
lows in 4:34 8; Bill Madden
placed . second in the CO-yard
dash, with teammate John
Patti third and the Crusaders
placed second to Esse* Catho-
lic in the two-mile relay and
to Rice in the mile relay.
The two-mile event was a
sizzler. with less than a yard
separating the first three
teams (two of them from Es-
sex) at the tape. The winning
time was 8:27.5 on the slow
track.
Prayer to Scale
Berlin Wall
BONN (NC) - Catholic
>ouths in East and West Ger-
many, divided by the Iron Cur-
tain and the Berlin Wall, will
pray the Stations of the Cross
simultaneously Friday of Pas-
sion Week.
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Th« TRUTH SEEKING EDITOR
A bird of many talents. Whan ha takas quillIn handIt's to pan editorials or marginal notes. Ha Is knowf.
adgea a.,. extremelywall Informed onall subjects-current events, world news, community affairs.
And It's a tact,the Truth Seeker doesn'tconfine his Interests just to his own newspaper. He must know
howothers are coveringthe newt*
. SSES****"My ' • • «*•* tl» NEWARK NEWS says that counts. Wnen this bird ‘'puts his
nuS” • *
* C#n * lf back ~cur*, n knowledge that his newspaper has the most accurate reporting,
Editor-bird Isperusing the opposition's paperwith his good eye on the NEWARK NEWS.
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In T-CCC
Three Threaten Don Bosco Reign
RAMSEY—There arc plans
being made here to place the
Tri-County Catholic baseball
championship in the Don Bosco
High School trophy room for
the third consecutive year.
However, there are three
teams equally determined to
prevent such an occurrence.
It appears that Pope Pius,
Bergen Catholic and Queen of
Peace all have the potential
to succeed the Dons, who have
lost most of their veterans
through graduation.
POPE Pit'S, the last team to
win the crown other than Don
Bosco, may have the best shot
at the honors. The Eagles, who
were runners-up in 1962, are
pretty well stocked with letter-
men and a veteran pitcher in
Fabian Isxa.
Bergen Catholic also has
number of veterans—including
two pitchers—and may be
ready to make the bid which
was expected of it last season.
Queen of Peace is coming off
a cellar-dwelling campaign
and has hopes of changing that
standing considerably. St. Ce-
cilia's (E), the fifth league
member, is sitting out a one-
year suspension from the New
Jersey State, Interscholastic
Athletic Association.
A team-by-team rundown fol-
lows:
BERGEN CATHOLIC -
Coach Vic Liggio will be
banking upon the pitching of
senior Norm Dermody (3-4)
and junior Bruce Shannon
(2-0) and a number of other
returning regulars to bolster
the Crusaders' record past lha
11-7 overaU and 3-5 T.CCC
finish of last year. The in-
field appears solid with all-
star Mike Sullivan at short-
•top. Flanking Sullivan will be
Bill Kitley. first base; Ed
Paul, second, and Bob Caste,
third.
Two veteran outfielders,
John Lama and Joe Mel-
chiorre. will be joined by a
promising newcomer. Tom
Scott. Jim Delahsunty will
catch. Besides Dermody and
Shannon. Liggio can call upon
Bill Cullen and Jack O'Coo-
nor for pitching duties.
DON BOSCO—Terry Mur-
ray. who compiled a 6-t re-
cord and played a lot of sec-
ond base, is the key returnee
around whom Coach Rich O'
Brien will be trying to build
another championship squad.
Outfielder Dan Pyryt is the
only other returning regular.
However, the Done will have
a number of prospects up
from the junior varsity and
they w-onT give up their crown
without a flight.
In the infield, they have
Wayne Buttrick. who had a
1-0 record tn limited pitching
duty last year, at brat base.
Murray or a sub at second,
John Kotma at short and Sal
Treiza at third. Terry Wolfe
and John Bastek are expected
to start with Pyryt in the out-
field JToe Nierabaka will suc-
ceed the graduated Jim Mis-
tretta, an Advocate all-star
. last season, at catcher.
POPE PIVS-lsxa will be in
his third season ass starter
and he could well bid to be-
come one of North Jersey's
top chuckcrs as his 3-2 mark
from last season would indi-
cate.
Isza and Greg Notal
1 (0-1) will share the pitching
and third base duties. The
rest of the infield is also being
handled by experienced hands
with Sal Puxzo at second and
Rich Bskker at short expected
to provide a nifty double-play
combination Jerry Walker
will be at first base.
Bob Nedwick Is the lone
veteran in the outfield. If
Coach Ray Mastroberte is able
to fill the other outfield spots
with solid players, the Eagles
may be tough to keep nway
from the title. Jerry Kslembu
has been switched from short-
stop to catcher.
QUEEN OF PEACE - If
under fire experience counts
for anything. Queen of Peace
could go all the way with three
veteran pitchers. John Schlitt
(3-1), Red McGarry (2-2) and
Mike Smith (0-3). Each dou-
bles a( another position when
not pitching Schmidt at first
base, McGarry and Smith in
the outfield.
Three returnees fill the re-
maining Infield spots Fred
Ciociola, second; Tom Sereika,
shortstop, and Joe Brcslin,
'third. Bill Petrocco has been
moved from the infield to
catcher. Two newcomers, Tom
Reilly and Jay Costello, have
impressed to a point where
they appear to have outfield
berths won. Coach Al Gaul
hopes for a jump from a
1-5 T-CCC record in 1962.
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At West Point
NJCTC Stars to Face Plebes
WEST POINT, NY. - The
New Jersey Catholic Track
has its annual
meet with the Army Plebes
here April 6 and chances are
good that the unofficial team
score will find the high school
boys on top for the second
time in three tries since the
series was inaugurated in 1981.
Trials held March 31 at Me-
morial Stadium, New Bruns-
wick, produced few surprises
and some disappointments in
the absence of boys who were
figured on to help the confer-
ence cause this weekend. But
a strong front will be put up
in moat of the events with the
field team being much strong-
er than tn either 1981 or 1962.
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Academy of Uncroft and Ber-
gen Catholic dominated the
trials, as might have been ex-
pected from their showing dur-
ing the past indoor campaign.
The Shore school placed boys
among the top three tn every
individual event but tha 220.
mile and high hurdles, with
its top stars, Ed MulrihiO and
Gus ZiUncar, qualifying In six
events between them.
The top individual marks of
the afternoon were Zilinrar's
56 feet. 7 inches in the shot
put. breaking all outdoor
NJCTC records; Steve Ash
urst’s SO 2 in the 440, amazing
at this stage of the season:
Roger Radeckl's NJCTC roc
ord of 154 feet in the discus,
only three days after the Ro-
telle Catholic ace began prac-
tice. and Paul Drew's double
of 15.9 for the high hurdles
and 25.2 for the 220-yard low
hurdles.
Mulvihill didn't have to ex-
ert himself to qualify in the
high jump, pole vault and
broad jump, lie will also com-
pete in the hop. step and
jump. Zillncar was second in
the discus, as expected, but
also turned up a surprise sec-
ond in the Javelin He wiU also
be listed for a fourth event,
the hammer throw, along with
the other shot putters, but
probably will not try the un-
familiar chain and ball avent.
BILL MADDEN of Bergen
Catholic won the 100 in 101 aa
expected, but the 220 wat tak-
en by sophomore Tarry Cun-
ningham of Valley in 22 8 over
another yearling, Joe Picatag-
gio of St. Benedict's. Sopho-
mores swept the three two-
mile spots, Johnny Eager of
CBA leading Tim McLoooe of
Seton Hal) and ciassmata Tim
Sheehan in 10 64. The milars
were Paul Sutton of St. Pet-
er’s <NB). Dave Faherty of
Bergen and Russ Dorn of Mar-
ts! and the half miters Bill
Cummings of Essex. Phil Ban
aihek of St. Peter's iNB) and
Joe McGuwness of CBA.
Bergen also provided a first
class performance in the mile
relay when Its team of Dave
Bell, Pete Fazio. Gerry Mahle
and Charlie Kolti was clocked
in 3 28.3.
The Army meet ti due to
start al 2 p.m. and will ba
held la conjunction with a var-
sity meet between Amy and
Boston L'nivarshy. Given
good weather. It should attract
quite a fear fans whs ran com-
bine the sports evert with a
tour of the spacious academy
(rounds
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Queensmen,
St. Benedict's
Score 1st Wins
NEWARK - TV heavy fir
ln( in lb* scholastic baseball
kimb will be(in Apnl 4 and
pick op momentum each day
A few scattered game* were
played this week, but the ma-
jority of the team will not
be in action until later this
week and next weak.
St. Benedict's Prep and
Queen of Peace became the
first winners of the year as
they toppled West Side and
St Luke's, respectively, Apnl
1. The Gray Beer posted a
2-1 tnumph on the combined
pitching of Paul Thornton
and Rich O'Brien. John Schlitt
hurled a two-hltter for Queen
of Peace in a 6-1 decision
SIX GAMES ARK on tap
April 4 and eight are luted
the following afternoon After
three games April 6 and two
April 7, the pace will quicken
again to nine or 10 games
next week.
No games will be played in
the Tri-County Catholic Con-
ference, the Paaaaic-Bergen
Catholic Conference or the
new ' Hudson County Catholic
Conference, but Don Banco,
defending champion In the
T-CCC will open Its season
with independent games with
North Bergen and Clarkstown
of New York.
Local rivalries will spice
the early play Archbishop
Walsh will meet Irvington. Es-
sex Catholic will take on St.
Bcnedict'a Prep and St.
Mary's (JC) will face Lincoln
in Intra-city clashes April 4
Tablet Tabs
Nick, Vinnie
BROOKLYN - Nick Werk-
man of Seton Hell end Vlnnie
Ernat of Providence, both
New Jersey residents, were
named to the Catholic college
all-American basketball team
selected hy The Tablet, week-
ly newspaper of the Brooklyn
Dioctit.t
Jerry Harkoess of NCAA
champion Loyola of Chicago
was named dutstanding play-
er of the year and Loyola's
George Ireland was named
coach of the year.
St. Peter's
Aims for 3rd
JERSEY CITY - An op-
portunity to finish third in the
Metropolitan Intercollegiate
Rifle League will be pre-
sented to St. Peter's College
when the locals (ace Kings
Point April 3 in their final
match. The teams are cur-
rently deadlocked for third
place.
St. Peter's wiU meet Scran-
ton and King* the following
day at Scranton in a triangu-
lar match. The final event of
the aeaaan will be the New
York State Gallery Match at
Kings Point April 19.
Ed Burni, the Peacocks'
captain, built a 294 average
through the first 25 matches to
rank eighth In the league.
Among St. Peter's recent suc-
cesses was a victory in the
annual Connecticut State Gal-
lery Matches last month at
New Haven where defending
champion Yale was dropped
to second place.
Seek Track Fees
NEWARK - St. Francis
Xavier's grammar track team
Is seeking dual meet opponents
for the outdoor season. Teams
interested should call Frank
Lombard, HU 2-6052
Cage Wrap-Up
Eight Schools Capture 10 Crowns
NEWARK High school
athletes have exchanged their
basketball aborts for baseball
knickers, but before we let the
1962-83 cage campaign slip
forever Into the arrhives, let's
look at the final picture.
Eight schools brought home
t total of 10 champsonships
with St. Cecilia's leading tha
list The Saints were the only
North Jeney school to capture
a state championship, taking
the NJSIAA Parochial C
crown The Kearny team also
woo the Jersey City Cbriatmai
Tournament
A SECOND double-winner
was Bergen Catholic, which
took the titles tn both the Tri-
County Catholic Conference
race and the Bergen County
Holiday Festival The Crusad
ers and St Peter's Prop fin
ished the season at the East-
ern States Tournament
Bosh bowed out of the chain-
[nonship bracket in the first
round, but (be Peacocks went
be to take two consolation
bracket cooleers and flrtsh
with the best record In North
Jersey. 234
one of thoee victories by St
Peter's Prep was against
Memorial for the Hudson
County Imenebolastie Athletic
Association ebamptonsMp
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aclle Catholic (Union), reached
the finals tn their respective
county tournaments before
being ousted,
IN THE OTHER Catholic
league. DePaul took its first
—and last Passaic Bergen
Catholic Conference crown.
The Spartans, who will be
playing in the Big Eight nett
season, also shared the num-
ber two spot in winning per
centage with SI Mary's (E>.
Each bad a »4 standard
St Aioysius. which won the
North Jersey Catholic Confer
core tournament, and Don
Bosco round out the top fits
with 21-S sod 30-7, respective-
ly
The remaining champion
ships were won by St John's
In the Paterson Diocesan Tou
nament. Archbishop Walsh in
(he Deo Bosco Tech Pold*
Tournament and Roselle Calh
ohc in the Marts! Brothers
Christmas Tournament.
AMONG THE individual
players. Rich Corsetto of St
Bona venture and Joe Camil-
lery uf St. Mary a (JC) waged
a ntp and tuck battle for the
scoring title with Corsetto
squeering past his foe. 27.5
to 27.0.
Caraillery provided some of
the *.ngte game highlights also
as he hit 51 points in his open-
ing game and fired in S3 points
against St. Aioysius
It was a year for l.ooopoin'.
scorers as Camitlery. MJu
Moduski of St. Anthony's.
‘
r
om Br'oka of St Joseph a
(WNY) Dftsii Richardson of
ft Aioysius and Bill ConneL
of St CectlU's all joined Tom
'■.'ece* of Hs> Family, who
h’d tcteoed that last year
sports spot
Sunny Sunday
by ed woodward
The popularity which ac-
companied the Seton Hall Uni-
versity basketball team dur-
ing the recent season may be
spilling over on the Pirates'
fine baseball team.
About 1,500 fans the moat
to see a college game at
Setonla Field in more than a
decade turned out Sunday
afternoon to watch the local
favorites spoil the final game
of a 10-game southern tour by
Dartmouth College.
REV. JOHN J. Morgan.
Seton HiU’a athletic director,
noted that the game was
played as a trial “We don't
have any more Sunday games
scheduled this year," he said,
"but we have four or five
planned next year."
Anyone who thought of base-
ball on this level as being lest
than a spectator sport can re-
vise hi* thinking. When a
warm Sunday tun shines and
there Is a good attraction
such as the current Pirate
nine Interest can be sparked
as was proved Msrch 31.
It might be a good idea for
high school athletic directors
and coaches to take this Into
consideration when planning
their schedules Perhaps more
key games on weekends would
generate more interest, es-
pecially toward the end of the
season when league titles and
tournament berths are some-
times at stake.
• • •
VLNNIE ERNST of Jersey
City, who helped Providence
to its second National Invita-
tion Tournament title in three
years last month, was among
the players in the Pan Amer-
ican Games tournament at
Kansas City this week. He was
pitying with an NCAA aii-slar
squad He reportedly is
looking to play amateur bas-
ketball through next year tn
order to earn a shot at an
Olympic team berth for the
1984 games m Japan.
• • •
TOM MIDOt ETON, a senior
from South Orange, has been
named co-captain of the St
Bonavcnture University base-
ball team which la preparing
for Ita April 7t opener with
Erte County Tech . . A team
composed of Donna Wadle.
Barbara O'Malley, Peggy Del-
lert and Frances Ryan brought
the Hudson County CYO a
third place In the 200-year re-
lay for girls 10 and under in
the Metropolitan AAU .gwim.
ming championships last week
the CYO Center, Jersey
• a e
junior pat toye of
North Bergen, a halfback, is
among the candidates for the
Dayton University football
team which will itart spring
practice this month. . . Tim
Harrington, a St. Benedict'.
Prep graduate, is one of the
top prospects listed on the St.
John's University track roster.
College Nines
List Busy Week
SOUTH ORANGE
- Unless
the unpredictable
spring
weather spoils things, Seton
Hall University and St. Peter'a
College will have a couple of
busy baseball teams during
the next week The Pirates
will play five games in seven
days and the Peacocks will
play four
Both wiU be in action April
4. Seton llali at home against
St Francis (Brooklyn) and
St Pcicr's at Montclair State.
The Pirates will also enter-
tain Rutgers April 6 before
taking to the road for games
with NYU (April 8), Prince-
lon (April 9) and Upsala
(April 10).
■ST. PETEK’s will be away
for each of it* games, facing
Monmouth (April 6). St. Fran-
cis (April 6) and Trenton
State (April 10).
Seton Hall inaugurated it*
*At son with a 8-3 victory
against Dartmouth here
March 31 Jim lppolito slam-
med three hits to set a school
record by hitting in 17 straight
games.
Drew Beifus pitched 111 the
way to pick up the victory
for Seton Hall He allowed 11
hit*, but had good control and
didn't issue a walk. Bill Hen-
ry, the Pirates’ ace lefthand-
er. wat scheduled to work
against Nevy April 2.
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MCTAL BODIES FROM 111!
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PACE MOTORS
WANTED!
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ONLY
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Church Grows Smaller
Despite Conversions
The number of non-Cathollcs
each year increases by 30 mil-
lion, while the number of con-
versions each year is only 800,-
000, In a sense, the Church it
becoming smaller and smaller
each year. Each of the 500
million Catholics in the world
hat an obligation to do some-
thing about this.
Pope Pius XI said “Nothing
is more marvelous than to
propagate the Gospel through-
out the world,” and Pope Pius
XII said "It is from their
hearts that the apostolic flame
brought by Jesus to the earth
must be conveyed to the hearts
of all our sons, and enkindle
in them new ardor- for the
missionary action of the
Church throughout the
world.”
Ifevery Catholic in the U. S.
made a sacrifice of five cents
a day We would wipe out
poverty in a thousand areas
of the earth, ushering Christ
Into the hearts of the people
at the same time.
Won’t you try to make this
sacrifice and send it to the
Society for the Propagation of
the faith?
Mountain Mission
Difficult to Start
Along the "Mountain Trail”
of Sinipsip the Rev. Jose
Waterschoot Is starting anew
mission. He has only a few
Filipino Catholics dispersed
over more than 25 villages.
In this mountain mission
there are six catechists teach-
ing religion in 10 of the 25
schools. More catechists are
badly needed to reach all pub-
lic schools, but Father Water-
school says he does not have
the money to pay them.
"My people, grow potatoes
and cabbages on the mountain
slopes.” he says. “If there are
typhoons, thetr whole crops
are destroyed and then they
suffer hunger for many
months. Many school children
come to the mission school
without having eaten anything
in the morning, and they have
to hike many miles to school
for the houses are scattered
all over the mountain sides.
“Since my people are too
poor to help me. I ask you in
the name of my poor Igorols
for financial help for my poor
cathechisu.
“We need assistance, too.
for our dispensary patients. I
know you have many obliga-
tions, but since my people are
too poor to help me I have
thought of asking you to help
this new mission , to get
started.”
First Ordination
In Inchon Diocese
A member of a distinguished
Korean Catholic family has
become first priest for the
newly established Diocese of
Inchon Rev. Hilary Kang was
ordained for the new diocese
by its first Bishop, Most Rev
William J. McN'aughton. MM.
The young priest comes
from a family steeped in Cath-
olic tradition. His grandfather
spread the faith as a catechiit.
His uncle, a priest in North
Korea, was murdered by the
communists during the Korean
War.
The new priest will serve
as assistant to Rev. Roy D.
Petipren. M M., who first went
to Korea six years before
Father lfilsry was born.
Prospects for vocations in
the diocese have improved
considerably aa a result of
Father Hilary’s vocation.
Twenty young men are study-
ing in the seminary and there
is an equal enthusiasm among
the young girls for the Sister-
hood.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. MarUn W. Stanton. S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davia
31 Mulberry St.. Newark 2, N. J. Phone 823-83M.
Hours: Dally, • a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, I a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St.. Paterson 1. N. 3. Phone ARmory 4-04 M
Houra: Daily, S a.m. to 5 p.m.: Saturday, 8 a.m. to l£
Donations to the Society tor the Propayatinn of the
Faith an income tax JeJnctihle.
Reds Threaten
Borneo Harmony
On the equatorial island of
Borneo where Chinese, Mos-
lems. Indians. Milanaus, Mill
Hill Sisters and the real “wild
men of Borneo” have lived
in harmony over the years.
“Communism now threatens
discord," writes Sister Mary
Gerald Mother St. John of
Jesselton. North Borneo, "is
on the apot," she says.
"One classroom would mean
50 more students from com-
munist hands." wntes Mother
St. John, "and while you, dear
reader, may not be in a posi-
tion to render personal serv
ice in the mission field, you
can help You can help the
missionaries who need your
prayers and sacrifices, your
financial aid.
“Outsiders troops from
Singapore, quickly quelled the
recent uprising in the jungle
Borneo where our secondary
school flourishes amid political
unrest. But. we are mainly
concerned with a local rising
on our very own compound
a rising enrollment to almost
1.000 students and with a wait-
ing list that stretches way in-
to tha future.
"Today the MUI Hill Sis-
ters operate two native noviti-
ate*. six secondary schools,
eight grade schools. Jour hos-
pitals. one home for the aged,
and orphans are cared for in
almost every mission on the
island. And this is not the
whole atory through our IS
ye»rs there. They have handed
over many gride school* and
hospitals to the native Siitera.
“So pleasing were these na-
tive Sisters to the Holy See
that in 1956 they were raised
to be an independent congre-
gation with their own mother
general.'*
The native Sisters need your
help spiritually and financially
and you are asked to do what
you can for them.
'You're the Lifeline
Of Our Missions...'
From Kimberley. South
Africa. Rithop John Boken-
fohr, writes that "all
of your adopted people in
Kimberley missions join with
me ib wishing you Easter Joy
and blessings.*'
“You are the lifeline of our
missions.'* the Bishop con-
tinues. “and through your help
and continued prayers see de-
rive much joy and assurance.
We still have many need* and
ask that you not forget us.
“In almost all of our out-
stationa there is urgent need
for small chapels. In most
cases Holy Mats is celebrated
in mud huts. But this causes
great inconvenience because
bits and pieces of furniture
must be put outside or in a
corner, but there if still not
enough room to iccommadata
the people
■flease do what you can to
help us rase this situation ’*
Two Ottawa Priests
Assignedto Brazil
OTTAWA. Oat (NC) — Two
priests of the Ottawa Archdl
ocese will take up nusston
posts in Bratil this summer,
making U prtests from the
See serving there
Rev. Reene Denis, profes-
sor at the Ottawa Grand Sem
•nary, will organise and di-
rect a minor
seminary- at
Marilia. Rev Jean Claude
Landry, now a parish priest,
also will be stationed In
Marilia.
Noon, Evening Masses Listed
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HESSES WORKERS - Archbishop Boland blessed the
more than 600 parishioners of Queen of Peace Church,
North Arlington, who received pledges for 5304.000
for a new
convent March 31. The ceremony took place
March 26.
Livingin Classroom
Fr. Costello Arrives
In Ecuador Parish
RIDGEWOOD ~ The Father
Costetlo Mission Fund head-
quarters here rrpurts that
Rev Fugene W Costello, a
Newark archdioresan priest
with the Society of St. James,
has arrived at his new mis-
sion m Guayaquil!. Kquador.
where be w.U be the super
mr
Esther Costello and four
eompaaioos were due to take
over the parish of St Manana
in Duran lasi November, but
were asket by Ce Arrhbishop
of Guayaquil to await hi* re-
turn from the first session
of the Vatican Council so that
he might *rl*ome them per-
tonally
THE INTERVENINGmonth*
were spent Mhag a for s. a
or vacaten *•* prirrt* !*• t'x
society'* nustr-s in -*r ,
Father Cv-te*l worke-t at Co-
rahuasi in the Sierra moun-
tains aa i in a slur a- * >
Castilla on the north coast He
also made three stalls to
Guayaquil in January
The parish of St Mar.ana.
which is across the river from
Guayaquil proper, embraces
15.000 people Anew parish is
to be opened m the southern
end of the city.
Present headquarters for
Father Costello is a school
run by the Mothers of the
Sacred Heart near the loca-
tion selected for the second
parish, The pnests are Using
in an unpateted classroom
Their time is tpeai meeting
• it" the Archbishop, buying
furniture for Use two redone*
that sstU be needed and learn-
ing local customs and taws
Apostleship of Prayer
Focus on Catechism Class
"For cateehism teaching”
that is the intention proposed
to us by Pope John for our
prayers in April. The Holy Fa-
ther words his intention in this
way:
"That the teaching of
catechism to the young, ad-
apted to modern needs, may
be promoted everywhere as
much as possible.
Our children and our young
people must be schooled
systematically in all their for-
mative yeary in the knowledge
and love of God. Careful and
special emphasis must be
placed on the religious educa-
tion and formation of all the
faithful but especially of the
young.
.
POPE JOHN insists that all
engaged in catechetical in-
struction adapt this instruction
to modem needs. Rrfore wise
adaptation can be made there
must be careful study of the
difficulties of the times gener-
ally and of the difficulties
peculiar to the local environ-
ment in which one finds him-
self teaching
We pray not only for all
priests and religious engaged
in catechetical instruction but
also for all the good laymen
and laywomen who are work-
ing for the Faith in the Coo-
fraternity of Christian Doc
trine.
We are not only asked to
pray for this great cause, but
*e are also implored to give
of our time and our talent to
the actual work of the Con-
fraternity of Christian Doc-
trine,
In every parish more
men and women are needed to
carry out the work of this
most necessary parish func-
tion. the teaching of the glad
tidings of salvation to tha
young.
With Pope John, may all
Catholics offer up their
prayera, works, joys and suf-
ferings of each day of April
to the Sacred Heart of Our
Lord through the Immaculate
Heart of Mary in particular
for the Intention of “catechism
teaching.*’
Morning Offering
O Jeaua, through the Im-
maculate Heart of Mary, I of-
fer Then my prayera, works,
joys and sufferings of this day
for all the intentions of Thy
Sacred Heart, in union with
(he Holy Sacrifice of the Mass
throughout the world, lit repa-
ration for my sins, for the in-
tentions of all our Associates,
for the reunion of Chris-
tendom. and in particular for
catechism teaching.
••• • •
MISSION INTENTION: Afri-
can Workers
• • •
For information about tha
Apoitlathip of Prayer writa
to the ArcbJioceian Director,
Apostleihip of Prayer. Selon
Hall Unirersity, South Or-
ange, NJ.
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Help Students to Become Priests
$l.OO WILL MAINTAIN A STUDENT FOR ONE DAY
WILL YOU HELP HIM ALONG?
In our Divine Word Seminaries in India, Philippines
and Japan,we hove a number of student! preparing
for the priesthood. MANY ARE VERY POOR and need
financial help to continue their studies.-t
Sw.
*
~r
1
ti«> opr.
KELP HIM TO REACH HIS GOAL
REV. FATHER RALPH
, NAT L. DIR.
S.V.O. Catholic Universities
316 N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
WEEK END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
IMNO * Will NO WITH COO
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
*• f W* a»*»H #1
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HOLY WEEK: A FRIEND DIES
•un.l MOVI.SU the *Uwr U» Ik* limul Mm M
• M we kM kM<! many year. Ibr crowd la IW chore* ia
Impmalir. ttalai onl—hots ta »
rUia la iaara»«L
.
. .
far M «a
•M ef llw >Um iimUl |tfb to
aeahlag IrkMi Oirj IM* Mm* ruto
kto bar* Ml M tlw sake, tto 1111}
peewwna iih a» Itob day'e n>k la
l« b lk» irimM* la a distant bar
tolk. Oar nau.laratag away atlrr-
■u* mM sadly. "A* ara baa «iM.
It * mwUklf kM many prepl# ka
brwuabt Uf'lher . . . Thto verb we
tha death af Chrtal u 4 all
aranwd lb« rartb Christians pause ka
pur and to tbaakful far brlac
heenght together la Ibr Mrilkrl Mi af Ckrirt. At U» | 4l|
•MM. Chrtrt aaM: "Vaa ara My Iricato' . . . A* Hu friends
•a hrla others la DM HJm—aihers llkr Ihr Irpratp sir lima la
Wto Tha Misters af Mary Immaculate af HHITTAUAT,
O'M i.ardens. far* far Uwa dr.aiedly . . Bui pairrtl yrt-
***b BUI thing*. a chapel af Uwlr aaa. far >uapl< Caa |H
hr!a aa gather Ihr SI.M* needed? Vast speeial HOI.V HICK
mertftee raa makr new friend* far Christ!
■AM OmilM.s MAY HR A MISSIONARY'S ONLY DAILY
SUPPORT. rLCASt KCEP THF.M COMING!
Tk Ht/y Factor* Mtmm AtJ
f*
PROM THE GARDEN STATE. Bartiara writes
"Daar Mooaignor I am Interfiled la adopt-
Inc a aaminarian I cannotafford to pay ihr
WOO at ooce but will be able ta apace It over
two yean, paying (30 a month ...1 am IT,
Rm* graduated from high school. I have a
Heady permanent Job."
You caa adopt a seminarian for 1100 a
year. Barbara To adopt a aiater. *l5O a
wbmmmhm
year for two ytara U needed. But It takea six yean to train a
Petont. We have name* of many teminarlana and novice*:
JOSEPH KEELATH and GEORGE PLTHUMANA of Mange-
lore. India . . . SISTER IVA and SISTER EUPHRASIA of tho
Sisters of SL Catherine of Sienna In IRAQ You may wrilo In
**■
through our office!
YOUR EASTER BONNET—-
may have many rib boo. an It. bet a HTRINGLESS GUT to m
wtU speed help when It's moot needed!
THE ANCIENTS COPIED NATURE Egyptian* decorated
■eir pillar* with lotu* bloaaom.; the Greek* favored acanthia
leave*
. . . Solomon'* temple featured ttrtngi of pomegranatco
and hia crown wa* patterned after the b!o»*om of thl* fruit . . .
Christ spoke In parables of the "lilies of the field"
.
.
, for
IRoae sending In a donation for the missions, well mail a card
PRESSED FLOWERS from the Holy Land If requested . . .
If you wish to mtke your gift In another's name, we'll send that
person a lovely EASTER GIFT CARD.
EASTER GIFTS YOU CAN GIVE:
□ Membership In ear association. *1 a year per peTseng
PS for a family. Ferpelwal: *Xt single: fife family.
Q JOIN one ef our DOLLAR-A-MOVTH CLUBS, to help
the seed, orphans, lepers, ete.
□ A MEMORIAL CHAFEL for a loved one.Cost: H,Mg to
/H.IH.
□ A MEMORIAL SCHOOL. Cost: lI.PM.
□ A $!• FOOD PACKAGE to help a PALESTINE REPO.
GEE FAMILY for one month.
□ A WARM BLANKET to a Bedouin. Coat: *2.
KINDLY REMEMBER US IN YOUE WILL. LEGAL TITLE:
THE CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION. Aa
a member af oar association yon share In the graces ef ISJM
missionary priests and the Masses ef the Holy Father!
fmL^DearßostOissionsjMl
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPILLMAN, President
Msgr. Joseph T. Ryes. NefT let’f
Seed ell eeeHaoolsedem to:
CATHOLIC NEAR lAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
4*o Lexington Av*. at 46th St. New Yorfc IF, N. Y.
Stop or Phone
For A Nice'
Selection ot
Easter Giving
Plants or
Flowers
FLOW!PS BY J
-
-
317 Ridga Ad., North Arlington WY 6-6858
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-67
I *ootl 'OppMitt Holjr Cross; No. Arlington
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
4tooto«t wby Alben H M«pp«r n tko lorgrtf
•onjgihtftf #1 M«mor*oh w» Now Jortoy ,
• W# pots oo to oor cwstowrs o
w*M ol op to 10% by toßeof
Rboct to tbo yvnloso,
• Al work »t 4o*o by koto! tto*o>
«o**ort A contort boro ot Oor
P*»m. ottonof yoo ol ImmtS
oto Aobvory
• Voo coo iotpoct tbo momoriol
boro ot wort ft* Ofrottot.
• Wo Kovt ot oor floot o torpo
Stork ol row ototoreol. ooobbof
ot to ttoybtt yoor ckoKt oo
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understandingservice is in accord uitb
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
mr rar.n.ampeawawcn ~. i,
j BfRGfN COUNTY
HENNESSEY
FUNERAI HOMi
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATIo* 8 1362
TRINKA FUNERAI SERVICE
MAYWOOD • BOGOTA
ItTTIE FERtY
HUbbord 7 3050
VOLK FUNERAI HOMES
TEANECK Tp 6 0202
BOGOTA HU 9 2202
JOHN J FEENEY 8 iONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N j
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMIfY FUNERAI HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. N.J.
HUbbord 7 IOtO
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD. N. J.
FRANCIS X FAHEY.
Mo.nog*:
TE 7-2332
McOUADE FUNERAI HOME
Vincent W. McOuod*
270 BROADWAY
HilUdale, N. J.
NOrih 4 5699
THOMAS J. DIFFIIY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEomr 9 0098
tSSEX COUNTY
GORNY 8 GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAI HOME
Andr*w W Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Av*.
Eat! Orang*. N. J, .
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CODEY'S FUNERAI SFRVICE
69 HIGH STREF7
ORANGE. N. j.
ORange 4-7554
HUEISENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orang* Av*.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Huelienbeck
Director
ES»ex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOMI
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldl 2-3333
GEORGE AHR 8 SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3 1020
REZEM FUNERAI HOMI
579 Grov* Str**l
Irvington, N. J.
ESt*> 2 8700
STANTON FUNERAI HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY. N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLFMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N J.
MArket 3 0514
JOHN F MURPHY
*
490 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N.- J.
ESt*> 3 6053
JOHN j OUINN
FUNERAL HOMI
323 329 fark AVENUE
ORANGE N. j
ORange ? 0348
KIIRNAN FUNERAI HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BEUEviiIE n. j.
Plymouth 9 3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NFWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2 2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEI J MURRAY.
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N.J.
PI 3 2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2600
GORNY 8 GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N J.
ORong* 2-2414
l. V. MUHIN 8 SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
HUDSON COUNTY
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOMI
41 Highland Av*.
J*r**y City, N. J.
Chari** A. Steven*,
Manager
DElawar* 3-6446.
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at B*rg*n Square)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAI HOME
20th ST & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N J
UNion 3-1 lOC
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WfcST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7 0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. INC.
2200 HUDSON BIVD.
UNION CITY. N J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNion 7 1000
james a McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N J.
Oldtieid 3 2266
WILUAM SCHLEMM. INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEndarton 4 0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
Oldfield 9 1455
Oldfield 9 1456
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAI HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Ploin*. N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2 6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORNY 8 GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAI HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcoH 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAI HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRetcoH 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAI HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRe.cott 7-0141
UNION COUNTY
GORNY 8 GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. j.
Elizabeth 2-1416
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOMI
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
Far lUting In thU eectton call The Advocate, MArket 44)700
Pray for Them
Fr. Daly, West Orange Maryknoller, Dies
MARYIfNOLL, N.Y. - Rev.
George M. Daly, M.M., 63, as-
sistant treasurer general of
the Mary knoll Fathers, died
March 20 at Phelps Memorial
Hospital in nearby Tarrytown
after being stricken at the
chapel here.
A native of West Orange,
Father Daly attended St.
John’s School, Orange, and St.
Benedict's Prep. He entered
Maryknoll after a year at St.
Anselm's College and was or-
dained June 17, 1923.
His first assignment was to
The Venard in Scranton, Pa.
In 1929, he was assigned to
the central procurator's office
here, and three years later
was named procurator at The
Venard. He was transferred
to Hong Kong in 1934 as rec-
tor and procurator of the
Maryknoll House there and re-
turned in 1940 to Maryknoll
hoadquartors.
Father Daly is survived by
a brother, Edward F. Daly of
West Orange, and three sis-
ters, Mrs. Thomas A. Flynn
and Mrs. George J. Boland
of West Orange and Mrs. John
P. Fagan of Verona. Another
brother was the late Rev.
James V. Daly, a priest of the
Newark Archdiocese.
A Solemn Requiem Mass
was celebrated Matrch 22.
Other Deaths . . .
Mrs, Patrick J. Managan of
Leonardo, mother of Brother
Paul Managan, 0.5.8., of St.
Paul's Abbey, Newton, died
March 26 in DeLand, Fla.
Mary Ford of Paterson,
aunt of Rev. Joseph E. O’Neill,
S.J., and Sister Elisabeth
Irene, died March 29 at the
Little Sisters of the Poor
Home, Paterson.
tm your prayers alto remem-
ber these, your detested
priests:
Newark
...
Rev. Leo I. Gardner, April •,
1933
Rev. Theodore Tbeisen, April
6, 1195
Rev. Cajetanus Sferrasxa,
April T. 1930
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Daniel A.
Coyle, April 7. 1939
Rev. L. Hoftchnelder, April 1,
1913
Rev. John J. Devlin, April *,
1913
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Aloysius Steeli-
er. April 10. 1916
Rev. William N. Bradley,
April 10. 1937
Rev. Ferdinand Anzolone,
April 11. 1942
Rev. Francis X. Derivaux,
April 12, 1923
Paterson...
Rev. Philip Heoebry. April 10,
1939
Science Award
To McMahon
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Ed-
ward McMahon of North Arl-
ington, a senior at Catholic
University of America, has
been awarded a fellowship for
graduate study from the Na-
tional Science Foundation.
The fellowship, carrying a
stipend of 51,900, will enable
McMahon to pursue graduate
studies at Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology. He is a
member of the five-year pro-
gram of Catholic U.'s School
of Engineering and Architec-
ture, concentrating in elec-
trical engineering and physics.
McMahon is the holder of
the Newark Arcbdlocesan
scholarship to Catholic Uni-
versity and a member of the
Blue Key Honor Society and
Who's Who in American Uni-
versities and Colleges. He is a
graduate of Queen of Peace
High School.
Guild Sponsors
Paschal Meal
NEW YORK - A Paschal
Meal demonstration will be
presented by the Edith Stein
Guild April 10 at Assumption
Convent on gist St. and Lex-
ington Avc.
Albert Simon, past president
of the guild, and Leon Paul,
Judaeo-Catholic writer, will
sene as commentators, ex-
explaining the Hebrew pray-
ers and detailing their rela-
tionship to the Catholic liturgy
and the events of Holy Week.
The audience will participate
in the reading of the Paseover
ntual as rendered by "The
Paschal Mean." a Grail pub-
lication The demonstration is
soother in a series of events
sponsored by the guild and de
signed lo promote greater un-
derstanding between the Cath-
olic and Jewish communities
North Jersey Calendar
FRIDAY, APRIL g
First Friday Club, Paterson
—Luncheon, Alexander Hamil-
ton Hotel, noon. Rev. Caasian
Kirk, 0.F.M., St. Anthony's
Guild, speaker.
Greenville Council, K. of C.,
Jersey City Exemplification
of first degree in honor of
Charles W. Gardner, state
deputy.
Setoa Hall University, Pat-
erson Second annual spring
•bow, "Bye. Bye Birdie,"
School IS (also April 6).
Gregory Club of New Jersey,
Upper Montclair Current
events meeting featuring pro-
gram by Irish International
Airlines. Marge Stone and
Jack Kerr chairmen.
SATURDAY, APRIL •
Construction Industry of
North Jersey Third annual
Communion breakfast, Essex
Catholic High School, following
10 a m. Mata. Archbishop Bo-
land presiding. Gov. Richard
J. Hughes speaker.
Fathers Club of Rt. Bene
dirt’s Prep, Newark Day of
recollection, St. Mary'a Abbey
Church. 9:30 a m. Rev. Martin
Burne, OS B . conductor.
SUNDAY. APRIL 7
Boyd MrGuinaess AmveU
Post Fifth annual Com-
munion breakfast following 8
a m. Mass at St. Aloysius
Church. Rev. Alexander
Sokolich of Seton Hall Univer-
sity, Rev. Gerard P. Kelly of
St. Aloyslui, Jerry Molloy,
baseball coach at St. Peter’s
College, and Howard Plunket
Jr., state commander of Am-
veU. speakers. Charles Som-
mers chairman.
Third Order of Our Lady of
Mt. Carmel, Bogota Meeting
and profession, 3 p.m. Rev.
Andre Hertcl, O. Carm., pre-
aiding.
Holy Name Society, St.
Casimlr'a, Newark Annual
Communion breakfast follow-
ing 7:30 a.m. Mass. Msgr.
P*ul E. Lang, chaplain of Villa
Walsh, Morristown: Msgr.
Paul G. Knappek, pastor, and
Rev. John L. PsprockJ, spir-
itual director, speakcra. Jo-
seph A. Falkowski and Law-
rence Zicmski chairmen.
Holy Name, East Orange
Final program of Lenten Arts
Festival. Dramatic reading of
the Passion, staged and direc-
ted by Gilbert Rathbun, 8:30.
St. Rose of Lima, Short Hills
—Final lecture In lenten se-
ne*. Rev. Martin C. D’Arcy,
S.J., English philosopher, c
speaker. 1:13 p.m.
April 4, IMS the Advocate 19
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St. Joseph’s Hospital Sets
Patient Care Records
PATERSON - St. Joseph's
Hospital again broke all of its
records for patient care and
services according to the re-
port for 1962 submitted by
Sister Anne Jean, adminis-
trator.
There were 16,21? patients
admitted to St. Joseph's dur-
ing the year and they reeeiv-
ed a total of 141,732 days of
care.
Another 14,656 patients
were treated in the clinic,
10,715 cases were handled in
the emergehey room and 2,409
babies were born at the hos-
pital.
Sister Anne Jean also re-
ported that the hospital's def-
icit for the year was $276,-
441.54 after expenditures of
$4,490,728.40. Chief reason for
the deficit was the $913,352.20
in free care underwritten sole-
ly by the hospital.
The report also stressed the
variety of Jobs open at the
hospital. Sister Anne Jean said
that St. Joseph's now employs
over 950 people in more than
100 different occupations.
RECTORY ADDITION - The architect's sketch above depicts the new addition to St.
Michael's rectory. Palisades Park, at right, with the existing wing at left. The addition
will add conference rooms, a community room, two suites, kitchen, pantry and house-
keeper's quarters. The pastor is Rev. Thomas F. Duffy. Architect is Gerard J. Oakley
of Bergenfield.
St. Michael's
Plans Rectory
PALISADES PARK - Plan*
were announced thU week lor
additions and renovations to
the rectory ol St. MichaePi
parish here by the pastor, Rev.
Thoms* P. Dully.
The two-story addition will
be built to the rear of the
present building on laod left
vacant when the parish school
was completed a lew years
•Ro-
ll will approximately dou-
ble the site of the present edi-
fice.
The completed rectory wiU
have three conference rooms,
community room, dining room,
housekeepers' quarter* and
kitchen oo the first floor, four
suite* on the second floor for
the pastor arid three curates
and attic quarters for visitor*
The basement of the addition
will provide for a large par-
ish meeting room
Plan Dinner
For Bishop
PATERSON - Bishop Mc-
Nulty w{U he honored at a tea
timonial dinner ;,f be given
April » at the Mt Carmel
Center lor Alcoholism, which
was founded by the Bishop In
IMS
Msgr William N. Wall, di-
rector. said that hundred* of
recovered alcoholic* who have
been helped by the center have
already made reservation*
Extensive alterations are mnr
under way to enlarge the ra-
pacity of the hall to TSO
Msgr Wall noted that, store
IMS. the center hat introduced
more than 1J.OOO men to Al-
coholic* Anonymous at the
ceoter
He estimated that some t S
million meals have been serv-
ed (here and that loo ooo mao-
years ol sobriety hive result-
ed from the center's Work.
The dinner was originally
planned a part of the celebra-
tion of the 2Sth anniversary of
the Paterson Diocese and will
now alio serve ss a farewell
for Bishop McNulty, who will
be installed ss Bishop of Buf-
falo May I.
Notre Dame Senior
Gets Geology Grant
NOTRE DAME. Ind — Ml
chael J. Switek Jr., of South
Orange, a senior at Notre
Dame University, has received
• $*.600 National Defense Pel
lowship in geology from the
University of Oregon.
A former resident of Wall-
ington. Switek attended Most
Sacred Heart of Jesus School
there and Scion HaU Prep. At
Notre Dame, Switek received
National Science Foundation
grant* in geology during hi*
junior and senior years and
during the summer of 1M1 and
his completed work will be
published.
Named Editor
WINOOSKI PART. Vt. _
Charles Rogers of Fort Lee has
been named editor of the 1964
edition of The Shield. St Mi-
chael’s College yearbook. Cho-
sen for the editorial board was
JEnwat Church of Ridgewood.
Petition Peruvian Officials
To Ease Church School Rules
LIMA, Peru (NC) Cath-
olic school authorities have
called on Peru’s Education
Minister to revoke controls
which stymie Church school
plans for improving education.
Rev. Fernando Vargas, S.J.,
president of the Association of
Church Schools, criticized de-
crees which ‘’hinder" Church
schools in a petition to the
education ministry.
ONK DECREE gives public
school authorities control over
both teaching methods and ad-
ministration.
"Programs, textbooks and
rules imposed by the govern-
ment have brought an odd uni-
formity to both private and
public schools in Peru."
Father Vargas said. •'The
principles of diversity, free-
dom and experimentation
under which true culture
flourishes must be reaf-
firmed in our educational in-
stitutions.
"Peru is one of the Catholic
and democratic countries of
South America where educa-
tion is restricted most.”
Rev. John Lawler. MM, a
U S. missioner who is princi-
pal of Santa Rosa School in
Lima, said: "There's been a
steady erosion of Church ed-
ucational rights in the past 10
years since the Ministry of Ed-
ucation began to dictate norma
to Church schools.
"Restrictive state measures
are stifling Catholic plans to
provide better and more
diversified education for more
Peruvians without regard to
(their) economic status."
FATHER VARGAS* petition
was critical on the following
points
• Government inspectors go
into Catholic schools and dc-
mand to aco private records
without giving a reason.
• Gifts to private schools
must be made through the
Ministry of Education.
• A student who fails a
course in a private school
must make up the course in a
public school.
• Catholic school authorities
cannot exercise responsible di-
rection because control over
teaching methods and admin-
istration is given to public
school authorities.
• Control of tuition fees in
private schools leads to sus-
picion of abuses and excessive
fees; while actually the moat
expensive private school does
not charge nearly as much aa
the $lB5 a year the govern-
ment spends for each student
in its schools.
Officials of the Church school
group also said that an in-
'formcr system set up by the
education ministry gives any-
one who reports tuition abuses
by a private school half the
fine levied on the school.
They also said that students
and teachers dismissed by a
Catholic school are often re-
admitted to the school by gov-
ernment authorities without
consulting first with school
officials.
State control is so strict,
they said, that Catholic school
administrators cannot develop
courses of their own choosing.
The list of state-required sub-
jects is so extensive that no
Catholic school can schedule
Latin courses, they said.
Blur Army Chapel
To Open in Fatima
FATIMA. Portugal (NC)
The new Eastrrn Rite chapel
at the headquarters of the
Blue Army-international or-
ganization to spread devotkm
to Our Lady of Fatima—is
scheduled to be opened here
August 31 by Eugene Cardi-
nal Tisserant. Dean of the
College of Cardinal*
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Ntw Jarsay's fastest selling commun-
ity b« a fast selling new addition:
Braemar at Wayns! Imagine finding
such ideally located spilt level homes’
I all this for just $23,750.offering
on Routes 46. 202 and 23... within easy
walking distance ol elementary schools (both
public and parochur), at well as a parochial
high school. And the community is duty proud
of its many churches and synagogues ...
there are many fine shopping centers includ-
ing the Wayne Shopping Pitre just wound th»
corner
... 4 golf counts. 4 takes for boat-
ing, fishing, swimming, skating and endless
other recreational opportunities for all we
here, too!
The community is noted for its lew tai
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Country Club. Yet you're but 30 minutes
from New York and 20 minutes from
Newark, with direct highway connections
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Salem Ridge
Washington Township
A Gracious Community of Custom Built Homes
IN THE
CENTER OF PAROCHIAL EDUCATION
Our lady of Good Count*) Clgtdi end School end
ImmatulaU Meorl Academy H 3. (or girli nearby.
Upper Salem Ridge offers
TtEES GALORE • CITY SEWERS • MIN. ACRE PLOTS
We ere developing a custom
built “Martin Homes" Com-
munity. Plans available (or
3 and 4 bedroom ranches:
3-4 or tf bedroom 2 story Colo-
nials; 4 bedroom Colonial
Saltbox; 3 and 4 bedroom
Bi-Levels and Split levels.
All homes designed to com-
pliment existing terrain to
preserve trees and the beauti-
ful natural setting.
Price Rrange:
533,900-*45,000
Visit our 4 B. R. furnished
model home.
<z>
DIRiCTIONS: just on* traffic light from Brldgo Rt. 4 to It. 17. North on It. 17 to lit trof-
fit light (lig Orandway Star* on l*ft). »*o> right and -north on Von tmburgh Avtnvo
about U mil* to Hompthlr* Id. Right on Hampthir* Id. (3 block >) to mod»l.
Op*a d»ily from II A.M. to dork
M*d*l h*m» photMi 437-73}}
Sales Agent; GABRIEI-JOHNSON REALTY
334 Rt. IT, Paramns, N.J. COlfax 2-3300
Built by MARTIN Haiti**
White Rock Has
New Cape Cod
A M.CJ. Release
OAK RIDGE (PFS)—Debut
of a four-bedroom Capo Cod
model initiates sales this week-
end in a second section of the
340-house year-round White
Rock Lake community on
Ridge Rd„ west of Rt. 23
off Oak Ridge Rd. in Oak
Ridge-Miltbn. The house is
priced at $18,290.
The model, called the Spar-
tan, offers two baths and
Includes an appliance pack-
*ge.
BY THE BAY - Atrial view shows progross of the 1,000 acre Berkeley Shores in Bayville,
The sprawling colony overlooking Barnegat Boy hos five models on display. The devel-
oper is Berkeley Shore Estates, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hydrocarbon Chemicals Inc.
of Newark and Toms River. The Barnegat Bay has its own sanitary sewer and water
system.
3rd Section
In Wayne
A Keyes, Marlim Release
WAYNE (PITS) - Sales are
being initiated this weekend In
the final section of Rrarmar at
Wayne off Rt 202. one half
mile from Rt 23
Featured are two different
split-level models offered on
minimum l.soo square foot
landscaped and shrubbed lots
priced from S23.TSO.
The ground entry split level
model, named the Carlton. In-
cludes a 12-foot entry foyer,
recreation room, bedroom.
In story and an adloining
laundry and utility room with
separate rear entrance
The neat level includes a
picture windowed living room,
formal dining room, and sci-
ence kitchen with dirung area
The sleeping level offers
three master sued bedrooms,
and two tile balha. including a
stall shower m the master
bedroom.
The Georgian model is a
dramatic Colonial style split-
level with three separate ran
#d living levels The first level
includes eatrance foyer, rec-
reation mom with sliding
glass doors, kitchen with rear
entrance door, and full sired
dining room with cathedral
ceiling
The *1 * UYoot balcony liv-
ing room overlooks (he dining
room
The four full need bedrooms
phis a main bath, and master
bath with a stall shower are
on the third level.
Sales Active
At Candlewood
Am S.O.T. Release
HOWKIX TOWNSHIP (PFS)
Seles ere continuing
at an unprecedented pace tin
U. S at C'endlewmod, the new
300-home community on Route
» here Twenty -two sales were
made last weekend bringing
the total to 1U in the four
weeks the community has
been opened
Prices for the four model
home* offered range from
$17,9*0 to 122.44D and mrlpde
fireplaces and central air con-
ditioning Candlewood is the
eighth community sponsored
by the U S Home ft Develop-
ment Corporation headed by
Robert Winnrrman of Weat Or-
ange
Final Section
At Oak Forest
A Kaylon Release
RIVER VALE (PFS)-A fi-
nal section of IS homes is be-
ing opened at the 50-house Oak
Foreat custom community on
River,Vale Rd.'north of Pros-
pect St.
The custom tract Is being
created only minutes away
from Our Lady of Mercy
Church and achool. Realtor
Thoma* Bustard also notes that
builder Steiner Gunderson of
Hillsdale has delivered 18
homes to buyers and plans to
move in three more families
this month. All homes are be-
ing placed on heavily-wooded,
landscaped lots.
Oak Forest Is showing cus-
tom-treated bi-lcvel and Co-
lonial two-story models priced
from S3I,BpQ through $50,000
and homes can also he built
to buyer's specifications. On
display is the eight-room,
three bath Morvcn two-story
and the eight room, two-bath
Savannah bi-level models.
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JERSEY CITY
on Its own 15-ocro park
TWO OF THE FOUR SKYSCRAPERS.
NOW COMPLETED
JUST NORTH OF JOURNAL SOUARI
And Only 10 Minute* From Manhattan
Apartments open lor impaction in now building
FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
Efficiencies
1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
At Moderate Rentals
Ash About Our T'ufw l**s* PLm"
Mognificent View* of River
New York Skyline and Statue of liberty
Centrally Air Conditioned Building
* DOORMAN SdVICt • OH OASS • OH MASTt* TV ANTINNA
• Otf VINITIAN HINDS • ON SITt PARKING
lOIIY DISIGNID IT INttAMWAI OF NIW VO>K
Renting Office In Building
HUDSON UVD. t NtWAIK AVI.
RHONE OLDFIELD 6-0040
Op#" 7 Days o Wtd t AM. to A PM. and lata# by
Appointment. Mr. Jabn f. Rodgers, Renting Mowgif.
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THE UTMOST IN
COLONIAL CHARMI
BIRCH
HEIGHTS
\S9 . H J
CHOICE or THREE MODEL*
COLONIAL
m i i:\i-.i
cm coo
S AND 4 RKDROoMt
CITY SEWERS
PLASTER WAUJ
HOT WATER HEAT
all iMrßvwrt in 4 paid rot
TRICED MOM
$24,000 TO $28,500
some row immid occmicv
MODEL HOME PHONE
<»l> CO )-fHO
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RILES AGENT:
ANNE GRECO
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RETIREMENT HOMES LIMITED TO
THOSE OVER 50 EXCLUSIVELY
• Club plan • Chapel will he on premise*.
• Your ona it room home on MtlM lot I
• Delivered al approx. SII.SMIM.3M.
• Maintenance of home and ground* Inrlodtnc palatine, gardenias, mow removal, re-
pair*. etc. for approx. S2O per month.
• Vital, »elf infficient way of life featuring active rommnnity center. »hoppln<, clinic,
park and recreaUoa faciliUe* FREE FOR YOUR EXCLIMVE USB!
• Security.
• Financing thru Bergen County Bank.
ONLY 60 MINUTES FROM BERGEN COUNTY
in btautiful Ntw York Staff valley
lAIP have magnificent tract of land .. .
fj in Middletown Goshen area ...
the financing ...the sincerity . . .
PLAN your retirement NOW!!
WRITE IMMEDIATELY TO
| The Plan
P.O. BOX 38. WESTWOOD, N. J.
FOR MORE COMPLETE INFORMATION
gfe£Btir> hr! T ’ '
m-
m
ussaiii&i
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Your Choice of
10
COLONIAL MODELS
2 STORY / RANCH / BMJVH
3,4, 5 & 6 Bedrooms
Z 2% 33 Baths
$31,990 *• s49,f**
11
MORTGAGES
mUASEH
s'/a%
"THE MORVEN" 2-STORY COLONIAL
8 ROOMS - 4 BEDROOMS -3 BATHS
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BUSTARD .
GUNDERSON
l»r*M«
THOMAS I. BUSTARD,
01 KINUtHKAMACK ROAD. WISIWOUO, N J » CO i? 6
Proximity and Privacy in
a Preferred Location
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Real Estate Section
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Block Ookrldgt Road (Rout* 202 North)
WAYNE, N. J.
SEE OUR
2 EXCITING
NEW
1963
MODELS
NOW!
A choke of
6 COLONIAL
2-Story...Split
Level... Bi-Level
& Ranch Models
MODEL HONES OPEN DAILY *
& SUNOm 11 Ail. ti DARK
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THE WEBSTER
SPLIT-COLONIAL
4 fefliwsmi ?i/, Balm
P»««led Ret Rg,
T Car Carafe
Pr•«« Fna
$24,390
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Otter Mtdili t*
521.500.
10% DOWN
30-YEAR FINANCING
TO OUAUFIEO OUTERS
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4 Bedrooms... 2 Baths
Full Basement...Caragi
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Everything is here NOW for...
WONDERFUL COMMUNITY LIVING
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WE WERE HAPPY
when we bought —and we're
STILL HAPPY A YEAR LATER!
... from out fust glimpse of Holiday South
we saw it was everything wc expected...
it wai all thete...quality homes, sensibly
Cccd, in a convenient location of great
uty.
If you are looking for quality and value
Come sec Holiday South! Wl* know that
you'll like it too!
St Joseph's Catholic Church-grade school and new high
•chool are close by. Public grade school is just across
Vaughn Avenue from the community.... Intermediate
and high schools are new and modem... Complete shop,
ping facilities and new Community Hospital just minutes
away! All this in Toms River!
THIS HOLIDAY SOUTH HOME INCLUDES
a OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE FROM
$13,470
at low at $470 DOWN
at little at $lOl (approx.) Monthly Pays All
• Spaciout kitchen with breakfatt area • Separate din.
Ing area • Deluxe batht with choice of colored flxturee
• Picture window living room • 4 large bedroom* with
Spaciout dotett • Oversized garage with storage arOa
• Paveddriveway • Double hung wood windows • Auto-
matic 40 gal. glass lined water heater • Automatic
vented gat clothes dryer • Full Insulation • Cheerfully
lighted full basement • Custom hand-painted Inter lota in
your choloe of colors.
• CITY WATER • NATURAL GAS
HOLIDAYJUr
VAUGHN & BAY AVENUES, TOMS RIVER, N. i.
FROM NORTH JERSEY.. .Take Garden State Parkway south
to Exit 82, turn right onto Route 37, go east approx. 4 miles to Vauahn
Ave. (third traffic light), turn left, goone mile to models.
MOORS OPEN EVERY DAY -11 A.M. te Dusk - Telephone CN 4-1111
Freedom
Essential:
Fr. Kueng
C0LLEGEV1LLE, Minn.
(RNS>—Rev. Hans Kucng,
theologian and consultant to
the Second Vatican Council,
declared here that the Catho-
lic Church lags behind Protes-
tant theology in many fields
because of "a lack of free-
dom."
The Swiss-born priest, dean
of the theological faculty at
the University of Tuebingen,
Germany, spoke before 2,500
persons who crowded St
John's University Abbey
Church.
AMONG THE theological
studies in which the Church is
lagging, he said, are exegesis,
history of dogma and compar-
ative religion.
“And," Father Kueng said,
“if the Catholic press is often
more boring and less honest
than the secular press, this is
usually not due to lack of im-
agination or integrity in Cath-
olic editors, but again to lack
of freedom."
The 34-year-old theologian
reiterated several points he
made in previous talks around
the country. These included re-
marks favoring abolitioo of
the Church's Index of Forbid-
den Books and relaxation of
rules on mixed marriages be-
tween Catholics and noo-Cath-
olics.
Father Kueng. who arrived
In the UJ>. in mid-March for a
10-city lecture tour, said "the
more the Catholic Church
makes freedom a reality with-
in her — freedom of thought,
or speech, of writing and of
action — the more this free-
dom ...will represent an ad-
vance towards the Christians
separated from her.
AT NOTRE DAME, several
days earlier. Father Kueng
said the Catholic Church In the
UJS. stands at the threshold of
a new period In its life. He
said American Bishops have
“very serious pastoral inten-
tions" and have proved to be
“very ecumenically minded."
Before the Second Vatican
Council convened, many Euro-
pean theologians regarded the
American hierarchy as conser-
vative, he said. "They had to
correct that impression during
the council itself." be stated.
The priest said the council
has brought about “a change
of atmosphere in the Church."
Until now. he said, the
Church has given the impres-
sion that all decisions come
from the top. “The council
has shown clearly, however,
that the Church is a commu-
nity. that the rule of Bishops
Is very decisive, that there is
opportunity for free discus-
sion. tree decision," be said.
FATHER KUENG called for
internationalixatiao of the Ro-
man Curia, the central gov-
ernment of the Church, which
traditionally has been staffed
predominantly by Italian prel-
ates.
“The center of the Catholic
Church must be catholic,” Fa-
ther Kueng Insisted. "Every
country, every mentality with-
in the Church must be repre-
sented," he said.
He also said the Church
must realistically address it-
self to problems created by
mixed marriages. He said that
due to improved transporta-
tion, communications and a
generally more mobile society,
the number of mixed mar-
riages "is bound to increase,
not diminish." The Church, he
said, should endeavor to
“make the situation easier"
for parties In a mixed mar-
riage.
Fr. D'Arcy to Speak
At St. Rose of Lima
SHORT HILLS — Rev. Mar-
tin C. D'Arcy, S.J., visiting
professor of philosophy at Bos-
ton College, will conclude the
current lenten lecture series
at St. Rose of Lima School
April 7 at 8:13 p m.
Hu topic will be “The
Modern State of Anxiety.“ Fa-
ther D'Arcy has written
many books on religion and
philosophy and has served as
visiting professor at several
other American colleges, in-
cluding Cornell. Fordham and
Notre Dame.
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Combination Offer!E?
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plumbere. lightweight. portoMe and com-
pact. At* easily
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